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Abstract
In this series of papers, we investigate a new anabelian phenomenon of curves
over algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic which shows that the topo-
logical structures of moduli spaces of curves can be understood from open continuous
homomorphisms of fundamental groups of curves. Let p be a prime number, and
let Mg,n be the coarse moduli space of the moduli stack over an algebraic closure
of the finite field Fp classifying pointed stable curves of type (g, n). We introduce
a topological space Πg,n which we call the moduli space of admissible fundamental
groups of pointed stable curves of type (g, n) in characteristic p, whose underlying
set consists of the set of isomorphism classes of the admissible fundamental groups
of pointed stable curves of type (g, n), and whose topology is determined by the sets
of finite quotients of the admissible fundamental groups. By introducing a certain
equivalence relation ∼fe on the underlying topological space |M g,n| of Mg,n deter-
mined by Frobenius actions, we obtain a topological space Mg,n
def
= |M g,n|/ ∼fe
whose topology is induced by the Zariski topology of Mg,n. Moreover, there is a
natural continuous map
piadmg,n : Mg,n → Πg,n.
The topological space Πg,n gives us a new insight into the theory of the anabelian
geometry of curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p based on the
following anabelian philosophy: Every topological property concerning Πg,n is equiv-
alent to an anabelian property concerning pointed stable curves over algebraically
closed fields of characteristic p. Furthermore, the Homeomorphism Conjecture says
that piadmg,n is a homeomorphism, which is the main conjecture of the theory developed
in the present series of papers. The Homeomorphism Conjecture generalizes all the
conjectures in the theory of anableian geometry of curves over algebraically closed
fields of characteristic p, and means that moduli spaces of curves can be reconstructed
group-theoretically as topological spaces from the admissible fundamental groups of
curves. One of main results of the present series of papers says that the Homeomor-
phism Conjecture holds when dim(Mg,n) = 1 (i.e., (g, n) = (0, 4) or (g, n) = (1, 1)).
In the present paper, we establish two fundamental tools to analyze the geometric
behavior of curves from open continuous homomorphisms of admissible fundamen-
tal groups, which play central roles in the theory developed in the series of papers.
Moreover, we prove that piadm0,n ([q]) is a closed point of Π0,n when [q] is a closed point
of M0,n. In particular, we obtain that the Homeomorphism Conjecture holds when
(g, n) = (0, 4).
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Introduction
In the present paper, we study the anabelian geometry of curves over algebraically closed
fields of positive characteristic. Let p be a prime number, and let
X• = (X,DX)
be a pointed stable curve of type (gX , nX) over a field k of characteristic char(k), where X
denotes the underlying curve, DX denotes the set of marked points, gX denotes the genus
of X , and nX denotes the cardinality #DX of DX . First, we explain some background
of the anabelian geometry of curves. Suppose that X• is smooth over k. When k is
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an arithmetic field (e.g. number field, p-adic field, finite field, etc.), A. Grothendieck
suggested a theory of arithmetic geometry called anabelian geometry (cf. [3], [4]), roughly
speaking, in the case of curves, whose ultimate goal is the following question.
Can we recover the geometric information of X• group-theoretically from var-
ious versions of its fundamental group?
The various formulations of this question are called Grothendieck’s anabelian conjecture
for curves or the Grothendieck conjecture, for short. The Grothendieck conjecture has
been proven in many cases. For example, the conjecture was proved by H. Nakamura,
A. Tamagawa, and S. Mochizuki in the case of number fields (cf. [14], [15], [26], [11]),
and was proved by Tamagawa, J. Stix, and M. Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa in the case of finitely
generated fields over the finite field Fp (cf. [26], [24], [25], [22], [23]). All the proofs of the
Grothendieck conjecture for curves over arithmetic fields mentioned above require the use
of the highly non-trivial outer Galois representations induced by the fundamental exact
sequences of fundamental groups.
Next, let us return to the case where X• is an arbitrary pointed stable curve, and
suppose that k is an algebraically closed field. By choosing a suitable base point of X•,
we have the admissible fundamental group
πadm1 (X
•)
ofX• (cf. Definition 1.2). In particular, ifX• is smooth over k, then πadm1 (X
•) is naturally
isomorphic to the tame fundamental group πt1(X
•). Write πadm1 (X
•)p
′
for the maximal
prime-to-p quotient of πadm1 (X
•) if char(k) = p. The profinite group πadm1 (X
•) (resp.
πadm1 (X
•)p
′
) is isomorphic to the profinite completion (resp. pro-prime-to-p completion)
of the following group (cf. [33, The´ore`me 2.2 (c)])
〈a1, . . . , agX , b1, . . . , bgX , c1, . . . , cnX |
gX∏
i=1
[ai, bi]
nX∏
j=1
cj = 1〉
when char(k) = 0 (resp. char(k) = p). In the case of algebraically closed fields of
characteristic 0, since the admissible fundamental groups of curves depend only on the
types of curves, the anabelian geometry of curves does not exist in this situation. On the
other hand, if char(k) = p, the situation is quite different from that in characteristic 0.
The admissible fundamental group πadm1 (X
•) is very mysterious and its structure is no
longer known. In the remainder of the introduction, we assume that k is an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p.
Since the late 1990s, some developments of F. Pop, M. Raynaud, Sa¨ıdi, Tamagawa,
J. Tong, and the author (cf. [16], [19], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [35], [36], [37]) showed
evidence for very strong anabelian phenomena for curves over algebraically closed fields of
positive characteristic. In this situation, the Galois group of the base field is trivial, and
the arithmetic fundamental group coincides with the geometric fundamental group, thus
there is a total absence of a Galois action of the base field. This kinds of anabelian phe-
nomenon go beyond Grothendieck’s anabelian geometry (because no Galois actions exist),
and this is the reason that we do not have an explicit description of the geometric fun-
damental group of any pointed stable curve in positive characteristic. Moreover, we may
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think that the anabelian geometry of curves over algebraically closed fields of characteris-
tic p is a theory based on the following rough consideration: The admissible fundamental
group of a pointed stable curve over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p must
encode “moduli” of the curve.
Let us explain the anabelian geometry of curves over algebraically closed fields of
positive characteristic from the point of view of moduli spaces. Let Fp be an algebraically
closed field of Fp, and let Mg,n be the moduli stack over Fp classifying pointed stable
curves of type (g, n), Mg,n ⊆ Mg,n the open substack classifying smooth pointed stable
curves, Mg,n the coarse moduli space ofMg,n, and Mg,n the coarse moduli space ofMg,n.
Let q ∈M g,n be an arbitrary point, k(q) the residue field of M g,n, and kq an algebraically
closed field which contains k(q). Then the composition of natural morphisms
Spec kq → Spec k(q)→M g,n
determines a pointed stable curve X•kq of type (g, n) over kq. In particular, if kq is an
algebraic closure of k(q), we shall write X•q for X
•
kq
. Write πadm1 (X
•
kq
) for the admissible
fundamental group X•kq and ΓX•kq for the dual semi-graph of X
•
kq
. Since the isomorphism
classes of πadm1 (X
•
kq
) and ΓX•
kq
do not depend on the choice of kq, we shall denote by
πadm1 (q), Γq
the admissible fundamental group πadm1 (X
•
kq
) and the dual semi-graph ΓX•
kq
, respectively.
Moreover, we write v(Γq), e
op(Γq), and e
cl(Γq) for the set of vertices of Γq, the set of open
edges of Γq, and the set of closed edges of Γq, respectively.
Let Πg,n be the set of isomorphism classes (as profinite groups) of admissible funda-
mental groups of pointed stable curves of type (g, n) over algebraically closed fields of
characteristic p. Then the fundamental group functor πadm1 induces a natural sujective
map from the underlying topological space |Mg,n| of M g,n to Πg,n as follows:
[πadm1 ] : |M g,n|։ Πg,n, q 7→ [π
adm
1 (q)],
where [πadm1 (q)] denotes the isomorphism class of π
adm
1 (q). Note that the map [π
adm
1 ] is not
a bijection in general. For example, let q, q′ ∈M g,n be arbitrary points such that Xq \DXq
is isomorphic to Xq′ \DXq′ as schemes (e.g. X
•
q is a Frobenius twist of X
•
q′). Then we have
that [πadm1 (q)] = [π
adm
1 (q
′)]. On the other hand, we introduces an equivalence relation
∼fe on |M g,n| which we call Frobenius equivalence (cf. [40, Definition 3.4] or Definition
3.1 of the present paper). Roughly speaking, q1 ∼fe q2 for any points q1, q2 ∈ Mg,n if
there exists an isomorphism ρ : Γq1
∼
→ Γq2 of dual semi-graphs of X
•
q1 of X
•
q2 such that
the pointed stable curves X˜•q1,v1 and X˜
•
q2,v2
associated to v1 and v2
def
= ρ(v1) (cf. Section
1), respectively, are isomorphic as schemes for every v1 ∈ v(Γq1). In particular, when
q1 ∈ Mg,n (i.e., X•q1 is a non-singular curve), then q1 ∼fe q2 if and only if Xq1 \ DXq1 is
isomorphic to Xq2 \DXq2 as schemes. Moreover, [40, Proposition 3.7] shows that [π
adm
1 ]
factors through the following quotient set
Mg,n
def
= |Mg,n|/ ∼fe .
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Then we obtain a natural surjective map
πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n
induced by [πadm1 ].
One of the main conjectures in the theory of anabelian geometry of curves is the
following weak Isom-version of the Grothendieck conjecture of curves over algebraically
closed fields of characteristic p (=the Weak Isom-version Conjecture):
Weak Isom-version Conjecture . We maintain the notation introduced above. Then
the surjective map
πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n, [q] 7→ [π
adm
1 (q)],
is a bijection, where [q] denotes the image of q of the natural quotient map |Mg,n| →Mg,n.
The Weak Isom-version Conjecture was essentially formulated by Tamagawa in the case
of smooth pointed stable curves, and by the author in the case of arbitrary pointed stable
curves (cf. [28], [40]), which means that the moduli spaces of curves in positive character-
istic can be reconstructed group-theoretically as sets from admissible fundamental groups
of pointed stable curves in positive characteristic. The Weak Isom-version Conjecture is
very difficult, which was proved completely only in the case where (g, n) = (0, 4). More
precisely, we have the following result obtained by Tamagawa and the author (cf. [28,
Theorem 0.2], [40, Theorem 3.8]):
Theorem 0.1. We maintain the notation introduced above. Write M
cl
g,n for the images of
the set of closed points of |Mg,n|. Then we have that πadm0,n (M
cl
0,n)∩π
adm
0,n (M0,n \M
cl
0,n) = ∅,
and that
πadm0,n |Mcl0,n
: M
cl
0,n → Π0,n
is an injection. In particular, the Weak Isom-version Conjecture holds when (g, n) =
(0, 4).
Remark 0.1.1. In other words, Theorem 0.1 is equivalent to the following anabelian
result:
Let q1 q2 ∈ M0,n be arbitrary points. Suppose that q1 is closed, and that
πadm1 (q1) is isomorphic to π
adm
1 (q2) as profinite groups. Then we have q1 ∼fe q2.
Suppose that g is an arbitrary non-negative integer number. We also want to mention
the following finiteness theorem (cf. [16], [19], [30], [31], [35]):
Let [q] ∈M
cl
g,n. Then we have #((π
adm
g,n )
−1([πadm1 (q)]) ∩M
cl
g,n) <∞.
At the time of writing, almost all of the researches concerning the anabelian geometry
of curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p focus on the Weak Isom-
version Conjecture, and the conjecture cannot give us any new insight into the anabelian
phenomena of curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p. On the other
hand, the results proved by the author in [36] show that
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it is possible that the topological structures of moduli spaces of curves in posi-
tive characteristic can be reconstructed group-theoretically from the geometric
fundamental groups of curves in positive characteristic.
This is the main observation that motivated the theory developed in the present series of
papers.
From now on, we shall regard Mg,n as a topological space whose topology is induced
naturally by the Zariski topology of |Mg,n|. Let G be the category of finite groups and
G ∈ G a finite group. We put
UΠg,n,G
def
= {[πadm1 (q)] ∈ Πg,n | Homsurj(π
adm
1 (q), G) 6= ∅},
where Homsurj(−,−) denotes the set of surjective homomorphisms of profinite groups. We
define a topological space
(Πg,n, OΠg,n)
group-theoretically from the set of isomorphism classes of admissible fundamental groups
of pointed stable curves Πg,n, whose underlying set is Πg,n, and whose topology OΠg,n is
generated by {UΠg,n,G}G∈G as open subsets. For simplicity, we still use the notation Πg,n
to denote the topological space (Πg,n, OΠg,n), and shall say
Πg,n
the moduli space of admissible fundamental groups of pointed stable curves of type (g, n)
over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p or the moduli space of admissible funda-
mental groups of type (g, n) in characteristic p, for short. Theorem 3.5 (or Theorem 7.14)
of the present paper implies that the surjective map
πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n
is also a continuous map. Moreover, we pose the following conjecture, which is the main
conjecture of the theory developed in the present series of papers:
Homeomorphism Conjecture . We maintain the notation introduced above. Then we
have that
πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n
is a homeomorphism.
The Homeomorphism Conjecture means that the moduli spaces of curves in positive
characteristic can be reconstructed group-theoretically as topological spaces from admissible
fundamental groups of pointed stable curves in positive characteristic. This conjecture
gives us a new insight into the theory of the anabelian geometry of curves over algebraically
closed fields of characteristic p based on the following philosophy:
The anabelian properties of pointed stable curves over algebraically closed
fields of characteristic p are equivalent to the topological properties of the
topological space Πg,n.
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This new anabelian philosophy has raised a host of questions which cannot be seen if we
only consider the Weak Isom-version Conjecture (e.g. Problem 3.9 of the present paper).
Next, let us explain the difference between the Weak Isom-version Conjecture and the
Homeomorphism Conjecture from the aspect of group theory. The mean of anabelian
geometry around the Weak Isom-version Conjecture (i.e., the theory developed in [16],
[19], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [35], [36], [37]) is the following:
Let Fi, i ∈ {1, 2}, be a geometric object in a certain category and ΠFi the
fundamental group associated to Fi. Then the set of isomorphisms of geomet-
ric objects Isom(F1,F2) can be understood from the set of isomorphisms of
group-theoretical objects Isom(ΠF1 ,ΠF2). The term “anabelian” means that
the geometric properties can be determined by the isomorphism classes of the
fundamental groups. On the other hand, we do not know the relation of F1
and F2 if ΠF1 is not isomorphic to ΠF2 .
In the theory developed in the present series of papers, we consider anabelian geometry in
a completely different way. The mean of anabelian geometry around the Homeomorphism
Conjecture is the following:
The relation of F1 and F2 in a certain moduli space can be understood
from the set of open continuous homomorphisms Hom(ΠF1 ,ΠF2). Moreover,
Hom(ΠF1 ,ΠF2) contains the geometric information of the moduli space. The
term “anabelian” means the geometric properties of a certain moduli space
(i.e., not only a single geometric object but also the moduli space of geomet-
ric objects), where the moduli space can be reconstructed group-theoretically
from fundamental groups.
Note that we cannot consider the set of morphisms of geometric objects Hom(F1,F2),
since Hom(F1,F2) = ∅ and Hom(ΠF1 ,ΠF2) 6= ∅ in general (e.g. the specialization homo-
morphisms). In fact, the existence of specialization homomorphisms is the reason that
Tamagawa cannot formulate a “Hom-type” conjecture for tame fundamental groups of
smooth pointed stable curves in general (cf. [28, Remark 1.34]). Thus, roughly speaking,
the Weak Isom-version Conjecture is an “Isom-type” problem, and the Homeomorphism
Conjecture is a “Hom-type” problem. In fact, in [36], the author formulated the so-called
Weak Hom-version Conjecture for smooth pointed stable curves which is equivalent to
Homeomorphism Conjecture when q ∈ Mg,n. Similar to other theory in anabelian geom-
etry, Hom-type problems are so much harder than the Isom-type problems.
Now, our main result of the present paper is as follows (see also Theorem 6.7):
Theorem 0.2. We maintain the notation introduced above. Let [q] ∈M
cl
0,n be an arbitrary
closed point. Then πadm0,n ([q]) is a closed point of Π0,n. In particular, the Homeomorphism
Conjecture holds when (g, n) = (0, 4).
Remark 0.2.1. In [41], we will prove that the Homeomorphism Conjecture also holds
when (g, n) = (1, 1). Then the Homeomorphism Conjecture holds when the dimension of
M g,n is 1. In [42], we will prove a generalized version of Tamagawa’s essential dimension
conjecture for closed points of M 1,n. In [43], by equipping the sets of inertia subgroups
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with certain orders, we define clutching morphisms and forgetting morphisms for moduli
spaces of admissible fundamental groups, and prove the clutching morphisms and the
forgetting morphisms are continuous maps.
Denote by Homopenpro-gps(−,−) and Isompro-gps(−,−) the set of open continuous homomor-
phisms of profinit groups and the set of isomorphisms of profinite groups, respectively.
Then Theorem 0.2 follows immediately from the following strong (Hom-type) anabelian
result, which is a ultimate generalization of [28, Theorem 0.2] when g = 0 and q1 is closed
(see also Theorem 6.6).
Theorem 0.3. Let q1, q2 ∈M 0,n be arbitrary points. Suppose that q1 is closed. Then we
have that
Homopenpro-gps(π
adm
1 (q1), π
adm
1 (q2)) 6= ∅
if and only if q1 ∼fe q2. In particular, if this is the case, we have that q2 is a closed point,
and that
Homopenpro-gps(π
adm
1 (q1), π
adm
1 (q2)) = Isompro-gps(π
adm
1 (q1), π
adm
1 (q2)).
Remark 0.3.1. In fact, in the present paper, we will prove a slightly stronger version of
Theorem 0.3 by replacing πadm1 (q1) and π
adm
1 (q2) by the maximal pro-solvable quotients
πadm1 (q1)
sol and πadm1 (q2)
sol of πadm1 (q1) and π
adm
1 (q2), respectively. Then we obtain a solv-
able version of Theorem 0.2 which is slightly stronger than Theorem 0.2. In particular,
we obtain that the Solvable Homeomorphism Conjecture (cf. Section 3.2) holds when
(g, n) = (0, 4).
Remark 0.3.1. Note that Theorem 0.3 is essentially different from Theorem 0.1. The
reason is as follows: Let q1, q2 ∈ |M g,n| be arbitrary points such that q1 is not closed,
and that q2 is a closed point contained in the topological closure of q1 in |M g,n|. Then
every open continuous homomorphism πadm1 (q1) → π
adm
1 (q2) is not an isomorphism (cf.
[30, Theorem 0.3]).
Next, we explain the method of proving Theorem 0.3 (or Theorem 0.2). We establish
two fundamental tools to analyze the geometric behavior of curves from open continuous
homomorphisms of admissible fundamental groups, which play central roles in the theory
of moduli spaces of admissible fundamental groups in positive characteristic. The first tool
is the following result, which says that the inertia subgroups and field structures associ-
ated to inertia subgroups of marked points can be reconstructed group-theoretically from
arbitrary surjective open continuous homomorphisms of admissible fundamental groups
(cf. Theorem 4.11 and Theorem 4.13 for more precise statements):
Theorem 0.4. Let X•i , i ∈ {1, 2}, be a pointed stable curve of type (gXi, nXi) over an
algebraically closed field ki of characteristic p > 0, and ΓX•i the dual semi-graph of X
•
i .
Let ΠX•i be either the admissible fundamental group π
adm
1 (X
•
i ) of X
•
i or the maximal pro-
solvable quotient πadm1 (X
•
i )
sol of πadm1 (X
•
i ), and Ii ⊆ ΠX•i an closed subgroup associated
to an open edge of ΓX•i (i.e., a closed subgroup which is (outer) isomorphic to the iner-
tia subgroup of the marked point corresponding to an open edge of ΓX•i ). Suppose that
(gX1, nX1) = (gX2 , nX2). Let
φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2
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be an arbitrary surjective open continuous homomorphism of profinite groups. Then the
following statements hold:
(i) φ(I1) ⊆ ΠX•2 is a closed subgroup associated to an open edge of ΓX•2 , and that there
exists a closed subgroup I ′ ⊆ ΠX•1 associated to an open edge of ΓX•1 such that φ(I
′) = I2.
(ii) The field structures associated to inertia subgroups of marked points can be recon-
structed group-theoretically from ΠX•
i
, and that φ induces a field isomorphism between the
fields associated to I1 and φ(I1) group-theoretically.
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 0.4 is a formula for the maximum generalized
Hasse-Witt invariant γmax(ΠX•i ) of prime-to-p cyclic admissible coverings ofX
•
i , which was
proved by the author in [39].
The second tool is the following result, which we call combinatorial Grothendieck
conjecture for surjections, and which says that the geometry (i.e., topological and com-
binatorial structures) of pointed stable curves can be completely reconstructed group-
theoretically from open continuous homomorphisms of admissible fundamental groups
(cf. Theorem 5.30 for a more precise statement, and Theorem 5.26 for a more general
form under certain assumptions):
Theorem 0.5. Let X•i , i ∈ {1, 2}, be a pointed stable curve of type (0, n) over an al-
gebraically closed field ki of characteristic p > 0, and ΓX•i the dual semi-graph of X
•
i .
Let ΠX•i be the maximal pro-solvable quotient of the admissible fundamental group of X
•
i
and Πi ⊆ ΠX•i a closed subgroup associated to a vertex (i.e., a closed subgroup which
is (outer) isomorphic to the admissible fundamental group of the smooth pointed stable
curve associated to a vertex of ΓX•i ), and Ii ⊆ ΠX•i an closed subgroup associated to a
closed edge (i.e., a closed subgroup which is (outer) isomorphic to the inertia subgroup of
the node corresponding to a closed edge of ΓX•i ). Suppose that #v(ΓX•1 ) = #v(ΓX•2 ) and
#ecl(ΓX•1 ) = #e
cl(ΓX•2 ), where #(−) denotes the cardinality of (−). Let
φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2
be an arbitrary surjective open continuous homomorphism of profinite groups. Then the
following statements hold:
(i) φ(Π1) ⊆ ΠX•2 is a closed subgroup associated to a vertex of ΓX•2 , and that there
exists a closed subgroup Π′ ⊆ ΠX•1 associated to a vertex of ΓX•1 such that φ(Π
′) = Π2.
(ii) φ(I1) ⊆ ΠX•2 is a closed subgroup associated to a closed edge of ΓX•2 , and that there
exists a closed subgroup I ′ ⊆ ΠX•1 associated to a closed edge of ΓX•1 such that φ(I
′) = I2.
(iii) φ induces an isomorphism
φsg : ΓX•1
∼
→ ΓX•2
of dual semi-graphs group-theoretically.
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 0.5 is a formula for the limit of p-averages
Avrp(ΠX•i ) of the admissible fundamental group of X
•
i , which was proved by Tamagawa
and the author (cf. [28], [38]). The key observations of the proofs of Theorem 0.4 and
Theorem 0.5 are the following:
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The inequalities of γmax(ΠX•i ) and Avrp(ΠX•i ) induced by φ play roles of the
comparability of (outer) Galois representations in the theory of the anabelian
geometry of curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0.
In fact, under certain assumptions, Theorem 0.5 also holds for arbitrary types (cf. Theo-
rem 5.26 and Remark 5.26.1). Moreover, the author believes that Theorem 0.4, Theorem
0.5, and Theorem 5.26 will play important roles in the proof of the Homeomorphism
Conjecture for arbitrary types.
We observe that the scheme structure of a smooth pointed stable curve of type (0, n)
over Fp is determined (via generalized Hasse-Witt invariants of admissible coverings)
completely by its inertia subgroups of marked points and the field structures associated
to the inertia subgroups. Then Theorem 0.4 implies that, if X•q1 is non-singular, the
scheme structure of X•q2 can be determined by the scheme structure of X
•
q1 via an open
continuous homomorphism between their admissible fundamental groups. Moreover, by
applying Theorem 0.4, the geometric operation (=removing a subset of marked points of
a pointed stable curve and contracting the (−1)-curves and the (−2)-curves of a pointed
semi-stable curve) can be translated to the group-theoretical operation (=quotient of a
closed subgroup of the admissible fundamental group of a pointed stable curve, where
the closed subgroup is generated by the inertia subgroups corresponding to a subset of
marked points of the pointed stable curve). Then we can reduce Theorem 0.3 to the case
where #v(Γq1) = #v(Γq2) and #e
cl(Γq1) = #e
cl(Γq2). Moreover, by applying Theorem
0.5, we can reduce Theorem 0.3 further to the case where q1 and q2 are contained in M0,n
(i.e., X•q1 and X
•
q2 are non-singular). Then Theorem 0.3 follows from [36, Theorem 1.2]
proved by the author. This completes the proof of our main theorem.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we fix some notation concerning
admissible coverings and admissible fundamental groups. In Section 2, we recall the
definition of generalized Hasse-Witt invariants, a formula for maximum generalized Hasse-
Witt invariants of prime-to-p admissible coverings, and a formula for limits of p-averages of
admissible fundamental groups. In Section 3, we introduce the moduli spaces of admissible
fundamental groups and formulate the Homeomorphism Conjecture. In Section 4, we
prove Theorem 0.4. In Section 5, we prove Theorem 0.5. In Section 6, we prove our main
theorem. In Section 7, we prove the continuity of πadmg,n .
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1 Admissible coverings and admissible fundamental
groups
In this section, we recall some notation and definitions concerning admissible coverings
and admissible fundamental groups.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a semi-graph (cf. [39, Definition 2.1]).
(a) We shall denote by v(G), eop(G), and ecl(G) the set of vertices of G, the set of
open edges of G, and the set of closed edges of G, respectively.
(b) The semi-graph G can be regarded as a topological space with natural topology
induced by R2. We define an one-point compactificationGcpt ofG as follows: if eop(G) = ∅,
we put Gcpt = G; otherwise, the set of vertices of Gcpt is the disjoint union v(Gcpt)
def
=
v(G)⊔{v∞}, the set of closed edges of Gcpt is ecl(Gcpt)
def
= ecl(G)∪ eop(G), the set of open
edges of G is empty, and every edge e ∈ eop(G) ⊆ ecl(Gcpt) connects v∞ with the vertex
that is abutted by e.
(c) Let v ∈ v(G). We shall say that G is 2-connected at v if G \ {v} is either empty or
connected. Moreover, we shall say that G is 2-connected if G is 2-connected at each v ∈
v(G). Note that, if G is connected, then Gcpt is 2-connected at each v ∈ v(G) ⊆ v(Gcpt)
if and only if Gcpt is 2-connected. We put
b(v)
def
=
∑
e∈eop(G)∪ecl(G)
be(v),
where be(v) ∈ {0, 1, 2} denotes the number of times that e meets v. We put
v(G)b≤1
def
= {v ∈ v(G) | b(v) ≤ 1},
and denote by ecl(G)b≤1 the set of closed edges of G which meet a vertex of v(G)b≤1.
Let p be a prime number, and let
X• = (X,DX)
be a pointed semi-stable curve of type (gX , nX) over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic p, where X denotes the underlying curve, DX denotes the set of marked
points, gX denotes the genus of X , and nX denotes the cardinality #DX of DX . Write
ΓX• for the dual semi-graph of X
• (cf. [34, Definition 3.1] for the definition of the dual
semi-graph of a pointed semi-stable curve) and rX
def
= dimQ(H
1(ΓX• ,Q)) for the Betti
number of the semi-graph ΓX• .
Let v ∈ v(ΓX•) and e ∈ eop(ΓX•)∪ecl(ΓX•). We write Xv for the irreducible component
of X corresponding to v, write xe for the node of X corresponding to e if e ∈ ecl(ΓX•),
and write xe for the marked point of X corresponding to e if e ∈ eop(ΓX•). Moreover,
write X˜v for the smooth compactification of UXv
def
= Xv \Xsingv , where (−)
sing denotes the
singular locus of (−). We define a smooth pointed semi-stable curve of type (gv, nv) over
k to be
X˜•v = (X˜v, DX˜v
def
= (X˜v \ UXv) ∪ (DX ∩Xv)).
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We shall say that X˜•v is the smooth pointed semi-stable curve of type (gv, nv) associated
to v, or the smooth pointed semi-stable curve associated to v for short. In particular, we
shall say that X˜•v is the smooth pointed stable curve associated to v if X˜
•
v is a pointed
stable curve over k.
Definition 1.2. Let Y • = (Y,DY ) be a pointed semi-stable curve over k, f
• : Y • → X•
a finite morphism of pointed semi-stable curves over k, and f : Y → X the morphism of
underlying curves induced by f •.
We shall say f • a Galois admissible covering over k (or Galois admissible covering for
short) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) There exists a finite group G ⊆ Autk(Y •) such that Y •/G = X•, and f • is equal
to the quotient morphism Y • → Y •/G.
(ii) For each y ∈ Y sm \DY , f is e´tale at y, where (−)sm denotes the smooth locus of
(−).
(iii) For any y ∈ Y sing, the image f(y) is contained in Xsing.
(iv) For each y ∈ Y sing, we write Dy ⊆ G for the decomposition group of y and #Dy
for the cardinality of Dy. Then we have that (#Dy, p) = 1, and that the local morphism
between two nodes induced by f may be described as follows:
ÔX,f(y) ∼= k[[u, v]]/uv → ÔY,y ∼= k[[s, t]]/st
u 7→ s#Dy
v 7→ t#Dy ,
where #(−) denotes the cardinality of (−). Moreover, we have that τ(s) = ζ#Dys and
τ(t) = ζ−1#Dyt for each τ ∈ Dy, where ζ#Dy is a primitive #Dyth root of unit.
(v) The local morphism between two marked points induced by f may be described
as follows:
ÔX,f(y) ∼= k[[a]] → ÔY,y ∼= k[[b]]
a 7→ bm,
where (m, p) = 1 (i.e., a tamely ramified extension).
Moreover, we shall say f • an admissible covering if there exists a morphism of pointed
semi-stable curves h• : W • → Y • over k such that the composite morphism f • ◦ h• :
W • → X• is a Galois admissible covering over k. We shall say an admissible covering f •
e´tale if f is an e´tale morphism.
Let Z• be a disjoint union of finitely many pointed semi-stable curves over k. We shall
say that a morphism f •Z : Z
• → X• over k is a multi-admissible covering if the restriction
of f •Z to each connected component of Z
• is admissible.
Definition 1.3. Let f • : Y • → X• be an admissible covering over k of degree m. Let
e ∈ eop(ΓX•) ∪ ecl(ΓX•) and xe the closed point of X corresponding to e. We put
ecl,raf
def
= {e ∈ ecl(ΓX•) | #f
−1(xe) = 1},
ecl,e´tf
def
= {e ∈ ecl(ΓX•) | #f
−1(xe) = m},
eop,raf
def
= {e ∈ eop(ΓX•) | #f
−1(xe) = 1},
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eop,e´tf
def
= {e ∈ eop(ΓX•) | #f
−1(xe) = m},
vraf
def
= {v ∈ v(ΓX•) | #Irr(f
−1(Xv)) = 1},
vspf
def
= {v ∈ v(ΓX•) | #Irr(f
−1(Xv)) = m},
where Irr(−) denotes the set of irreducible components of (−), “ra” means “ramification”,
and “sp” means “split”. Note that if the Galois closure of f • is a Galois admissible covering
whose Galois group is a p-group, then the definition of admissible coverings implies that
#ecl,raf = #e
op,ra
f = 0.
Let C be a category. We shall write Ob(C ) for the class of objects of C , and write
Hom(C ) for the class of morphisms of C . We denote by
Covadm(X•)
def
= (Ob(Covadm(X•)),Hom(Covadm(X•)))
the category which consists of the following data: (i) Ob(Covadm(X•)) consists of an
empty object and all the pairs (Z•, f •Z : Z
• → X•), where Z• is a disjoint union of finitely
many pointed semi-stable curves over k, and f •Z is a multi-admissible covering over k; (ii)
for any (Z•, f •Z), (Y
•, f •Y ) ∈ Ob(Cov
adm(X•)), we define
Hom((Z•, f •Z), (Y
•, f •Y ))
def
= {g• ∈ Homk(Z
•, Y •) | f •Y ◦ g
• = f •Z},
where Homk(Z
•, Y •) denotes the set of k-morphisms of pointed semi-stable curves. It
is well known that Covadm(X•) is a Galois category. Thus, by choosing a base point
x ∈ Xsm \DX , we obtain a fundamental group πadm1 (X
•, x) which is called the admissible
fundamental group of X•. For simplicity of notation, we omit the base point and denote
the admissible fundamental group by
πadm1 (X
•).
Note that, by the definition of admissible coverings, the admissible fundamental group of
X• is naturally isomorphic to the tame fundamental group of X• when X• is smooth over
k. Let v ∈ v(ΓX•). Write πadm1 (X˜
•
v ) for the admissible fundamental group of the smooth
pointed semi-stable curve X˜•v associated to v. Then we have a natural (outer) injection
πadm1 (X˜
•
v ) →֒ π
adm
1 (X
•).
On the other hand, the structure of maximal pro-prime-to-p quotient πadm1 (X
•)p
′
of
πadm1 (X
•) is well-known, which is isomorphic to the pro-prime-to-p completion of the
following group (cf. [V, The´ore`me 2.2 (c)])
〈a1, . . . , agX , b1, . . . , bgX , c1, . . . , cnX |
gX∏
i=1
[ai, bi]
nX∏
j=1
cj = 1〉.
We shall denote by πadm1 (X), π
e´t
1 (X), π
top
1 (ΓX•) the admissible fundamental group of the
pointed semi-stable curve (X, ∅), the e´tale fundamental group of the underlying curve X
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of X•, and the profinite completion of the topological fundamental group of ΓX• , respec-
tively. Then we have the following natural surjective open continuous homomorphisms
(for suitable choices of base points):
πadm1 (X
•)։ πadm1 (X)։ π
e´t
1 (X)։ π
top
1 (ΓX•).
Note that the isomorphism classes of πadm1 (X
•), πadm1 (X), π
e´t
1 (X), and π
top
1 (ΓX•) depend
only on the pointed stable curve associated to X• (i.e., the pointed stable curve obtained
by contracting the (−1)-curves and (−2)-curves of X•).
The admissible fundamental groups of pointed stable curves can be also described by
using logarithmic geometry. LetMgX ,nX ,Z be the moduli stack over SpecZ parameterizing
pointed stable curves of type (gX , nX) and MgX ,nX ,Z the open substack of MgX ,nX ,Z
parameterizing smooth pointed stable curves. Write M
log
gX ,nX ,Z
for the log stack obtained
by equippingMgX ,nX ,Z with the natural log structure associated to the divisor with normal
crossings MgX ,nX ,Z \MgX ,nX ,Z ⊂ MgX ,nX ,Z relative to SpecZ. The pointed stable curve
X• over k induces a morphism Spec k →MgX ,nX ,Z. Write s
log
X for the log scheme whose
underlying scheme is Spec k, and whose log structure is the pulling-back log structure
induced by the morphism Spec k → MgX ,nX ,Z. We obtain a natural morphism s
log
X →
M
log
gX ,nX ,Z
induced by the morphism Spec k →MgX ,nX ,Z and a stable log curve
X log
def
= slogX ×MloggX,nX,Z
M
log
gX ,nX+1,Z
over slogX whose underlying scheme isX . Let Y
log → X log be an arbitrary Kummer log e´tale
covering. One can prove that there exists a Kummer log e´tale covering tlogX → s
log
X such
that Y log×slog
X
tlogX → X
log×slog
X
tlogX is a log admissible covering (cf. [9, §3.5 Definition]) over
tlogX . Then the admissible fundamental group ofX
• does not depend on the log structure of
X log, and [9, §3.11 Proposition] implies that the admissible fundamental group πadm1 (X
•)
of X• is naturally isomorphic to the geometric log e´tale fundamental group of X log (i.e.,
ker(π1(X
log)→ π1(s
log
X ))).
Let
πadm1 (X
•)sol, πadm1 (X)
sol, πe´t1 (X)
sol, πtop1 (ΓX•)
sol
be the maximal pro-solvable quotients of πadm1 (X
•), πadm1 (X), π
e´t
1 (X), π
top
1 (ΓX•), respec-
tively. Then we obtain the following natural surjective open continuous homomorphisms
πadm1 (X
•)sol ։ πadm1 (X)
sol
։ πe´t1 (X)
sol
։ πtop1 (ΓX•)
sol.
We shall say
πadm1 (X
•)sol
the solvable admissible fundamental group of X•. Let v ∈ v(ΓX•). Write πadm1 (X˜
•
v )
sol
for the solvable admissible fundamental group of the smooth pointed semi-stable curve
X˜•v associated to v. Then the natural (outer) injection π
adm
1 (X˜
•
v ) →֒ π
adm
1 (X
•) induces a
homomorphism
πadm1 (X˜
•
v )
sol → πadm1 (X
•)sol.
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We see that this homomorphism is an injection. Indeed, let f˜ •v : Y˜
•
v → X˜
•
v be a Galois ad-
missible covering over k whose Galois group is an abelian group. Then we see immediately
that there exists a Galois admissible covering g• : Z• → X• over k whose Galois group is
a solvable group such that the following is satisfied: let Zv be an irreducible component of
Z• such that g(Zv) = Xv; then the Galois admissible covering Z˜
•
v → X˜
•
v over k induced by
g• factors through f˜ •v . This means that the homomorphism π
adm
1 (X˜
•
v )
sol → πadm1 (X
•)sol.
mentioned above is an injection.
In the remainder of the present paper, we shall denote by
ΠX•
either πadm1 (X
•) or πadm1 (X
•)sol unless indicated otherwise. If ΠX• = π
adm
1 (X
•), we denote
by
ΠcptX•
def
= πadm1 (X), Π
e´t
X•
def
= πe´t1 (X), Π
top
X•
def
= πtop1 (ΓX•).
If ΠX• = π
adm
1 (X
•)sol, we denote by
ΠcptX•
def
= πadm1 (X)
sol, Πe´tX•
def
= πe´t1 (X)
sol, ΠtopX•
def
= πtop1 (ΓX•)
sol.
Let H ⊆ ΠX• be an arbitrary open subgroup. We write X
•
H for the pointed semi-stable
curve of type (gXH , nXH ) over k corresponding to H , ΓX•H for the dual semi-graph of X
•
H ,
and rXH for the Betti number of ΓX•H . Then we obtain an admissible covering
f •H : X
•
H → X
•
over k induced by the natural injection H →֒ ΠX• , and obtain a natural map of dual
semi-graphs
f sgH : ΓX•H → ΓX•
induced by f •H , where “sg” means “semi-graph”. Moreover, if H is an open normal
subgroup, then ΓX•
H
admits an action of ΠX•/H induced by the natural action of ΠX•/H
on X•H . Note that the quotient of ΓX•H by ΠX•/H coincides with ΓX• , and that H is
isomorphic to the admissible fundamental group (resp. solvable admissible fundamental
group) ΠX•
H
of X•H if ΠX• = π
adm
1 (X
•) (resp. ΠX• = π
adm
1 (X
•)sol). We also use the
notation
Hcpt, H e´t, Htop
to denote ΠcptX•
H
, Πe´tX•
H
, and ΠtopX•
H
, respectively.
We put
X̂
def
= lim←−
H⊆ΠX• open
XH , DX̂
def
= lim←−
H⊆ΠX• open
DXH , ΓX̂•
def
= lim←−
H⊆ΠX• open
ΓX•
H
.
We shall say that
X̂• = (X̂,DX̂)
is the universal admissible covering (resp. universal solvable admissible covering) of X•
corresponding to ΠX• if ΠX• = π
adm
1 (X
•) (resp. ΠX• = π
adm
1 (X
•)sol), and that ΓX̂• is
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the dual semi-graph of X̂•. Note that we have that Aut(X̂•/X•) = ΠX• , and that ΓX̂•
admits a natural action of ΠX• .
Let v ∈ v(ΓX•), e ∈ eop(ΓX•) ∪ ecl(ΓX•), v̂ ∈ v(ΓX̂•) a vertex over v, and ê ∈
eop(ΓX̂•) ∪ e
cl(ΓX̂•) an edge over e. We denote by
Πv̂ ⊆ ΠX• , Iê ⊆ ΠX•
the stabilizer subgroups of v̂ and ê, respectively. We see immediately that Πv̂ is (outer)
isomorphic to ΠX˜•v of X˜
•
v , and that Iê is (outer) isomorphic to an inertia subgroup associ-
ated to the closed point of X corresponding to e. Then we have that Iê ∼= Ẑ(1)p
′
, where
(−)p
′
denotes the maximal pro-prime-to-p quotient of (−). We put
Ver(ΠX•)
def
= {Πv̂}v̂∈v(Γ
X̂•
),
Edgop(ΠX•)
def
= {Iê}ê∈eop(Γ
X̂•
),
Edgcl(ΠX•)
def
= {Iê}ê∈ecl(Γ
X̂•
).
Moreover, if ê abuts on v̂, then we have the following injections
Iê →֒ Πv̂ →֒ ΠX• .
Note that Ver(ΠX•), Edg
op(ΠX•), and Edg
cl(ΠX•) admit natural actions of ΠX• (i.e., the
conjugacy actions), and that we have the following natural bijections
Ver(ΠX•)/ΠX•
∼
→ v(ΓX•),
Edgop(ΠX•)/ΠX•
∼
→ eop(ΓX•),
Edgcl(ΠX•)/ΠX•
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•).
2 Maximum and averages of generalized Hasse-Witt
invariants
In this section, we recall some results concerning Hasse-Witt invariants (or p-rank) and
generalized Hasse-Witt invariants.
Definition 2.1. Let Z• be a disjoint union of finitely many pointed semi-stable curves
over k. We define the p-rank (or Hasse-Witt invariant) of Z• to be
σZ
def
= dimFp(H
1
e´t(Z,Fp)).
In particular, if Z• is a pointed semi-stable curve, then
σZ = dimFp(Π
ab
Z• ⊗ Fp),
where ΠZ• is either the admissible fundamental group or the solvable admissible funda-
mental group of Z•, and (−)ab denotes the abelianization of (−).
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Let X• be a pointed stable curve over of type (gX , nX) over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0, ΓX• the dual semi-graph of X
•, and ΠX• either the admis-
sible fundamental group or the solvable admissible fundamental group of X•. Let n be
an arbitrary positive natural number prime to p and µn ⊆ k× the group of nth roots of
unity. Fix a primitive nth root ζn, we may identify µn with Z/nZ via the map ζ
i
n 7→ i. Let
α ∈ Hom(ΠabX• ,Z/nZ). We denote by X
•
α = (Xα, DXα) the Galois multi-admissible cov-
ering with Galois group Z/nZ corresponding to α. Write FXα for the absolute Frobenius
morphism on Xα. Then there exists a decomposition (cf. [21, Section 9])
H1(Xα,OXα) = H
1(Xα,OXα)
st ⊕H1(Xα,OXα)
ni,
where FXα is a bijection on H
1(Xα,OXα)
st and is nilpotent on H1(Xα,OXα)
ni. Moreover,
we have
H1(Xα,OXα)
st = H1(Xα,OXα)
FXα ⊗Fp k,
where (−)FXα denotes the subspace of (−) on which FXα acts trivially. Then Artin-Schreier
theory implies that we may identify
Hα
def
= H1e´t(Xα,Fp)⊗Fp k
with the largest subspace of H1(Xα,OXα) on which FXα is a bijection.
The finite dimensional k-vector spaces Hα is a finitely generated k[µn]-module induced
by the natural action of µn on Xα. We have the following canonical decomposition
Hα =
⊕
i∈Z/nZ
Hα,i,
where ζn ∈ µn acts on Hα,i as the ζ in-multiplication. We define
γα,i
def
= dimk(Hα,i), i ∈ Z/nZ.
We shall say that γα,i, i ∈ Z/nZ, is a generalized Hasse-Witt invariant (cf. [13]) of the
cyclic multi-admissible covering X•α → X
•. Note that the decomposition above implies
that
σXα = dimk(Hα) =
∑
i∈Z/nZ
γα,i.
Let t ∈ N be an arbitrary positive natural number, Kpt−1 the kernel of the natural
surjection
ΠX• ։ Π
ab
X• ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z,
and X•Kpt−1 the pointed stable curve over k determined by Kp
t−1. Next, we define two
important invariants associated to X•. We put
γmax(X•)
def
=
maxn∈N s.t. (n,p)=1{γα,i | α ∈ Hom(Π
ab
X• ,Z/nZ), α 6= 0, i ∈ (Z/nZ) \ {0}},
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and shall say that γmax(X•) is the maximum generalized Hasse-Witt invariant of prime-
to-p cyclic admissible coverings of X•. We put
Avrp(X
•)
def
= lim
t→∞
σXK
pt−1
#(ΠabX• ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z)
,
and shall say that Avrp(X
•) is the limit of p-averages of X•.
On the other hand, let Fp be an arbitrary algebraic closure of the finite field Fp,
χ ∈ Hom(ΠX• ,F
×
p ) such that χ 6= 1, and Πχ ⊆ ΠX• the kernel of χ. The profinite group
Πχ admits a natural action of ΠX• via conjugation. We put
Hom(Πχ,Z/pZ)[χ]
def
= {a ∈ Hom(Πχ,Z/pZ)⊗Fp Fp | τ(a) = χ(τ)a
for all τ ∈ ΠX•},
γχ(Hom(Πχ,Z/pZ))
def
= dimFp(Hom(Πχ,Z/pZ)[χ]).
We define the following two group-theoretical invariants associated to ΠX• :
γmax(ΠX•)
def
= max{γχ(Hom(Πχ,Z/pZ)) | χ ∈ Hom(ΠX• ,F
×
p ) such that χ 6= 1},
Avrp(ΠX•)
def
= lim
t→∞
dimFp(K
ab
pt−1 ⊗ Fp)
#(ΠabX• ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z)
.
We see immediately that
γmax(ΠX•) = γ
max(X•),
Avrp(ΠX•) = Avrp(X
•).
Moreover, we have the following important formulas for γmax(ΠX•) and Avrp(ΠX•)
which were proved by Tamagawa and the author by using the theory of Raynaud-Tamagawa
theta divisors (cf. [39, Theorem 1.4] for γmax(ΠX•), [29, Theorem 0.5] and [38, Theorem
5.2, Remark 5.2.1, and Remark 5.2.2] for Avrp(ΠX•)).
Theorem 2.2. We maintain the notation introduced above.
(a) We have
γmax(ΠX•) =
{
gX − 1, if nX = 0,
gX + nX − 2, if nX 6= 0.
(b) Suppose that ΓcptX• is 2-connected. Then we have
Avrp(ΠX•) = gX − rX −#v(ΓX•)
b≤1 +#ecl(ΓX•)
b≤1.
Remark 2.2.1. Suppose that ΓcptX• is 2-connected. Note that #v(ΓX•)
b≤1 6= 0 if one of the
following conditions holds: (i) X• is smooth over k and #eop(ΓX•) ≤ 1; (ii) #v(ΓX•) = 2,
#eop(ΓX•) = 0, #e
cl(ΓX•) = 1, and rX = 0. In the case (i), we have
Avrp(ΠX•) = gX − 1.
In the case (ii), we have
Avrp(ΠX•) = gX − 2 + 1 = gX − 1.
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Lemma 2.3. Let X•i , i ∈ {1, 2}, be a pointed stable curve of type (gXi, nXi) over an alge-
braically closed field ki of characteristic p > 0 and ΠX•i either the admissible fundamental
group of X•i or the solvable admissible fundamental group of X
•
i . Let
φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2
be an arbitrary surjective open continuous homomorphism of profinit groups, H2 ⊆ ΠX•2
an arbitrary open normal subgroup, and H1
def
= φ−1(H2). Then the following statements
hold:
(a) We have
γmax(H1) ≥ γ
max(H2).
(b) Suppose that (gX , nX) = (gX1, nX1) = (gX2 , nX2). Moreover, suppose either that
G
def
= ΠX•2/H2 is a p-group, that (#G, p) = 1, or that G is a solvable group. Then we have
Avrp(H1) ≥ Avrp(H2).
Proof. (a) Let n ∈ Z>0 be a positive natural number prime to p, and α2 ∈ Hom(Hab2 ,Z/nZ)
such that α2 6= 0. Let j ∈ Z/nZ such that γα2,j = γ
max(H2). Write Q2 for the kernel of
the composition of the following homomorphisms
H2 ։ H
ab
2
α2
։ Z/nZ,
Q1
def
= φ−1(Q2), and α1 ∈ Hom(H
ab
1 ,Z/nZ) for the homomorphism induced by φ|H1
and α2. Let Fp be an algebraic closure of Fp. Then Q
p,ab
i ⊗Fp Fp admits a natural
Fp[Z/nZ]-module structure. Moreover, we see immediately that φ|H1 induces a surjective
homomorphism of Fp[Z/nZ]-modules
Qp,ab1 ⊗Fp Fp ։ Q
p,ab
2 ⊗Fp Fp.
Then we obtain that γα1,j ≥ γα2,j. Thus, we have
γmax(H1) ≥ γ
max(H2).
(b) Let t ∈ N be an arbitrary positive natural number, KHi,pt−1 the kernel of the
natural surjection
Hi ։ H
ab
i ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z.
Suppose that G is a p-group. We have that Galois admissible covering X•Hi → X
•
i cor-
responding to Hi is e´tale. This implies that X
•
H1
and X•H2 are equal types. We obtain
that
#(Hab1 ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z) = #(Hab2 ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z).
Suppose that (#G, p) = 1. Since X•1 and X
•
2 are equal types, we have that
#(Hab1 ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z) = #(Hab2 ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z).
Then φ|H1 implies that
Avrp(H1)
def
= lim
t→∞
dimFp(K
ab
H1,pt−1
⊗ Fp)
#(Hab1 ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z)
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≥ Avrp(H2)
def
= lim
t→∞
dimFp(K
ab
H2,pt−1
⊗ Fp)
#(Hab2 ⊗ Z/(p
t − 1)Z)
.
Suppose that G is solvable. Then the lemma follows immediately from the lemma if
either G is a p-group, or (#G, p) = 1. This completes the proof of the lemma.
3 Moduli spaces of admissible fundamental groups
and the Homeomorphism Conjecture
In this section, we define the moduli spaces of fundamental groups and formulate the
Homeomorphism Conjecture, which are main research objects of the present paper.
3.1 The Weak Isom-version Conjecture
Let p be a prime number, Fp the prime field of characteristic p, and Fp an algebraically
closed field of Fp. Let Mg,n be the moduli stack over Fp classifying pointed stable curves
of type (g, n) and Mg,n ⊆ Mg,n the open substack classifying smooth pointed stable
curves. Let M g,n and Mg,n be the coarse moduli spaces of Mg,n and Mg,n, respectively.
Let q ∈ M g,n be an arbitrary point, k(q) the residue field of M g,n, and kq an alge-
braically closed field which contains k(q). Then the composition of natural morphisms
Spec kq → Spec k(q)→M g,n
determines a pointed stable curve X•kq of type (g, n) over kq. Write π
adm
1 (X
•
kq
) for the ad-
missible fundamental group X•kq and π
adm
1 (X
•
kq
)sol for the solvable admissible fundamental
group of X•kq . Since the isomorphism classes of π
adm
1 (X
•
kq
) and πadm1 (X
•
kq
)sol do not depend
on the choice of kq, we shall denote by
πadm1 (q), π
sol
1 (q)
the admissible fundamental groups πadm1 (X
•
kq
) and the solvable admissible fundamental
group πadm1 (X
•
kq
)sol, respectively. Moreover, we shall denote by
X•q
the pointed stable curve X•
k(q)
and Γq the dual semi-graph ofX
•
q , where k(q) is an algebraic
closure of k(q). Let v ∈ v(Γq). Then the smooth pointed stable curve X˜•q,v of type (gv, nv)
associated to v determines a morphism
Spec k(q)→Mgv,nv .
We shall write qv ∈ Mgv,nv for the image of the morphism and say qv the point of type
(gv, nv) associated to v.
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Definition 3.1. (a) Let qi ∈Mg,n, i ∈ {1, 2}, be an arbitrary point. We shall say that q1
is Frobenius equivalent to q2 if Xq1 \DXq1 is isomorphic to Xq2 \DXq2 as schemes.
(b) Let qi ∈ Mg,n, i ∈ {1, 2}, be an arbitrary point. We shall say that q1 is Frobenius
equivalent to q2 if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) There exists an isomorphism ρ : Γq1
∼
→ Γq2 of dual semi-graphs.
(ii) Let v1 ∈ v(Γq1), v2
def
= ρ(v1) ∈ v(Γq2), q1,v1 the point of type (gv1 , nv1) associated to
v1, and q2,v2 the point of type (gv2 , nv2) associated to v2. We have that q1,v1 is Frobenius
equivalent to q2,v2 .
(iii) Let ρv1,v2 : Γq1,v1
∼
→ Γq2,v2 be the isomorphism of dual semi-graphs induced by ρ.
There exists a morphism f •v1,v2 : X
•
q1,v1
∼
→ X•q2,v2 such that the morphism Xq1,v1 \DXq1,v1
→
Xq2,v2 \DXq2,v2
induced by f •v1,v2 is an isomorphism as schemes, and that the isomorphism
of dual semi-graphs f sgv1,v2 : Γq1,v1
∼
→ Γq2,v2 induced by f
•
v1,v2 coincides with ρv1,v2.
We shall denote by
q1 ∼fe q2
if q1 is Frobenius equivalent to q2. Note that ∼fe is an equivalence relation on the under-
lying topological space |Mg,n| of M g,n
(c) Let qi ∈ M g,n, i ∈ {1, 2}, be an arbitrary point, kqi an algebraically closed field
which contains k(qi), and X
•
kqi
the pointed stable curve of type (g, n) over kqi. We shall
say that X•kq1 is Frobenius equivalent to X
•
kq2
if q1 is Frobenius equivalent q2.
The following result was proved by the author.
Proposition 3.2. Let qi ∈Mg,n, i ∈ {1, 2}, be an arbitrary point. Suppose that q1 ∼fe q2.
Then we have that πadm1 (q1) is isomorphic to π
adm
1 (q2) as profinite groups. In particular,
we have that πsol1 (q1) is isomorphic to π
sol
1 (q2) as profinite groups.
Proof. See [40, Proposition 3.7].
We put
Mg,n
def
= |Mg,n|/ ∼fe⊆Mg,n
def
= |M g,n|/ ∼fe,
Πg,n
def
= {[πadm1 (q)] | q ∈Mg,n} ⊆ Πg,n
def
= {[πadm1 (q)] | q ∈M g,n},
Πsolg,n
def
= {[πsol1 (q)] | q ∈Mg,n} ⊆ Π
sol
g,n
def
= {[πsol1 (q)] | q ∈Mg,n},
where [πadm1 (q)] and [π
sol
1 (q)] denote the isomorphism classes (as profinite groups) of
πadm1 (q) and π
sol
1 (q), respectively. Let q ∈ Mg,n. We shall write [q] for the image of q
in Mg,n. Then there are natural surjective maps of sets as follows:
sol : Πg,n ։ Π
sol
g,n, [π
adm
1 (q)] 7→ [π
sol
1 (q)],
πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n, [q] 7→ [π
adm
1 (q)],
πsolg,n
def
= sol ◦ πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Π
sol
g,n,
πtg,n
def
= πadmg,n |Mg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n,
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πt,solg,n
def
= πsolg,n|Mg,n : Mg,n ։ Π
sol
g,n,
where “t” means “tame”. Moreover, we have the following commutative diagrams:
Mg,n
πtg,n
−−−→ Πg,ny y
Mg,n
πadmg,n
−−−→ Πg,n
and
Mg,n
πt,solg,n
−−−→ Πsolg,ny y
Mg,n
πsolg,n
−−−→ Π
sol
g,n,
where all vertical arrows are natural injections.
Proposition 3.3. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then we have
πadmg,n (Mg,n \Mg,n) = Πg,n \ Πg,n,
πsolg,n(Mg,n \Mg,n) = Π
sol
g,n \ Π
sol
g,n.
Proof. The proposition follows immediately from [35, Theorem 1.2, Remark 1.2.1, Remark
1.2.2, and Proposition 6.1] (see also Theorem 4.2 of the present paper).
We may formulate the weak Isom-version of the Grothendieck conjecture for pointed
stable curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0 (=the Weak Isom-
version Conjecture) as follows:
Weak Isom-version Conjecture . We maintain the notation introduced above. Then
we have that
πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n
is a bijection as sets.
The Weak Isom-version Conjecture was formulated by Tamagawa in the case of q ∈ Mg,n,
and by the author in the general case (cf. [28], [40]), which is the ultimate goal of [16], [19],
[27], [28], [29], [30], [31], and [35]. The Weak Isom-version Conjecture shows that moduli
spaces of curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0 can be reconstructed
group-theoretically as “sets” from admissible fundamental groups of curves.
Moreover, we have the following solvable version of the Weak Isom-version Conjecture
which is slightly stronger than the original version.
Solvable Weak Isom-version Conjecture . We maintain the notation introduced
above. Then we have that
πsolg,n : Mg,n ։ Π
sol
g,n
is a bijection as sets.
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Write M
cl
g,n for the image of the set of closed points M
cl
g,n of the natural map |Mg,n|։
Mg,n. Then we have the following result.
Theorem 3.4. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the following statements
hold:
(a) We have that
πsolg,n|Mclg,n
: M
cl
g,n → Π
sol
g,n
is quasi-finite (i.e., #(πsolg,n|Mclg,n
)−1([πsol1 (q)]) <∞ for every [π
sol
1 (q)] ∈ Π
sol
g,n).
(b) Suppose that g = 0. Then we have that
πsolg,n|Mclg,n
: M
cl
g,n → Π
sol
g,n
is an injection, and that
πsolg,n(Mg,n \M
cl
g,n) ⊆ Π
sol
g,n \ π
sol
g,n(M
cl
g,n).
In particular, the Solvable Weak Isom-version Conjecture holds if (g, n) = (0, 4).
Proof. Since [29, Theorem 0.2] and [30, Theorem 0.1] also hold for the maximal pro-
solvable quotients of tame fundamental groups, the theorem follows immediately from
[29, Theorem 0.2], [30, Theorem 0.1], [35, Theorem 1.2, Remark 1.2.1, Remark 1.2.2, and
Proposition 6.1], and Proposition 3.3.
3.2 Moduli spaces of admissible fundamental groups and the
Homeomorphism Conjecture
We maintain the notation introduced in Section 3.1. Moreover, in the reminder of the
present section, we regard Mg,n and Mg,n as topological spaces whose topologies are
induced by the Zariski topologies of |M g,n| and |Mg,n|, respectively.
Let G be the category of finite groups, G ∈ G an arbitrary finite group, Π an arbitrary
profinite group, and Homsurj(−,−) the set of surjective homomorphisms. We put
UΠg,n,G
def
= {[πadm1 (q)] ∈ Πg,n | Homsurj(π
adm
1 (q), G) 6= ∅},
UΠg,n,G
def
= {[πadm1 (q)] ∈ Πg,n | Homsurj(π
adm
1 (q), G) 6= ∅},
U
Π
sol
g,n,G
def
= {[πsol1 (q)] ∈ Π
sol
g,n | Homsurj(π
sol
1 (q), G) 6= ∅},
UΠsolg,n,G
def
= {[πsol1 (q)] ∈ Π
sol
g,n | Homsurj(π
sol
1 (q), G) 6= ∅}.
Then we obtain the following topological spaces
(Πg,n, OΠg,n), (Πg,n, OΠg,n),
(Π
sol
g,n, OΠsolg,n
), (Πsolg,n, OΠsolg,n)
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whose topologiesOΠg,n , OΠg,n, OΠsolg,n
, andOΠsolg,n are generated by {UΠg,n,G}G∈G , {UΠg,n,G}G∈G ,
{U
Π
sol
g,n,G
}G∈G , and {UΠsolg,n,G}G∈G as open subsets, respectively. For simplicity, we still use
the notation
Πg,n, Πg,n, Π
sol
g,n, Π
sol
g,n
to denote the topological spaces (Πg,n, OΠg,n), (Πg,n, OΠg,n), (Π
sol
g,n, OΠsolg,n
), and (Πsolg,n, OΠsolg,n),
respectively.
Theorem 3.5. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then we have that
πadmg,n : Mg,n → Πg,n,
πsolg,n : Mg,n → Π
sol
g,n
are continuous maps.
Proof. The theorem will be proved in Section 7, see Theorem 7.14.
Proposition 3.6. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the following state-
ments hold.
(a) Let [πadm1 (q)] ∈ Πg,n and [π
sol
1 (q)] ∈ Π
sol
g,n be arbitrary points. Then we have
V ([πadm1 (q)]) = {[π
adm
1 (q
′)] ∈ Πg,n | Homsurj(π
adm
1 (q), π
adm
1 (q
′)) 6= ∅},
V ([πsol1 (q)]) = {[π
sol
1 (q
′)] ∈ Π
sol
g,n | Homsurj(π
sol
1 (q), π
sol
1 (q
′)) 6= ∅},
where V ([πadm1 (q)]) and V ([π
sol
1 (q)]) denote the topological closures of [π
adm
1 (q)] and [π
sol
1 (q)]
in Πg,n and Π
sol
g,n, respectively.
(b) We have that
Πg,n ⊆ Πg,n, Π
sol
g,n ⊆ Π
sol
g,n
are open subsets.
(c) Let Z be an arbitrary irreducible closed subset of Mg,n. Then V (π
adm
g,n (Z)) and
V (πsolg,n(Z)) are irreducible closed subsets of Πg,n and Π
sol
g,n, respectively, where V (π
adm
g,n (Z))
and V (πsolg,n(Z)) denote the topological closures of π
adm
g,n (Z) and π
sol
g,n(Z) in Πg,n and Π
sol
g,n,
respectively. In particular, the topological spaces Πg,n and Π
sol
g,n are irreducible.
(d) Let V be either an irreducible closed subset of Πg,n or an irreducible closed subset
of Π
sol
g,n. Then V has a unique generic point.
Proof. (a) follows immediately from the definitions of OΠg,n and OΠsolg,n
, respectively.
(b) Let [πadm1 (q)] ∈ Πg,n be an arbitrary point and π
adm
A (q) the set of finite quotients
of πadm1 (q). Moreover, since π
adm
1 (q) is topologically finitely generated, we have a subset
of open normal subgroups {Hj}j∈N of πadm1 (q) such that Hj1 ⊆ Hj2 for any j1 ≥ j2, and
that
πadm1 (q)
∼= lim←−
j∈N
πadm1 (q)/Hj.
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We put
S(q)
def
= {πadm1 (q)/Hj, j ∈ N} ⊆ π
adm
A (q).
We see that, in order to prove that Πg,n is an open subset of Πg,n, it is sufficient to prove
that, for every point [q2] ∈ Mg,n, there exists a finite group G ∈ S(q2) such that UΠg,n,G
is contained in Πg,n.
Suppose that UΠg,n,G ∩ (Πg,n \Πg,n) 6= ∅ for every G ∈ S(q2). Since π
adm
g,n is continuous
(cf. Theorem 3.5) and the set of generic points of Mg,n \Mg,n is finite, there exists a
generic point [q1] of Mg,n \Mg,n such that
[πadm1 (q1)] ∈
⋂
G∈S(q2)
UΠg,n,G.
Then the set
Homsurj(π
adm
1 (q1), π
adm
1 (q2)) = lim←−
G∈S(q2)
Homsurj(π
adm
1 (q1), G)
is not empty. Thus, there is a surjective open continuous homomorphism φ : πadm1 (q1)։
πadm1 (q2). Note that φ induces an isomorphism of maximal prime-to-p quotients
φp
′
: πadm1 (q1)
p′ ∼→ πadm1 (q2)
p′.
By applying [35, Lemma 6.3], there exists an open characteristic subgroup H1 ⊆
πadm1 (q1)
p′ such that the pointed stable curve X•H1 of type (gXH1 , nXH1 ) over kq1 correspond-
ing toH1 satisfying the following conditions: (1) Γ
cpt
X•
H1
is 2-connected; (2) #(v(ΓX•
H1
)b≤1) =
0; (3) the Betti number rXH1 of the dual semi-graph of X
•
H1
is positive. Let H2
def
=
φp
′
(H1) ⊆ πadm1 (q2)
p′. Then we obtain a smooth pointed stable curve X•H2 of type
(gXH2 , nXH2 ) over kq2 corresponding to H2. Since Hi is an open characteristic subgroup,
we obtain that (gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 ). Then Theorem 2.2 (b) and Lemma 2.3 (b)
imply that
rXH1 ≤ 0.
This contradicts rXH1 > 0.
Similar arguments to the arguments given in the proof above imply that Πsolg,n is an
open subset of Π
sol
g,n. This completes the proof of (b).
(c) is trivial.
(d) We only treat the case where V is an irreducible closed subset of Πg,n. Let Gen(V )
be the set of generic points of V . Since every closed subset of Mg,n has a non-empty set of
generic points, we have that Gen(V ) 6= ∅. Let [πadm1 (q1)], [π
adm
1 (q2)] ∈ Gen(V ) be arbitrary
generic points. Let G ∈ πadmA (q1) be an arbitrary finite group. Then UΠg,n,G ∩ V 6= ∅.
Thus, [πadm1 (q2)] ∈ UΠg,n,G ∩ V . This means that π
adm
A (q1) ⊆ π
adm
A (q2). Similar arguments
to the arguments given in the proof above imply πadmA (q1) ⊇ π
adm
A (q2). Then we have
πadmA (q1) = π
adm
A (q2).
Since admissible fundamental groups of pointed stable curves are topologically finitely
generated, [2, Proposition 16.10.6] implies that [πadm1 (q1)] = [π
adm
1 (q2)]. This completes
the proof of the proposition.
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Definition 3.7. We shall say that
Πg,n
is the moduli space of admissible fundamental groups of pointed stable curves of type
(g, n) over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p (or the moduli space of admissible
fundamental groups of type (g, n) in characteristic p for short), and that
Π
sol
g,n
is the moduli space of solvable admissible fundamental groups of pointed stable curves of
type (g, n) over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0 (or the moduli space
of solvable admissible fundamental groups of type (g, n) in characteristic p for short).
Moreover, we shall say that OΠg,n and OΠsolg,n
are the anabelian topologies of Πg,n and Π
sol
g,n,
respectively.
Next, we formulate the main conjectures of the theory developing in the present paper.
Homeomorphism Conjecture . We maintain the notation introduced above. Then we
have that
πadmg,n : Mg,n ։ Πg,n
is a homeomorphism.
Moreover, we have a solvable version of the Homeomorphism Conjecture as follows, which
is slightly stronger than the original version.
Solvable Homeomorphism Conjecture . We maintain the notation introduced above.
Then we have that
πsolg,n : Mg,n ։ Π
sol
g,n
is a homeomorphism.
The Homeomorphism Conjecture (or the Solvable Homeomorphism Conjecture) shows
that moduli spaces of curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0 can
be reconstructed group-theoretically as “topological spaces ” from admissible fundamental
groups (or solvable admissible fundamental groups) of curves. Moreover, the conjectures
give a new insight into the theory of anabelian geometry of curves over algebraically closed
fields of characteristic p > 0 based on the following anabelian philosophy:
The topological space Πg,n (or Π
sol
g,n) contains all anabelian informations of
pointed stable curves of type (g, n) over algebraically closed fields of charac-
teristic p > 0, and every topological property concerning the topological space
Πg,n (or Π
sol
g,n) can be regarded as an anabelian property of pointed stable
curves of type (g, n) over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0.
The main theorem of the present paper is the following, which will be proved in Section
6 (cf. Theorem 6.7).
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Theorem 3.8. We maintain the notation introduced above. Let [q] ∈M
cl
0,n be an arbitrary
closed point. Then πadm0,n ([q]) and π
sol
0,n([q]) are closed points of Π0,n and Π
sol
0,n, respectively.
In particular, the Homeomorphism Conjecture and the Solvable Homeomorphism Conjec-
ture hold when (g, n) = (0, 4).
On the other hand, some major problems concerning Πg,n are as follows:
Problem 3.9. We maintain the notation introduced above.
1. Is Πg,n a noetherian topological space?
2. Let [q] ∈M
cl
g,n. Is V (π
adm
g,n ([q])) a finite set?
3. Let Z be an irreducible closed subset of Mg,n. Is π
adm
g,n (Z) an irreducible closed subset
of Πg,n?
4. Let i ∈ {1, 2}, and let Vi,mi ⊆ · · · ⊆ Vi,1 ⊆ Vi,0
def
= Πg,n be an arbitrary maximal
chain of irreducible closed subsets of Πg,n. Does m1 = m2 hold?
5. Let Z be an irreducible closed subset of Mg,n. Does dim(Z) = dim(V (π
adm
g,n (Z)))
hold? Here, dim(V (πadmg,n (Z))) denotes the Krull dimension of V (π
adm
g,n (Z)). In par-
ticular, does dim(Mg,n) = dim(Πg,n) and dim(V (π
adm
g,n ([q]))) = 0 for every [q] ∈M
cl
g,n
hold? Moreover, Is πadmg,n ([q]) a closed point of Πg,n for every [q] ∈M
cl
g,n?
6. Prove the Homeomorphism Conjecture. In particular, prove the Homeomorphism
Conjecture for (0, n).
Remark 3.9.1. We may also ask the problems mentioned above for Π
sol
g,n.
Remark 3.9.2. Problem 3.9 (2) is equivalent to the following anabelian property of
pointed stable curves:
Let [q] ∈M
cl
g,n. Then we have that the set
{q′ ∈M
cl
g,n | Homsurj(π
adm
1 (q), π
adm
1 (q
′)) 6= ∅}
is a finite set.
This property is a generalized version of Theorem 3.4 (a).
Remark 3.9.3. We maintain the notation introduced above. Tamagawa posed a con-
jecture as follows (cf. [28, Conjecture 5.3 (ii)]), which is called Essential Dimension
Conjecture:
Let i ∈ {1, 2}, and let qi ∈ Mg,n and V (qi) the topological closure of qi in
Mg,n. Then we have that dim(V (q1)) = dim(V (q2)) if [π
adm
1 (q1)] = [π
adm
1 (q2)].
We see immediately that Problem 3.9 (5) is a generalized version of Tamagawa’s Essential
Dimension Conjecture.
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Proposition 3.10. Let [q] ∈M
cl
g,n. Then we have that dim(V (π
adm
g,n ([q]))) = 0 if and only
if πadmg,n ([q]) is a closed point of Πg,n.
Proof. The “if” part of the proposition is trivial. We only need to prove the “only if”
part of the proposition.
Let [πadm1 (q
′)] ∈ V (πadmg,n ([q])) be an arbitrary point and V ([π
adm
1 (q
′)]) the topological
closure of [πadm1 (q
′)] in Πg,n. Then we have that V ([π
adm
1 (q
′)]) is an irreducible closed
subset which is contained in V (πadmg,n ([q])). Since V (π
adm
g,n ([q])) is an irreducible closed
subset of dimension 0, we obtain that
V (πadmg,n ([q])) = V ([π
adm
1 (q
′)]).
This means that there exist surjective open continuous homomorphisms
πadm1 (q)։ π
adm
1 (q
′),
πadm1 (q
′)։ πadm1 (q).
Then we obtain πadmA (q) = π
adm
A (q
′). Since admissible fundamental groups of pointed
stable curves are topologically finitely generated, [2, Proposition 16.10.6] implies that
[πadm1 (q)] = [π
adm
1 (q
′)]. Thus, we obtain V (πadmg,n ([q])) = [π
adm
1 (q)]. This completes the
proof of the proposition.
4 Reconstruction of inertia subgroups and field struc-
tures from surjections
In this section, we will prove that the inertia subgroups assoicated to marked points
can be reconstructed group-theoretically from surjective homomorphisms of admissible
fundamental groups (or solvable admissible fundamental groups).
Let P be a category of profinite groups whose class of objects Ob(P) consists of profi-
nite groups, and whose class of morphisms HomP(Π,Π
′) is the class of open continuous
homomorphisms of Π and Π′. Let Π ∈ P, and let S be a category whose class of objects
Ob(S) is a set of subgroups of Π, and whose class of morphisms HomS(H,H
′) for any
H,H ′ ∈ S is defined as follows: the unique element of HomS(H,H ′) is the natural inclu-
sion when H ⊆ H ′; otherwise, HomS(H,H ′) is empty. We shall say that S is a category
associated to Π.
Let S and S′ be categories associated to profinite groups Π and Π′, respectively. We
define a class of functors HomS(S,S
′) as follows: θS ∈ HomS(S,S′) if there exists an
open continuous homomorphism θ : Π → Π′ such that S = {H
def
= θ−1(H ′)}H′∈S′ , and
that θS : S→ S′, H 7→ H ′; otherwise, HomS(S,S′) is empty. We denote by
S
the category whose class of objects Ob(S) is the class of categories associated to profinite
groups, and whose class of morphisms HomS(S,S
′) consists of the classes of functors
defined above. Then we have a natural functor π : S → P defined as follows: Let S,
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S′ ∈ S be categories associated to profinite groups Π, Π′, respectively; we have π(S) = Π,
π(S′) = Π′, and π(θS) = θ. We see immediately that
π : S → P
is a fibered category over P.
Definition 4.1. Let i ∈ {1, 2}. Let Fi be a geometric object (in a certain category), ΠFi
a profinite group associated to the geometric object Fi, and Si a category associated to
ΠFi . Let InvFi be an invariant depending on the isomorphism class of Fi (in a certain
category) and AddFi(Si) an additional structure associated to Si (e.g., AddFi(Si) = Si)
on the profinite group ΠFi depending functorially on Fi and Si.
(a) We shall say that InvFi can be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠFi (or ΠFi
induces InvFi group-theoretically) if ΠF1
∼= ΠF2 implies InvF1 = InvF2 .
(b) We shall say that AddF2(S2) can be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠF2 (or
ΠF2 induces AddF2(S2) group-theoretically) if every isomorphism θ : ΠF1
∼
→ ΠF2 induces
a bijection θad : AddF1(S1)
∼
→ AddF2(S2) which preserves the structures AddF1(S1) and
AddF2(S2), where S1
def
= ΠF1 ×θ,ΠF2 S2 (i.e., the fiber product in the fibered category S
over P).
(c) Let j1, j2 ∈ {1, 2} distinct from each other, and let θ : ΠF1 → ΠF2 be an open
continuous homomorphism of profinite groups and S1 = ΠF1 ×θ,ΠF2 S2. We shall say
that a map θad : AddFj1 (Sj1) → AddFj2 (Sj2) can be reconstructed group-theoretically
from θ : ΠF1 → ΠF2 (or θ : ΠF1 → ΠF2 induces θad : AddFj1 (Sj1) → AddFj2 (Sj2) group-
theoretically) if the following condition is satisfied: Let F ′i be a geometric object, ΠF ′i a
profinite group associated to the geometric object F ′i , θi : ΠF ′i
∼
→ ΠFi an isomorphism of
profinite groups, θ′ : ΠF ′1 → ΠF ′2 , S
′
i
def
= ΠF ′i ×θi,ΠFi Si, AddF ′i (S
′
i) an additional structure
on the profinite group ΠF ′
i
. Suppose that the following commutative diagram of profinite
groups holds
ΠF ′1
θ′
−−−→ ΠF ′2
θ1
y θ2y
ΠF1
θ
−−−→ ΠF2 .
Then the commutative diagram of profinite groups above induces the following commu-
tative diagram of additional structures
AddF ′j1
(S′j1)
θ′ad−−−→ AddF ′j2
(S′j2)
θj1,ad
y θj2,ady
AddFj1 (Sj1)
θad−−−→ AddFj2 (Sj2)
which preserves the structures of additional structures.
Remark 4.1.1. Let us explain the philosophy of mono-anabelian geometry introduced
by Mochizuki. The classical point of view of anabelian geometry (i.e., the anabelian
geometry considered in [3], [4]) focuses on a comparison between two geometric objects via
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their fundamental groups. Moreover, the term “group-theoretical”, in the classical point
of view, means that “preserved by an arbitrary isomorphism between the fundamental
groups under consideration”. We shall refer to the classical point of view as “bi-anabelian
geometry”. Then Definition 4.1 is a definition from the point of view of bi-anabelian
geometry.
On the other hand, mono-anabelian geometry focuses on the establishing a group-
theoretic algorithm whose input datum is an abstract topological group which is isomor-
phic to the fundamental group of a given geometric object of interest (resp. a continuous
homomorphism of abstract topological groups which are isomorphic to a continuous ho-
momorphism of the fundamental groups of given geometric objects of interest), and whose
output datum is a geometric object which is isomorphic to the given geometric object of
interest (resp. a morphism of geometric objects which is isomorphic to a morphism of
given geometric objects of interest). In the point of view of mono-anabelian geometry, the
term “group-theoretic algorithm” is used to mean that “the algorithm in a discussion is
phrased in language that only depends on the topological group structures of the funda-
mental groups under consideration”. Note that mono-anabelian results are stronger than
bi-anabelian results.
We maintain the notation introduced in Definition 4.1. Then the mono-anabelian
version of Definition 4.1 is as follows:
(a) We shall say that InvFi can be mono-anabelian reconstructed from ΠFi if there
exists a group-theoretical algorithm whose input datum is ΠFi , and whose output datum
is InvFi(Si).
(b) We shall say that AddFi(Si) can be mono-anabelian reconstructed from ΠFi if
there exists a group-theoretical algorithm whose input datum is ΠFi , and whose output
datum is AddFi.
(c) Let j1, j2 ∈ {1, 2} distinct from each other, and let θ : ΠF1 → ΠF2 be an open
continuous homomorphism of profinite groups and S1 = ΠF1 ×θ,ΠF2 S2. We shall say
that a map (or a morphism) θadd : AddFj1 (Sj1) → AddFj2 (Sj2) can be mono-anabelian
reconstructed from θ : ΠF1 → ΠF2 if there exists a group-theoretical algorithm whose input
datum is θ : ΠF1 → ΠF2 , and whose output datum is θadd : AddFj1 (Sj1)→ AddFj2 (Sj2).
Let i ∈ {1, 2}, and let X•i = (Xi, DXi) be a pointed stable curve of type (gXi, nXi) over
an algebraically closed field ki of characteristic pi > 0, ΓX•i the dual semi-graph of X
•
i ,
and ΠX•i either the admissible fundamental group or the solvable admissible fundamental
group of X•i . The following result was proved by Tamagawa for smooth pointed stable
curves and by the author for arbitrary pointed stable curves.
Theorem 4.2. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the characteristic pi
of ki and the type (gXi, nXi) can be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX•i . More-
over, Πe´tX•i , Π
top
X•i
, Ver(ΠX•i ), Edg
op(ΠX•i ), Edg
cl(ΠX•i ), and ΓX•i can be reconstructed group-
theoretically from ΠX•i .
Proof. See [35, Theorem 1.2, Remark 1.2.1, Remark 1.2.2, and Proposition 6.1], [29,
Theorem 0.1], and [39, Theorem 1.3].
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Remark 4.2.1. Note that [39, Theorem 1.3] gives a formula for (gXi, nXi). Then we ob-
tain that the characteristic pi of ki and the type (gXi, nXi) can be mono-anabelian recon-
structed from ΠX•i . In fact, we have that Π
e´t
X•i
, ΠtopX•i
, Ver(ΠX•i ), Edg
op(ΠX•i ), Edg
cl(ΠX•i ),
and ΓX•i can be mono-anabelian reconstructed from ΠX•i (see [37, Theorem 0.2]).
Remark 4.2.2. We do not use the term “mono-anabelian reconstruction” in the present
paper. On the other hand, by applying Remark 4.2.1, all of the bi-anabelian results proved
in the present paper can be generalized to the case of mono-anabelian reconstructions.
Moreover, mono-anabelian results will be used in [41], and play a fundamental role in
[43].
Lemma 4.3. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that p
def
= p1 = p2, that
(gX , nX)
def
= (gX1, nX1) = (gX2 , nX2). Let φ : ΠX•1 → ΠX•2 be an arbitrary open continuous
homomorphism. Then we have that φ is a surjection.
Proof. Let Πφ
def
= φ(ΠX•1 ) ⊆ ΠX•2 be the image of φ which is an open subgroup of ΠX•2 .
Let X•φ = (Xφ, DXφ) be the pointed stable curve of type (gXφ, nXφ) over k2 induced by
Πφ and
X•φ → X
•
2
the admissible covering over k2 induced by the natural inclusion Πφ →֒ ΠX•2 . The
Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that gXφ + nXφ ≥ gX + nX . Moreover, by applying
Theorem 2.2 (a) and Lemma 2.3 (a), the natural surjection ΠX•1 ։ Πφ induced by φ
imply that gX ≥ gXφ and nX ≥ nXφ. Then we have
(gX , nX) = (gXφ, nXφ).
This means that the admissible covering X•φ → X
•
2 is totally ramified over every marked
point of DX2. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that [ΠX•1 : Πφ] 6= 1 if and only
if (gX , nX) = (0, 2). Thus, we obtain that φ is a surjection.
In the remainder of this section, we suppose that p
def
= p1 = p2, that (gX , nX)
def
=
(gX1, nX1) = (gX2 , nX2). Let
φ : ΠX•1 → ΠX•2
be an arbitrary open continuous homomorphism. By Lemma 4.3, we see that φ is a
surjective open continuous homomorphism. Let P be the set of prime numbers, Σ ⊆
P \ {p} a subset, ΠΣX•i the maximal pro-Σ quotient of ΠX
•
i
, prΣi : ΠX•i ։ Π
Σ
X•i
the natural
surjective homomorphism, and
φΣ : ΠΣX•1
∼
→ ΠΣX•2
the isomorphism induced by φ. In particular, if Σ = P \ {p}, we use the notation Πp
′
X•i
and φp
′
: Πp
′
X•1
∼
→ Πp
′
X•2
to denote ΠΣX•i and φ
Σ, respectively.
Lemma 4.4. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then we have that ΠcptX•
i
can
be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX•i , and that the (surjective) open continuous
homomorphism φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces a surjective homomorphism
φcpt : ΠcptX•1 ։ Π
cpt
X•2
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group-theoretically. Moreover, the following commutative diagram of profinite groups
ΠX•1
φ
−−−→ ΠX•2y y
ΠcptX•1
φcpt
−−−→ ΠcptX•2
can be reconstructed group-theoretically from φ.
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we have that (gX , nX) can be reconstructed group-theoretically
from ΠX•i . If nX = 0, the lemma is trivial. Then we may assume that nX > 0.
Let Hi ⊆ ΠX•i be an open subgroup. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that
the admissible covering
X•Hi → X
•
i
over ki induced by Hi ⊆ ΠX•i is e´tale over DXi if and only if gXHi = [ΠX•i : Hi](gX−1)+1.
We put
EtnormDXi
(ΠX•
i
)
def
= {Hi ⊆ ΠX•
i
is an open normal subgroup
| gXHi = [ΠX•i : Hi](gX − 1) + 1}
⊆ EtDXi (ΠX•i )
def
= {Hi ⊆ ΠX•i is an open subgroup
| gXHi = [ΠX•i : Hi](gX − 1) + 1}.
By Theorem 4.2, we have that EtnormDXi
(ΠX•i ) and EtDXi (ΠX
•
i
) can be reconstructed group-
theoretically from ΠX•i . Since
ΠcptX•i
def
= ΠX•i /
⋂
Hi∈Et
norm
DXi
(ΠX•
i
)
Hi = ΠX•i /
⋂
Hi∈EtDXi
(ΠX•
i
)
Hi,
we obtain that ΠcptX•
i
can be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX•i .
Let H2 ∈ Et
norm
DX2
(ΠX•2 ), H1
def
= φ−1(H2), and G
def
= ΠX•2/H2 = ΠX•1 /H1. We will prove
that H1 ∈ Et
norm
DX1
(ΠX•1 ). Let
f •H1 : X
•
H1
→ X•1
be the Galois admissible covering over k1 with Galois group G corresponding to H1,
x1 ∈ DX1 a marked point of X
•
1 , and efH1 (x1) the ramification index of a point of f
−1
H1
(x1).
Since H2 ∈ Et
norm
DX2
(ΠX•2 ), we have gXH2 = #G(gX − 1) + 1 and nXH2 = #GnX . Then by
applying the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we obtain that
gXH1 = #G(gX − 1) + 1 +
1
2
·
∑
x1∈DX1
#G
efH1 (x1)
(efH1 (x1)− 1)
= #G(gX − 1) + 1 +
1
2
·
∑
x1∈DX1
(#G−
#G
efH1 (x1)
)
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and
nXH1 =
∑
x1∈DX1
#G
efH1 (x1)
.
By applying Theorem 2.2 (a) and Lemma 2.3 (a), the surjective homomorphism φ|H1 :
H1 ։ H2 induces that
γmax(H1) + 2 = gXH1 + nXH1 ≥ γ
max(H2) + 2 = gXH2 + nXH2 .
Then we obtain that
gXH1 + nXH1 = #G(gX − 1) + 1 +
1
2
·
∑
x1∈DX1
(#G−
#G
efH1 (x1)
) +
∑
x1∈DX1
#G
efH1 (x1)
= #G(gX − 1) + 1 +
1
2
#GnX +
1
2
·
∑
x1∈DX1
#G
efH1 (x1)
≥ #G(gX − 1) + 1 + #GnX .
Thus, we have ∑
x1∈DX1
#G
efH1 (x1)
≥ #GnX .
Since #DX1 = nX , we see immediately that efH1 (x1) = 1. This means that f
•
H1
is e´tale,
and that
H1 ∈ Et
norm
DX1
(ΠX•1 ).
Thus we may define the following surjective homomorphism
φcpt : ΠcptX•1
def
= ΠX•1/
⋂
H1∈EtnormDX1
(ΠX•
1
)
H1 ։ Π
cpt
X•2
def
= ΠX•2/
⋂
H2∈EtnormDX2
(ΠX•
2
)
H2
which is induced by φ group-theoretically. Moreover, the commutative diagram
ΠX•1
φ
−−−→ ΠX•2y y
ΠcptX•1
φcpt
−−−→ ΠcptX•2
follows immediately from the definition of φcpt. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let ℓ be a prime number, and let H2 ⊆ ΠX•2 be an open normal subgroup
and H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ⊆ ΠX•1 . Suppose that G
def
= ΠX•1/H1 = ΠX•2 /H2 is a cyclic group which
is isomorphic to Z/ℓZ. Then we have that
(gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 ).
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Proof. Let
f •Hi : X
•
Hi
→ X•i
be the Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group G corresponding to Hi. Sup-
pose that ℓ = p. Then the definition of admissible coverings implies that f •Hi is e´tale.
Thus, we have that (gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 ). Then we may suppose that ℓ 6= p.
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we have
gXHi = ℓ(gX − 1) + 1 +
1
2
#eop,rafHi
(ℓ− 1)
and
nXHi = #e
op,ra
fHi
+ ℓ(nX −#e
op,ra
fHi
).
By applying Theorem 2.2 (a) and Lemma 2.3 (a), the surjective homomorphism φ|H1 :
H1 ։ H2 implies that
γmax(H1) + 2 = gXH1 + nXH1 ≥ γ
max(H2) + 2 = gXH2 + nXH2 .
Then we have
ℓ(gX − 1) + 1 +
1
2
#eop,rafH1
(ℓ− 1) + #eop,rafH1
+ ℓ(nX −#e
op,ra
fH1
)
= ℓ(gX − 1) + 1 + ℓnX +
1
2
(1− ℓ)#eop,rafH1
≥ ℓ(gX − 1) + 1 +
1
2
#eop,rafH2
(ℓ− 1) + #eop,rafH2
+ ℓ(nX −#e
op,ra
fH2
)
= ℓ(gX − 1) + 1 + ℓnX +
1
2
(1− ℓ)#eop,rafH2
.
Then we obtain that
#eop,rafH1
≤ #eop,rafH2
.
Let 0 ≤ m ≤ nX be a positive natural number. We put
Ai,m
def
= {Ni ⊆ ΠX•i is an open normal subgroup
| ΠX•i /Ni
∼= Z/ℓZ and #eop,rafNi
= m}
and
Ai,≤m
def
=
⋃
0≤j≤m
Ai,j,
where f •Ni denotes the Galois admissible covering over ki corresponding to Ni. The iso-
morphism φp
′
induces a bijective map
φ∗ℓ : A2,≤nX
∼
→ A1,≤nX .
To verify the lemma, it sufficient to prove that φ∗ℓ induces a bijection
φ∗ℓ |A2,m : A2,m
∼
→ A1,m.
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We note that since (gX , nX) = (gX1, nX1) = (gX2, nX2), the isomorphism φ
p′ implies that
#A1,j = #A2,j for each 0 ≤ j ≤ nX . Then by Lemma 4.4, we have a bijection
φ∗ℓ |A2,0 : A2,0
∼
→ A1,0.
We prove φ∗ℓ |A2,m : A2,m
∼
→ A1,m by induction on m. Suppose that m ≥ 1. The inequal-
ity #eop,rafH1
≤ #eop,rafH2
concerning the cardinality of branch locus implies that we have a
bijection φ∗ℓ |A2,≤m : A2,≤m
∼
→ A1,≤m. By induction, φ∗ℓ |A2,≤m−1 : A2,≤m−1
∼
→ A1,≤m−1 is a
bijection. Then we obtain that
φ∗ℓ |A2,m : A2,m
∼
→ A1,m.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 4.6. Let H2 ⊆ ΠX•2 be an open normal subgroup and H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ⊆ ΠX•1 .
Suppose that G
def
= ΠX•1 /H1 = ΠX•2/H2 is a finite solvable group. Then we have that
(gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 ).
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Lemma 4.5.
Lemma 4.7. Let H2 ⊆ ΠX•2 be an open normal subgroup and H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ⊆ ΠX•1 .
Suppose that H2 contains the kernel of the natural homomorphism ΠX•2 ։ Π
cpt
X•2
(i.e., the
admissible covering corresponding to H2 is e´tale over DX2). Then we have that
(gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 ).
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, we have that H1 contains the kernel of the natural homomorphism
ΠX•1 ։ Π
cpt
X•1
(i.e., the admissible covering corresponding to H1 is e´tale over DX1). Then
the lemma follows immediately from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula.
Definition 4.8. Let Π be an arbitrary profinite group and m,n ∈ N positive natural
numbers. We define the closed normal subgroup
Dn(Π)
of Π to be the topological closure of [Π,Π]Πn, where [Π,Π] denotes the commutator
subgroup of Π. Moreover, we define the closed normal subgroup
D(m)n (Π)
of Π inductively by D
(1)
n (Π)
def
= Dn(Π) and D
(j+1)
n (Π)
def
= Dn(D
(j)
n (Π)), j ∈ {1, . . . , m− 1}.
Note that #(Π/D
(m)
n (Π)) ≤ ∞ when Π is topologically finitely generated.
Proposition 4.9. Let N2 ⊆ ΠX•2 be an arbitrary open subgroup, N1
def
= φ−1(N2) ⊆ ΠX•1 .
Then there exist open normal subgroups H2 ⊆ N2 ⊆ ΠX•2 of ΠX•2 and H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ⊆
N1 ⊆ ΠX•1 of ΠX•1 such that
(gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 ).
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Proof. Let Mi be an open normal subgroup of ΠX•i which is contained in Ni. We put
G
def
= ΠX•1/M1 = ΠX•2/M2, and write m for [G : Gp], where Gp denotes a Sylow-p subgroup
of G. Then we have (m, p) = 1. Let
f •Mi : X
•
Mi
→ X•i
be the Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group G corresponding to Mi.
We put Q2
def
= D
(4)
m (ΠX•2 ) and Q1
def
= φ−1(Q2). Note that since m is prime to p and φ
p′
is an isomorphism, we have Q1 = D
(4)
m (ΠX•1 ). Let Hi
def
= Mi ∩Qi ⊆ ΠX•i . We denote by
f •Qi : X
•
Qi
→ X•i
and
f •Hi : X
•
Hi
→ X•i
the Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group ΠX•i /Qi corresponding to Qi,
and the Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group ΠX•i /Hi corresponding to
Hi, respectively. Note that f
•
Hi
factors through f •Mi and f
•
Qi
.
By applying [40, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3], we have that the ramification index of
every point of DXQi is divided by m. Then Abhyankar’s lemma implies that the Galois
admissible covering
g•i : X
•
Hi
→ X•Qi
over ki induced byHi ⊆ Qi is e´tale. Since ΠX•i /Qi is a finite solvable group, the proposition
follows immediately from Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 4.7.
Lemma 4.10. (a) Let Ji ⊆ ΠXi be a closed subgroup which is isomorphic to Ẑ(1)
p′. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a unique closed subgroup Ii ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•i ) such that Ji ⊆ Ii.
(ii) There exists an open subgroup Ni ⊆ ΠX•i such that there exists a cofinal system
CNi of Ni which consists of open normal subgroups Hi ⊆ Ni ⊆ ΠX•i of ΠX•i (i.e., Ni
∼=
lim←−Hi∈CNi
Ni/Hi), the image of the composition of the natural homomorphisms
Ji ∩Hi →֒ Hi → H
cpt,ab
i
is trivial for every Hi ∈ CNi.
(b) Let ℓ be a prime number distinct from p, Ii, Ji ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•i ) arbitrary closed
subgroups, and ΠℓX•i the maximal pro-ℓ quotient of ΠX
•
i
. Write I
ℓ
i and J
ℓ
i for pr
ℓ
i (Ii) and
prℓi (Ji), respectively. Suppose that I
ℓ
i = J
ℓ
i . Then we have
Ii = Ji.
Proof. By applying similar arguments to the arguments given in the proof of [7, Lemma
1.6], we obtain (a).
On the other hand, [12, Proposition 1.2 (i)] implies that Ii ∩ Ji is trivial. Then we see
that, by replacing ΠX•
i
by a certain open subgroup of ΠX•
i
, there exists an open normal
subgroup Ni ⊆ ΠX•i such that #(ΠX•i /Ni) = ℓ, that Ii ⊆ Ni, and that Ji 6⊆ Ni. This
contradicts I
ℓ
i = J
ℓ
i . We complete the proof of (b).
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Next, we prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.11. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the (surjective) open
continuous homomorphism φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces a surjective map
φedg,op : Edgop(ΠX•1 )։ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ),
group-theoretically. Moreover, φ induces a bijection
φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 )
of the sets of open edges of dual semi-graphs of X•1 and X
•
2 group-theoretically.
Proof. If nX = 0, the theorem is trivial. Then we may assume that nX > 0. Let CΠX•
2
be
a cofinal system of ΠX•2 which consists of open normal subgroups of ΠX•2 . We put
CΠX•
1
def
= {H1
def
= φ−1(H2) | H2 ∈ CΠX•
2
}.
Note that CΠX•
1
is not a cofinal system of ΠX•1 in general. Moreover, by applying Propo-
sition 4.9, we may assume that
(gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 )
holds for every H2 ∈ CΠX•
2
and H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ∈ CΠX•
1
.
Let I1 ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•1 ) and φ(I1) ⊆ ΠX•2 . We will prove that φ(I1) ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ). Let
H2 ∈ CΠX•
2
. By replacing ΠX•i and φ by Hi and φ|H1, respectively, Lemma 4.4 implies
that we have the following commutative diagram:
I1 ∩H1
φ|I1∩H1−−−−→ φ(I1) ∩H2y y
H1
φ|H1−−−→ H2y y
Hcpt,ab1
φ|cpt,ab
H1−−−−→ Hcpt,ab2 .
Since I1 ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•1 ), we have that I1 ∩ H1 →֒ H1 → H
cpt,ab
1 is trivial. Then the
commutative diagram above implies that the natural morphism
φ(I1) ∩H2 →֒ H2 → H
cpt,ab
2
is trivial. Thus, by Lemma 4.10 (a), there exists I2 ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ) such that φ(I1) ⊆ I2.
Let us prove φ(I1) = I2. Suppose that φ(I1) 6= I2. We put G
def
= I2/φ(I1). Note that
G is a cyclic group, and that (m, p) = 1, where m
def
= #G ≥ 2.
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Suppose that gX = 0. Then we have nX ≥ 3. Let N2
def
= Dm(ΠX2), N1
def
= φ−1(N2) =
Dm(ΠX1), and
f •Ni : X
•
Ni
→ X•i
the Galois admissible covering over ki corresponding to Ni. Since the ramification index
of each point of f−1Ni (DXi) is equal to m, we have that
I1 6⊆ N1, I2 6⊆ N2, φ(I1) ⊆ N2.
On the other hand, the isomorphism of maximal pro-prime-to-p quotients φp
′
: Πp
′
X•1
∼
→
Πp
′
X•2
and I1 6⊆ N1 imply that φ(I1) 6⊆ N2. This contradicts φ(I1) ⊆ N2. Then we obtain
φ(I1) = I2.
Suppose that gX > 0. We put
Q2
def
= ker(ΠX•2 ։ Π
cpt
X•2
։ Πcpt,abX•2
⊗ Z/mZ)
and Q1
def
= φ−1(Q2). Then Lemma 4.4 implies that Q1 = ker(ΠX•1 ։ Π
cpt
X•1
։ Πcpt,abX•1
⊗
Z/mZ). Note that the assumption gX > 0 implies that Π
cpt
X•i
։ Πcpt,abX•i
⊗ Z/mZ is not
trivial. Then the nontrivial Galois admissible covering over ki corresponding to Qi is e´tale
over DXi. Moreover, we have Ii ⊆ Qi and
nXQi ≥ 2.
Let P2
def
= Dm(Q2), P1
def
= φ−1(P2) = Dm(Q1), and
g•i : X
•
Pi
→ X•Qi
the Galois admissible covering over ki corresponding to Pi ⊆ Qi. Since the ramification
index of each point of g−1i (DXQi ) is equal to m, we have that
I1 6⊆ P1, I2 6⊆ P2, φ(I1) ⊆ P2.
On the other hand, the isomorphism of maximal pro-prime-to-p quotients φ|p
′
P1
: P p
′
1
∼
→ P p
′
2
and I1 6⊆ P1 imply that φ(I1) 6⊆ P2. This contradicts φ(I1) ⊆ P2. Then we obtain
φ(I1) = I2. Thus, we may define the following map
φedg,op : Edgop(ΠX•1 )→ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ), I1 7→ I2
def
= φ(I1).
Next, let us prove that φedg,op is a surjection. Let ℓ be a prime number distinct from
p and prℓi : ΠX•i ։ Π
ℓ
X•i
. Let J2 ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ) be an arbitrary subgroup, J
ℓ
2
def
= prℓ2(J2)
the image of J2, and CℓΠX•
i
def
= {H i
def
= prℓ2(Hi)}Hi∈CΠ
X•
i
, where CΠX•
i
is the set of normal
subgroups of ΠX•i defined above. Note that C
ℓ
ΠX•
i
is a cofinal system of ΠℓX•
i
, and that
H1 = (φ
ℓ)−1(H2).
Let H2 ∈ CℓΠX•
2
, N 2
def
= J
ℓ
2H2 ⊇ H2, N1
def
= (φℓ)−1(N2) ⊇ H1, and Ni
def
= (prℓi )
−1(N i).
Note that G
def
= N1/H1 = N1/H1 = N 2/H2 = N2/H2 is a cyclic ℓ-group. Write
g•Hi,Ni : X
•
Hi
→ X•Ni
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for the Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group G. Since J2 ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ),
we obtain that g•H2,N2 is totally ramified at a marked point of X
•
H2
. We put
Edgop,ℓ,ab(Ni)
def
= {the image of I of
the natural homomorphism Ni ։ N
ℓ,ab
i | I ∈ Edg
op(Ni)}.
Note that #Edgop,ℓ,ab(Ni) = nXNi . Then the composition of the following natural homo-
morphisms ⊕
IN2∈Edg
op,ℓ,ab(N2)
IN2 → N
ℓ,ab
2 ։ G
is a surjection. By applying Lemma 4.4, we obtain that the isomorphism φℓ induces an
isomorphism
Im(
⊕
IN1∈Edg
op,ℓ,ab(N1)
IN1 → N
ℓ,ab
1 )
∼
→ Im(
⊕
IN2∈Edg
op,ℓ,ab(N2)
IN2 → N
ℓ,ab
2 ).
Then the composition of the following natural homomorphisms⊕
IN1∈Edg
op,ℓ,ab(N1)
IN1 → N
ℓ,ab
1 ։ G
is also a surjection. Since G is a cyclic ℓ-group, there exists I ′N1 ∈ Edg
op,ℓ,ab(N1) such that
the composition I ′N1 →֒ N
ℓ,ab
1 ։ G is a surjection. This means that g
•
H1,N1
is also totally
ramified at a marked point of X•H1.
We put
EH1
def
= {x1 ∈ DXH1 | g
•
H1,N1
is totally ramified at x1}.
Then we have that EH1 is a non-empty finite set. Thus, we obtain
lim←−
H1∈CℓΠ
X•1
EH1 6= ∅.
This means that there exists J1 ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•1 ) such that the image pr
ℓ
2(φ(J1)) = φ
ℓ(prℓ1(J1))
of J1 of the composition of the natural homomorphisms
ΠX•1
φ
−−−→ ΠX•2
prℓ1
y prℓ2y
ΠℓX•1
φℓ
−−−→ ΠℓX•2
is equal to J
ℓ
2. Since φ(J1) ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ), by applying Lemma 4.10 (b), we have φ(J1) =
J2. Then φ
edg,op is a surjection. Moreover, Theorem 4.2 implies that Edgop(ΠX•i ) can be
reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX•i . This completes the proof of the first part of
the theorem.
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Let us prove the “moreover” part of the theorem. We see immediately that φedg,op :
Edgop(ΠX•1 ) ։ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ) is compatible with the natural actions of ΠX•1 and ΠX•2 ,
respectively. By using the surjectivity of φedg,op, we obtain immediately a surjection
φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ Edgop(ΠX•1 )/ΠX•1 ։ Edg
op(ΠX•2 )/ΠX•2
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 )
of the sets of open edges of dual semi-graphs of X•1 and X
•
2 , where (−)
sg means “semi-
graph”. Moreover, since nX = #e
op(ΓX•1 ) = #e
op(ΓX•2 ), we have that φ
sg,op is a bi-
jection. On the other hand, Theorem 4.2 implies that eop(ΓX•i ) can be reconstructed
group-theoretically from ΠX•i . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 4.12. We maintain the notation introduced above. Let H2 ⊆ ΠX•1 be an
arbitrary open subgroup and H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ⊆ ΠX•2 . Then we have that
γmax(H1) = γ
max(H2).
Proof. By Theorem 4.11, we obtain that (gXH1 , nXH1 ) = (gXH2 , nXH2 ). Then Theorem 2.2
(a) implies that γmax(H1) = γ
max(H2).
Let X̂•i = (X̂i, DX̂i), i ∈ {1, 2}, be the universal admissible (resp. solvable admissible)
covering associated to ΠX•i if ΠX•i is the admissible (resp. solvable admissible) fundamental
group of X•i . Let ei ∈ e
op(ΓX•i ), êi ∈ e
op(ΓX̂•i
) over ei, and Iêi ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•i ) such that
φ(Iê1) = Iê2 . Write Fp,i for the algebraic closure of Fp in ki. We put
Fêi
def
= (Iêi ⊗Z (Q/Z)
p′
i ) ⊔ {∗êi},
where {∗êi} is an one-point set, and (Q/Z)
p′
i denotes the prime-to-p part of Q/Z which
can be canonically identified with ⋃
(p,m)=1
µm(Fp,i).
Moreover, Fêi can be identified with Fp,i as sets, hence, admits a structure of field, whose
multiplicative group is Iêi ⊗Z (Q/Z)
p′
i , and whose zero element is ∗êi. An important
consequence of Theorem 4.11 is as follows.
Theorem 4.13. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the field structure
of Fêi can be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX•i . Moreover, φ induces a field
isomorphism
φfdê1,ê2 : Fê1
∼
→ Fê2
group-theoretically, where “fd” means “field”.
Proof. We claim that we may assume that nX = 3. If gX = 0, then nX ≥ 3. Suppose that
gX ≥ 1. Theorem 4.11 implies that φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces an open continuous surjection
φcpt : ΠcptX•1 ։ Π
cpt
X•2
. Let H ′2 ⊆ Π
cpt
X•2
be an open normal subgroup such that #(ΠcptX•2 /H
′
2) ≥ 3
and H ′1
def
= (φcpt)−1(H ′2). Write Hi ⊆ Π
cpt
X•i
, i ∈ {1, 2}, for the inverse image of H ′i of the
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natural surjection ΠX•2 ։ Π
cpt
X•2
, and X•Hi for the pointed stable curve of type (gXHi , nXHi )
over ki corresponding to Hi. Note that gXH1 = gXH2 ≥ 1 and nXH1 = nXH2 ≥ 3. By
replacing X•i by X
•
Hi
, we may assume that gX ≥ 1 and nX ≥ 3.
By applying Theorem 4.11, φ induces a bijection
φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 ).
Let EX1
def
= {e1,1, e1,2, e1,3} ⊆ eop(ΓX•1 ) and EX2
def
= φsg,op(EX1) ⊆ e
op(ΓX•2 ). Write D
′
Xi
⊆
DXi for the set of marked points of X
•
i corresponding to EXi . Then (Xi, D
′
Xi
), i ∈ {1, 2},
is a pointed stable curve of type (gX , 3) over ki. Write Ii, i ∈ {1, 2}, for the closed
subgroup of ΠX•i generated by the subgroups Iê ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•i ) such that the image of ê
in eop(ΓX•i ) is contained in EXi . Then we have a natural isomorphism
Π(Xi,D′Xi)
∼= ΠX•i /Ii, i ∈ {1, 2}.
Moreover, Theorem 4.11 implies that φ induces a surjective open continuous homomor-
phism
φ′ : Π(X1,D′X1)
։ Π(X2,D′X2)
.
Thus, by replacing X•i , ΠX•i , and φ by (Xi, D
′
Xi
), Π(Xi,D′Xi)
, and φ′, respectively, we may
assume that nX = 3.
Then the theorem follows from [39, Theorem 5.5].
Remark 4.13.1. Theorem 4.13 generalizes [28, Proposition 5.3] and [36, Proposition 6.1]
to the case of arbitrary pointed stable curves. [28, Proposition 5.3] and [36, Proposition
6.1] play key roles in the proofs of weak Isom-version of the Grothendieck conjecture of
curves over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0 (cf. [28, Theorem 0.2]) and
weak Hom-version of the Grothendieck conjecture of curves over algebraically closed fields
of characteristic p > 0 ([36, Theorem 1.2]), respectively.
5 Combinatorial Grothendieck conjecture for surjec-
tions
In this section, we will prove a version of combinatorial Grothendicek conjecture for sur-
jective open continuous homomorphisms under certain assumption, which is an analogue
of Theorem 4.11 for topological data and combinatorial data associated to pointed stable
curves. In the present section, we shall assume that all the fundamental groups of pointed
stable curves are solvable admissible fundamental groups unless indicated otherwise.
5.1 Cohomology classes and sets of vertices
We maintain the notation introduced in Section 1. Let X• be a pointed stable curve of
type (gX , nX) over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0, ΓX• the dual
semi-graph of X•, and ΠX• the solvable admissible fundamental group of X
•.
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Let ℓ be a prime number. We put
v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ def= {v ∈ v(ΓX•) | dimFℓ(Hom(Π
e´t
X˜•v
,Fℓ)) > 0},
M e´tX•
def
= Hom(Πe´tX• ,Fℓ),
M topX•
def
= Hom(ΠtopX• ,Fℓ).
On the other hand, we have the natural isomorphisms Hom(Πe´t
X˜•v
,Fℓ) ∼= H1e´t(X˜v,Fℓ),
M e´tX•
∼= H1e´t(X,Fℓ), and M
top
X•
∼= H1(ΓX• ,Fℓ). In the theory of anabelian geometry,
we want to emphasize the objects under consideration are arose from various funda-
mental groups. Then we do not use the standard notation H1e´t(X˜v,Fℓ), H
1
e´t(X,Fℓ), and
H1(ΓX• ,Fℓ). Moreover, there is an injection M
top
X• →֒ M
e´t
X• induced by the natural surjec-
tion ΠX• ։ Π
top
X• . We put
MntX•
def
= coker(M topX• →֒ M
e´t
X•),
where (−)nt means “non-top”. A non-zero element of M e´tX• corresponds to a Galois e´tale
covering of the underlying curve X ofX• with Galois group Z/ℓZ and an non-zero element
of M topX• corresponds to a Galois e´tale covering of X
• with Galois group Z/ℓZ such that
the map of dual semi-graphs is a topological covering.
Let V ∗X,ℓ ⊆ M
e´t
X• be the subset of elements such that the image of M
e´t
X• ։ M
nt
X• is
not 0. Then an element of V ∗X,ℓ corresponds to a Galois e´tale covering of the underlying
curve X of X• with Galois group Z/ℓZ such that the map of dual semi-graphs is not a
topological covering. Let α ∈ V ∗X,ℓ and
f •α : X
•
α → X
•
the Galois e´tale covering corresponding to α. Denote by ΓX•α the dual semi-graph of X
•
α.
Then we obtain a map
ι : V ∗X,ℓ → Z>0, α 7→ #v(ΓX•α).
Furthermore, we put
V ⋆X,ℓ
def
= {α ∈ V ∗X,ℓ | ι attains its maximum}
= {α ∈ V ∗X,ℓ | ι(α) = ℓ#v(ΓX•)− ℓ+ 1}
= {α ∈ V ∗X,ℓ | #v
ra
fα = 1}.
For each α ∈ V ⋆X,ℓ, ι(α) = ℓ#v(ΓX•)− ℓ+ 1 implies that there exists a unique irreducible
component Z ⊆ Xα whose decomposition group under the action of Z/ℓZ is not trivial.
Let vα ∈ v(ΓX•) such that Xvα = fα(Z). Then we have vα ∈ v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ. This means that
V ⋆X,ℓ = ∅ if and only if v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ = ∅.
On the other hand, let H ⊆ ΠX• be an open subgroup. Write f
sg
H : ΓX•H → ΓX• for
the map of dual semi-graphs induced by the admissible covering f •H : X
•
H → X
• over k
corresponding to H . We define a map
fver,ℓH : v(ΓX•H )
>0,ℓ → v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ
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as follows: Let vH ∈ v(ΓX•
H
)>0,ℓ and v
def
= f sgH (vH) ∈ v(ΓX•H). Then we have that
fver,ℓH (vH) = v if dimFℓ(Hom(Π
e´t
X˜•v
,Fℓ)) 6= 0; otherwise, f
ver,ℓ
H (vH) = ∅. Moreover, if
H ⊆ ΠX• is an open normal subgroup, then v(ΓX•
H
)>0,ℓ admits a natural action of ΠX•/H .
Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. (a) We define a pre-equivalence relation ∼ on V ⋆X,ℓ as follows:
Let α, β ∈ V ⋆X,ℓ. We have that α ∼ β if, for each λ, µ ∈ F
×
ℓ for which λα+µβ ∈
V ∗X,ℓ, λα + µβ ∈ V
⋆
X,ℓ.
Then the pre-equivalence relation ∼ on V ⋆X,ℓ is an equivalence relation.
(b) We denote by VX,ℓ the quotient set of V
⋆
X,ℓ by ∼. Then we have a natural bijection
κX,ℓ : VX,ℓ
∼
→ v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ, [α] 7→ vα,
where [α] denotes the equivalence class of α.
(c) Let ℓ, ℓ′ be prime numbers distinct from each other. Suppose that ℓ 6= p. Then we
have a natural injection
VX,ℓ′ →֒ VX,ℓ,
which is a bijection if ℓ′ 6= p, and which fits into the following commutative diagram:
VX,ℓ′
κX,ℓ′
−−−→ v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ′y y
VX,ℓ
κX,ℓ
−−−→ v(ΓX•)>0,ℓ,
where the vertical map of the right-hand side is the natural injection induced by the defi-
nitions of v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ′ and v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ.
(d) Let H ⊆ ΠX• be an open subgroup. Suppose that ([Π•X : H ], ℓ) = 1. Then the
natural injection H →֒ ΠX• induces a map
γver,ℓH : VXH ,ℓ → VX,ℓ
which fits into the following commutative diagram:
VXH ,ℓ
κXH,ℓ−−−→ v(ΓX•
H
)>0,ℓ
γver,ℓ
H
y fver,ℓH y
VX,ℓ
κX,ℓ
−−−→ v(ΓX•)>0,ℓ.
Moreover, suppose that H ⊆ ΠX• is an open normal subgroup. Then VXH ,ℓ admits an
action of ΠX•/H such that κXH ,ℓ is compatible with ΠX•/H-actions (i.e., κXH ,ℓ is ΠX•/H-
equivariant).
Proof. See [37, Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.1.1] for (a), (b), and (c). Let us explain
(d). Let [αX ] ∈ VX,ℓ. Then αX induces an element
βXH =
∑
β∈LαX
cββ ∈ Hom(H,Fℓ), cβ ∈ F
×
ℓ ,
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via the natural homomorphism Hom(ΠX• ,Fℓ) → Hom(H,Fℓ), where LαX is a subset of
V ⋆XH ,ℓ such that, if β1, β2 ∈ LαX distinct from each other, then [β1] 6= [β2].
Let [αXH ] ∈ VXH ,ℓ. Then we define
γver,ℓH ([αXH ]) = [αX ]
if there exists [αX ] ∈ VX,ℓ such that there exists β ∈ LαX , and that [β] = [αXH ] (i.e.,
β ∼ αXH ). Otherwise, we put γ
ver,ℓ
H ([αXH ]) = ∅. It is easy to check that γ
ver,ℓ
H is well-
defined, and that the following diagram
VXH ,ℓ
κXH,ℓ−−−→ v(ΓX•
H
)>0,ℓ
γver,ℓ
H
y fver,ℓH y
VX,ℓ
κX,ℓ
−−−→ v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ
is commutative.
Moreover, suppose that H is an open normal subgroup of ΠX• . The natural exact
sequence
1→ H → ΠX• → ΠX•/H → 1
induces an outer representation
ΠX•/H → Out(H)
def
=
Aut(H)
Inn(H)
.
Then we obtain an action of ΠX•/H on
V ⋆XH ,ℓ ⊆ Hom(H
e´t,Fℓ)
induced by the outer representation. Let σ ∈ ΠX•/H and αXH , α
′
XH
∈ V ⋆XH ,ℓ. Then we
have that αXH ∼ α
′
XH
if and only if σ(αXH) ∼ σ(α
′
XH
). Thus, we obtain an action of
ΠX•/H on VXH ,ℓ induced by the natural injection H →֒ ΠX• . On the other hand, it is
easy to check that the commutative diagram above is compatible with the ΠX•/H-actions.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Remark 5.1.1. By applying Theorem 4.2, we have that Πe´tX• and Π
top
X• can be recon-
structed group-theoretically from ΠX• . Then we obtain that VX,ℓ (or v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ) can be
reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX• . Moreover, for every open subgroupH ⊆ ΠX• ,
the map
γver,ℓH : VXH ,ℓ → VX,ℓ
constructed in Proposition 5.1 (d) can be reconstructed group-theoretically from the nat-
ural inclusion H →֒ ΠX• .
5.2 Cohomology classes and sets of closed edges
We maintain the notation introduced in Section 5.1. Moreover, in this subsection, we
suppose that the genus of the normalization of each irreducible component of X is positive
(i.e., v(ΓX•) = v(ΓX•)
>0,ℓ if ℓ 6= p), and that ΓcptX• is 2-connected.
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We shall say that
TX•
def
= (ℓ, d, f •X : Y
• → X•)
is an edge-triple associated to X• if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) ℓ and d are prime numbers distinct from each other and from p.
(ii) ℓ ≡ 1 (mod d); this means that all dth roots of unity are contained in Fℓ. Moreover,
we write µd ⊆ F
×
ℓ for the subgroup of dth roots of unity.
(iii) f •X : Y
• → X• is a Galois admissible covering over k whose Galois group is
isomorphic to µd such that f
•
X is e´tale, and that #v
sp
fX
= 0. Note that since v(ΓX•) =
v(ΓX•)
>0,d, f •X exists.
On the other hand, we shall say that
TΠX•
def
= (ℓ, d, αfX)
is an edge-triple associated to ΠX• if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) αfX ∈ Hom(Π
e´t
X• ,Fd).
(ii) The composition of the following natural homomorphisms
Πe´t
X˜•v
→֒ Πe´tX•
αfX→ Fd
is a surjection for every v ∈ v(ΓX•).
We see immediately that an edge-triple TX• associated to X
• is equivalent to an edge-
triple TΠX• associated to ΠX• , where the Galois admissible covering corresponding to the
kernel of the composition of the natural homomorphisms ΠX• ։ Π
e´t
X•
αfX→ Fd is f •X .
In the remainder of the present subsection, we fix an edge-triple
TΠX•
def
= (ℓ, d, αfX)
associated to ΠX• . Write TX•
def
= (ℓ, d, f •X : Y
• → X•) for the edge-triple associated to
X• corresponding to TΠX• , (gY , nY ) for the type of Y
•, ΓY • for the dual semi-graph of
Y •, rY for the Betti number of ΓY • , and ΠY • for the kernel of the composition of the
homomorphisms ΠX• ։ Π
e´t
X•
αfX→ Fd.
We put
MY •
def
= Hom(ΠY • ,Fℓ).
Note that there is a natural injection M e´tY •
def
= Hom(Πe´tY • ,Fℓ) →֒ MY • induced by the
natural surjection ΠY • ։ Π
e´t
Y • . Then we obtain an exact sequence
0→M e´tY • →MY • →M
ra
Y •
def
= coker(M e´tY • →֒ MY •)→ 0
with a natural action of µd, where “ra” means “ramification”. For any element of MY • , if
the image of the element is not 0 in M raY • , then the Galois admissible covering of Y
• with
Galois group Z/ℓZ corresponding to the element is not e´tale.
Let M raY •,µd ⊆ M
ra
Y • be the subset of elements on which µd acts via the character
µd →֒ F
×
ℓ and E
∗
TΠX•
⊆ MY • the subset of elements that map to nonzero elements of
M raY •,µn . Let α ∈ E
∗
TΠX•
. Write
g•α : Y
•
α → Y
•
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for the Galois admissible covering over k corresponding to α. Then we obtain a map
ǫ : E∗TΠX•
→ Z≥0, α 7→ #(e
op(ΓY •α ) ∪ e
cl(ΓY •α )),
where ΓY •α denotes the dual semi-graph of Y
•
α . We put
Ecl,⋆TΠX•
def
= {α ∈ E∗TΠX•
| #eop,ragα = 0, #e
cl,ra
gα = d}.
Note that Ecl,⋆TΠX•
is not an empty set. For each α ∈ Ecl,⋆TΠX•
, since the image of α is
contained in M raY •,µd , we obtain that the action of µd on the set
{ye}e∈ecl,ragα
⊆ Nod(Y •)
is transitive, where Nod(−) denotes the set of nodes of (−), and ye denotes the node of
Y • corresponding to e. Then there exists a unique node xα of X
• such that fX(ye) = xα
for every ye ∈ {ye}e∈ecl,ragα . We denote by eα ∈ e
cl(ΓX•) the closed edge corresponding to
xα.
On the other hand, let H ⊆ ΠX• be an open subgroup. Write f
sg
H : ΓX•H → ΓX• for
the map of dual semi-graphs induced by the admissible covering f •H : X
•
H → X
• over k
corresponding to H . We shall denote by
f clH
def
= f sgH |ecl(ΓX•
H
) : e
cl(ΓX•
H
)→ ecl(ΓX•).
Moreover, if H ⊆ ΠX• is an open normal subgroup, then e
cl(ΓX•
H
) admits a natural action
of ΠX•/H . Then we have the following result.
Proposition 5.2. (a) We define a pre-equivalence relation ∼ on Ecl,⋆TΠX•
as follows:
Let α, β ∈ Ecl,⋆TΠX•
. We have that α ∼ β if, for each λ, µ ∈ F×ℓ for which
λα + µβ ∈ E∗TΠX•
, we have λα + µβ ∈ Ecl,⋆TΠX•
.
Then the pre-equivalence relation ∼ on Ecl,⋆TΠX•
is an equivalence relation.
(b) We denote by EclTΠX•
the quotient set of Ecl,⋆TΠX•
by ∼. Then we have a natural
bijection
ϑTΠX• : E
cl
TΠX•
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•), [α] 7→ eα,
where [α] denotes the equivalence class of α.
(c) Let T′ΠX• be an arbitrary edge-triples associated to ΠX•. Then we have a natural
bijection
EclT′ΠX•
∼
→ EclTΠX•
which fits into the following commutative diagram:
EclT′ΠX•
ϑ
T′
ΠX•−−−−→ ecl(ΓX•)y ∥∥∥
EclTΠX•
ϑTΠX•−−−−→ ecl(ΓX•).
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(d) Let H ⊆ ΠX• be an open subgroup. Suppose that ([ΠX• : H ], ℓ) = ([ΠX• : H ], d) =
1. We have that TX• associated to ΠX• induces an edge-triple
TX•
H
def
= (ℓ, d, f •XH : Y
•
XH
def
= Y • ×X• X
•
H → X
•
H)
associated to X•H , where Y
• ×X• X•H denotes the fiber product in the category of pointed
stable curves. Write TH for the edge-triple associated to H corresponding to TX•
H
. Then
the natural injection H →֒ ΠX• induces a surjective map
γclTΠX• ,H
: EclTH ։ E
cl
TΠX•
which fits into the following commutative diagram:
EclTH
ϑTH−−−→ ecl(ΓX•
H
)
γcl
TΠX•
,H
y fclHy
EclTΠX•
ϑTΠX•−−−−→ ecl(ΓX•).
Moreover, suppose that H ⊆ ΠX• is an open normal subgroup. Then EclTH admits an
action of ΠX•/H such that ϑTH is compatible with ΠX•/H-actions (i.e., ϑTH is ΠX•/H-
equivariant).
Proof. See [37, Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.2.1] for (a), (b), and (c). Let us explain
(d). Let αX ∈ E
cl
TΠX•
. Then αX induces an element
βXH =
∑
β∈JαX
cββ, cβ ∈ F
×
ℓ
via the natural homomorphism Hom(ΠY •
XH
,Fℓ)→ Hom(ΠY • ,Fℓ), where ΠY •
XH
def
= ΠY •∩H ,
and JαX is a subset of E
cl,⋆
TH
such that, if β1, β2 ∈ JαX distinct from each other, then
[β1] 6= [β2]. Let [αXH ] ∈ E
cl
TH
. We define
γclTΠX• ,H
([αXH ]) = [αX ]
if there exists αX ∈ EclTΠX•
such that [β] = [αXH ] for some β ∈ JαX . It is easy to check
that γclTΠX• ,H
is well-defined, and that the following diagram
EclTH
ϑTH−−−→ ecl(ΓX•
H
)
γcl
TΠX•
,H
y fclHy
EclTΠX•
ϑTΠX•−−−−→ ecl(ΓX•)
is commutative.
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Moreover, suppose that H is an open normal subgroup of ΠX• . Since ΠY •
XH
is an open
normal subgroup of ΠX• , we have
ΠX•/ΠY •
XH
∼= ΠX•/H × Z/dZ.
Then the natural exact sequence
1→ ΠY •
XH
→ ΠX• → ΠX•/ΠY •
XH
→ 1
induces an outer representation
ΠX•/H →֒ ΠX•/ΠY •
XH
→ Out(ΠY •
XH
).
Thus, we obtain an action of ΠX•/H on
Ecl,⋆TH ⊆ Hom(ΠY •XH
,Fℓ)
induced by the outer representation.
Let σ ∈ ΠX•/H and αXH , α
′
XH
∈ Ecl,⋆TH . We obverse that αXH ∼ α
′
XH
if and only
if σ(αXH ) ∼ σ(α
′
XH
). Thus, we obtain an action of ΠX•/H on E
cl
TH
induced by the
natural injection H →֒ ΠX• . On the other hand, it is easy to check that the commutative
diagram above is compatible with the ΠX•/H-actions. This completes the proof of the
proposition.
Remark 5.2.1. By applying Theorem 4.2, we have that Πe´tX• can be reconstructed
group-theoretically from ΠX• . Then E
cl
TΠX•
(or ecl(ΓX•)) can be reconstructed group-
theoretically from ΠX• . Moreover, for every open subgroup H ⊆ ΠX• , the map
γclTΠX•,H
: EclTH → E
cl
TΠX•
constructed in Proposition 5.2 (d) can be reconstructed group-theoretically from the nat-
ural inclusion H →֒ ΠX• .
Next, let us calculate the cardinality #Ecl,⋆TΠX•
of Ecl,⋆TΠX•
. We put
Ecl,⋆TΠX• ,e
def
= {α ∈ Ecl,⋆TΠX•
| e = eα}, e ∈ e
cl(ΓX•).
Note that e = eα, α ∈ E
cl,⋆
TΠX•
,e, means that the Galois admissible covering g
•
α : Y
•
α → Y
•
over k induced by α is (totally) ramified over f−1X (xe), where xe denotes the node of X
corresponding to e. Moreover, we have the following disjoint union
Ecl,⋆TΠX•
=
⊔
e∈ecl(ΓX•)
Ecl,⋆TΠX• ,e
.
Let m ∈ Z≥0 and e ∈ ecl(ΓX•). We shall put
Ecl,⋆,mTΠX• ,e
def
= {α ∈ Ecl,⋆TΠX• ,e
| #vspgα = m}.
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Let e ∈ ecl(ΓX•) be a closed edge. Write Ye for the normalization of the underlying
curve Y of Y • at f−1X (xe) and
nore : Ye → Y
for the resulting normalization morphism. Since the genus of the normalization of each
irreducible component of X• is positive, we obtain that the genus of the normalization of
each irreducible component of Ye is also positive. Moreover, since ΓX• is 2-connected, Ye
is connected. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. We maintain the notation introduced above. Let e ∈ ecl(ΓX•) be a closed
edge. Then we have
#Ecl,⋆TΠX• ,e
= ℓ2gY −d−rY +1 − ℓ2gY −d−rY .
Moreover, we have
#Ecl,⋆TΠX•
= #ecl(ΓX•)(ℓ
2gY −d−rY +1 − ℓ2gY −d−rY ).
Proof. Write Re ⊆ Ye for the set of closed subset (fX ◦ nore)−1(xe). Then E
cl,⋆
TΠX•
,e can
be naturally regarded as a subset of H1e´t(Ye \ Re,Fℓ) via the natural open immersion
Ye \Re →֒ Ye. Write Le for the Fℓ-vector subspace spanned by E
cl,⋆
TΠX•
,e in H
1
e´t(Ye \Re,Fℓ).
Then we see that
Ecl,⋆TΠX• ,e
= Le \H
1
e´t(Ye,Fℓ).
Write Hrae for the cokernel of the natural inclusion H
1
e´t(Ye,Fℓ) →֒ Le. We obtain an
exact sequence as follows:
0→ H1e´t(Ye,Fℓ)→ Le → H
ra
e → 0.
On the other hand, since the action of µd on f
−1(xe) is translative, the structure of the
maximal pro-ℓ quotient ΠℓY • of ΠY • implies that
dimFℓ(H
ra
e ) = 1.
Since
dimFℓ(H
1
e´t(Ye,Fℓ)) = 2(gY − d)− (rY − d) = 2gY − d− rY ,
we obtain that
#Ecl,⋆TΠX• ,e
= ℓ2gY −d−rY +1 − ℓ2gY −d−rY .
Thus, we have
#Ecl,⋆TΠX•
= #ecl(ΓX•)(ℓ
2gY −d−rY +1 − ℓ2gY −d−rY ).
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Next, we introduce some notation concerning open edges. We put
Eop,⋆TΠX•
def
= {α ∈ E∗TΠX•
| #eop,ragα = d, #e
cl,ra
gα = 0}.
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Note that Eop,⋆TΠX•
is not an empty set if nX 6= 0. For each α ∈ E
op,⋆
TΠX•
, since the image of
α is contained in M raY •,µd, we obtain that the action of µd on the set
{ye}e∈eop,ragα ⊆ DY
is transitive, where ye denotes the marked point of Y
• corresponding to e. Then there
exists a unique marked point xα ∈ DX of X• such that fX(ye) = xα for every ye ∈
{ye}e∈eop,ragα . We denote by eα ∈ e
op(ΓX•) the open edge corresponding to xα. Moreover,
we put
Eop,⋆TΠX• ,e
def
= {α ∈ Eop,⋆TΠX•
| e = eα}, e ∈ e
op(ΓX•).
Note that e = eα, α ∈ E
op,⋆
TΠX•
,e, means that the Galois admissible covering g
•
α : Y
•
α → Y
•
over k induced by α is (totally) ramified over f−1X (xe), where xe denotes the marked point
of X• corresponding to e. Moreover, we have the following disjoint union
Eop,⋆TΠX•
=
⊔
e∈eop(ΓX• )
Eop,⋆TΠX• ,e
.
Let m ∈ Z≥0 and e ∈ e
op(ΓX•). We shall put
Eop,⋆,mTΠX• ,e
def
= {α ∈ Eop,⋆TΠX• ,e
| #vspgα = m}.
Finally, we introduce the following conditions concerning pointed stable curves. Let
W • be a pointed stable curve over k of type (gW , nW ), ΓW • the dual semi-graph of W
•,
and ΠW • the solvable admissible fundamental group of W
•.
Condition A . We shall say that W • satisfies Condition A if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(i) the genus of the normalization of each irreducible component of W is positive;
(ii) every irreducible component of W is smooth over k;
(iii) ΓcptW • is 2-connected;
(iv) #(v(ΓW •)
b≤1) = 0.
Condition B . We shall say that W • satisfies Condition B if ΓcptW •
H
is 2-connected for
every open subgroup H ⊆ ΠW •.
Lemma 5.4. Let m be a positive natural number prime to p and H
def
= D
(3)
m (ΠW •) ⊆ ΠW •.
Then W •H satisfies Condition A, and the Betti number of the dual semi-graph of W
•
H is
positive.
Proof. The lemma follows from the structure of Πp
′
W •.
5.3 Reconstruction of sets of vertices, sets of closed edges, sets
of genus, and sets of p-rank from surjections
In this subsection, we prove that sets of vertices, sets of closed edges, and sets of genus can
be reconstructed group-theoretically from a surjective open continuous homomorphism of
solvable admissible fundamental groups.
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We fix some notation. Let i ∈ {1, 2}, ki an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p > 0, and ℓ a prime number distinct from p. Let X•i be a pointed stable curve of type
(gXi, nXi) over ki, ΠX•i the solvable admissible fundamental group of X
•
i , ΓX•i the dual
semi-graph of X•i , and rXi the Betti number of ΓX•i . Moreover, let vi ∈ v(ΓX•i ), X˜
•
i,vi
the smooth pointed stable curve of type (gi,vi, ni,vi) over ki associated to vi, and σi,vi the
p-rank of X˜•i,vi . We introduce the following condition:
Condition C . We shall say that X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Condition C if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
(i) (gX1, nX1) = (gX2 , nX2);
(ii) #v(ΓX•1 ) = #v(ΓX•2 );
(iii) #ecl(ΓX•1 ) = #e
cl(ΓX•2 ).
In the remainder of the present subsection, we suppose that X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Con-
dition A, Condition B, and Condition C. Moreover, let
φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2
be an arbitrary open continuous homomorphism of the solvable admissible fundamental
groups of X•1 and X
•
2 , and
(gX , nX)
def
= (gX1, nX1) = (gX2, nX2).
Note that we have that rX1 = rX2 , and that by Lemma 4.3, φ is a surjective open
continuous homomorphism. First, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then we have
Avrp(ΠX•i ) = gXi − rXi .
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from Condition A and Theorem 2.2 (b).
Let G be a finite group such that (#G, p) = 1 and
f •i : Y
•
i → X
•
i
a Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group G. Let j ∈ {1, 2} such that i 6= j.
Then the isomorphism φp
′
: Πp
′
X•1
∼
→ Πp
′
X•2
induced by φ implies that f •i induces a Galois
admissible covering
f •j : Y
•
j → X
•
j
over kj with Galois group G. We write (gYi , nYi) for the type of Y
•
i , ΓY •i for the dual
semi-graph of Y •i , and rYi for the Betti number of ΓY •i .
Lemma 5.6. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that G ∼= Z/ℓZ, that
f •1 : Y
•
1 → X
•
1 is e´tale, and that #v
sp
f1
= m. Then we have
#ecl,raf2 +
1
2
#eop,raf2 +#v
sp
f2
≤ m.
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Proof. Since f •1 is an e´tale covering, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that
gY1 = ℓ(gX − 1) + 1
and
gY2 = ℓ(gX − 1) +
1
2
(ℓ− 1)#eop,raf2 + 1.
Then we obtain
gY1 − gY2 = −
1
2
(ℓ− 1)#eop,raf2 .
On the other hand, we have
rY1 = ℓ#e
cl(ΓX•1 )−#v(ΓX•1 ) + #v
sp
f1
− ℓ#vspf1 + 1
= ℓ#ecl(ΓX•1 )−#v(ΓX•1 )− (ℓ− 1)m+ 1
and
rY2 = ℓ#e
cl,e´t
f2
+#ecl,raf2 − ℓ#v
sp
f2
−#vraf2 + 1.
Since #e(ΓX•1 ) = #e(ΓX•2 ) and #v(ΓX•1 ) = #v(ΓX•2 ), we obtain that
rY1 − rY2 = (ℓ− 1)#e
cl,ra
f2
+ (ℓ− 1)(#vspf2 −m)
Moreover, by applying Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 2.3 (b), we have
gY1 − gY2 ≥ rY1 − rY2.
Thus, we obtain
#ecl,raf2 +
1
2
#eop,raf2 +#v
sp
f2
≤ m.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 5.7. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that G ∼= Z/ℓZ,
that f •1 : Y
•
1 → X
•
1 is e´tale, and that #v
sp
f1
= 0. Then we have that f •2 : Y
•
2 → X
•
2 is e´tale,
and that #vspf2 = 0.
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Lemma 5.6.
Corollary 5.8. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that G ∼= Z/ℓZ,
that f •1 : Y
•
1 → X
•
1 is e´tale, and that #v
sp
f1
= 1. Then we have that f •2 : Y
•
2 → X
•
2 is e´tale.
Proof. In order to verify the corollary, it is sufficient to prove that
#ecl,raf2 = #e
op,ra
f2
= 0.
By applying Lemma 5.6, we have
#ecl,raf2 +
1
2
#eop,raf2 +#v
sp
f2
≤ 1.
Suppose that #ecl,raf2 6= 0. Since X
•
2 satisfies Condition A, the inequality above and
the structures of the maxmial prime-to-p quotient of solvable admissible fundamental
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groups imply that either #ecl,raf2 = 1 and #e
op,ra
f2
≥ 2 or #ecl,raf2 ≥ 2 holds. Then we have
#ecl,raf2 +
1
2
#eop,raf2 +#v
sp
f2
> 1. Thus, we have #ecl,raf2 = 0.
Suppose that #eop,raf2 6= 0. Since #e
cl,ra
f2
= 0, the inequality above implies that #eop,raf2 =
2. Let ℓ′ 6= p be a prime number distinct from ℓ, and let
g•1 : Z
•
1 → X
•
1
be a Galois e´tale covering of over k1 with Galois group Z/ℓ
′Z such that #vspg1 = 0. Then
Corollary 5.7 implies that the Galois admissible covering
g•2 : Z
•
2 → X
•
2
over k2 with Galois group Z/ℓ
′Z induced by g•2 is e´tale covering, and that #v
sp
g2 = 0. Write
ΓZ•i for the dual semi-graphs of Z
•
i . We obtain
#v(ΓX•1 ) = #v(ΓZ•1 ) = #v(ΓZ•2 ) = #v(ΓX•2 ),
ℓ′#eop(ΓX•1 ) = #e
op(ΓZ•1 ) = #e
op(ΓZ•2 ) = ℓ
′#eop(ΓX•2 ),
ℓ′#ecl(ΓX•1 ) = #e
cl(ΓZ•1 ) = #e
cl(ΓZ•2 ) = ℓ
′#ecl(ΓX•2 ).
We have that Z•1 and Z
•
2 satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C.
We denote byW •i
def
= Y •i ×X•i Z
•
i . Note that since ℓ
′ 6= ℓ, we have thatW •i is connected.
Then f •i induces a Galois admissible covering
h•i : W
•
i → Z
•
i
over ki with Galois group Z/ℓZ. We have that h
•
1 is e´tale, that #v
sp
h1
= 1, and that
#eop,rah2 = 2ℓ
′. Then Lemma 5.6 implies that
1 < #ecl,rah2 +
1
2
#eop,rah2 +#v
sp
h2
= #ecl,rah2 + ℓ
′ +#vsph2 ≤ 1.
Thus, we obtain #eop,raf2 = 0. This completes the proof of the corollary.
We put
MX•i
def
= Hom(ΠX•i ,Fℓ),
M e´tX•i
def
= Hom(Πe´tX•i ,Fℓ),
M topX•i
def
= Hom(ΠtopX•i
,Fℓ).
Note that we have the following injections (or weight-monodromy filtration)
M topX•i
→֒ M e´tX•i →֒ MX
•
i
(or M topX•i
⊆M e´tX•i ⊆ MX
•
i
)
induced by the natural surjections ΠX•i ։ Π
e´t
X•
i
։ ΠtopX•i
. Moreover, we have an isomor-
phism
ψℓ : MX•2
∼
→ MX•1
induced by the isomorphism φℓ : ΠℓX•1
∼
→ ΠℓX•2 . Then we have the following propositions.
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Proposition 5.9. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the isomorphism
ψℓ : MX•2
∼
→ MX•1 induces an isomorphism
ψe´tℓ : M
e´t
X•2
∼
→M e´tX•1
group-theoretically. Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram:
M e´tX•2
ψe´t
ℓ−−−→ M e´tX•1y y
MX•2
ψℓ−−−→ MX•1 ,
where the vertical arrows are injections.
Proof. To verify the proposition, it is sufficient to prove that ψ−1ℓ : MX•1
∼
→ MX•2 induces
an isomorphism ψ−1,e´tℓ : M
e´t
X•1
∼
→ M e´tX•2 which fits into the following commutative diagram:
M e´tX•1
ψ−1,e´t
ℓ−−−→ M e´tX•2y y
MX•1
ψ−1
ℓ−−−→ MX•1 ,
where the vertical arrows are injections.
Let α1 ∈M e´tX•1 be a non-trivial element and f
•
1,α : Y
•
1,α → X
•
1 the Galois e´tale covering
over k1 with Galois group Z/ℓZ corresponding to α. We put
LX•1
def
= {α1 ∈ M
e´t
X•1
| #vspf1,α1 = 1}.
We see that M e´tX•1 is spanned by LX
•
1
as an Fℓ-vector space.
On the other hand, Corollary 5.8 implies that f •1,α1 induces a Galois e´tale covering of
X•2 over k2 with Galois group Z/ℓZ. This means that ψ
−1
ℓ induces an injection of Fℓ-vector
spaces
ψ−1,e´tℓ : M
e´t
X•1
→֒ M e´tX•2 .
Moreover, since dimFℓ(M
e´t
X•1
) = 2gX1 − rX1 = 2gX2 − rX2 = dimFℓ(M
e´t
X•2
), we obtain that
ψ−1,e´tℓ : M
e´t
X•1
∼
→M e´tX•2
is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 5.10. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the isomorphism
ψℓ : MX•2
∼
→ MX•1 induces an isomorphism
ψtopℓ : M
top
X•2
∼
→M topX•1
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group-theoretically. Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram:
M topX•2
ψtop
ℓ−−−→ M topX•1y y
M e´tX•2
ψe´t
ℓ−−−→ M e´tX•1y y
MX•2
ψℓ−−−→ MX•1 ,
where the vertical arrows are injections.
Proof. First, by Proposition 5.9, the isomorphism ψℓ : MX•2
∼
→ MX•1 induces an isomor-
phism ψe´tℓ : M
e´t
X•2
∼
→M e´tX•1 . Let α2 ∈M
top
X•2
⊆M e´tX•2 be a non-trivial element and
f •2,α2 : Y
•
2,α2 → X
•
2
the Galois e´tale covering over k2 with Galois group Z/ℓZ corresponding to α2. Then we
obtain an element α1
def
= ψe´tℓ (α2) ∈ M
e´t
X•1
. Write f •1,α1 : Y
•
1,α1
→ X•1 for the Galois e´tale
covering over k1 with Galois group Z/ℓZ corresponding to α1. Note that the types of Y
•
1,α1
and Y •2,α2 are equal, and that Y
•
1,α1
and Y •2,α2 satisfy Condition A.
Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 2.3 (b) imply that
rY1,α1 ≤ rY2,α2 ,
where rY1,α1 and rY2,α2 denote the Betti numbers of the dual semi-graphs of Y
•
1,α1
and
Y •2,α2 , respectively. Since #v
sp
f2,α2
= #v(ΓX•2 ) = #v(ΓX•1 ), the inequality implies #v
sp
f1,α1
=
#v(ΓX•1 ). Thus, we have
α1 ∈M
top
X•1
.
Then α1 induces an injection
ψtopℓ :M
top
X•2
→֒ M topX•1 .
Moreover, since dimFℓ(M
top
X•2
) = rX2 = rX1 = dimFℓ(M
top
X•1
), we have that ψtopℓ is an isomor-
phism. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Remark 5.10.1. Proposition 5.9 and Proposition 5.10 mean that the weight-monodromy
filtrations can be reconstructed group-theoretically from φ.
Lemma 5.11. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that G ∼= Z/ℓZ, that
f •2 is e´tale, and that #v
ra
f2
= 1. Then we have that f •1 is e´tale, and that #v
ra
f1
= 1.
Proof. By Proposition 5.9, we obtain that f •1 is e´tale. This implies that gY1 = gY2, and
that #ecl(ΓY •1 ) = ℓ#e
cl(ΓX•1 ) = ℓ#e
cl(ΓX•2 ) = #e
cl(ΓY •2 ). On the other hand, Lemma 5.5
and Lemma 2.3 (b) imply that
rY1 ≤ rY2.
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Thus, we obtain
ℓ#ecl(ΓX•1 )− ℓ(#v(ΓX•1 )−#v
ra
f1)−#v
ra
f1 + 1 ≤ ℓ#e
cl(ΓX•2 )− ℓ(#v(ΓX•2 )− 1)− 1 + 1
This implies that #vraf1 ≤ 1.
Suppose that #vraf1 = 0. Let αf1 ∈ MX•1 be an element corresponding to f
•
1 . Then
αf1 ∈ M
top
X•1
. Note that αf2
def
= (ψe´tℓ )
−1(αf1) ∈ M
e´t
X•2
is the element corresponding to f •2 .
Then Proposition 5.10 implies that αf2 is contained in M
top
X•2
. This means that #vraf2 = 0.
This contradicts the assumption #vraf2 = 1. Thus, we have #v
ra
f1
= 1. We complete the
proof of the lemma.
We reconstruct the sets of vertices and the sets of genus of irreducible components
group-theoretically from φ as follows.
Theorem 5.12. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the (surjective) open
continuous homomorphism φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces a bijection of the set of vertices
φsg,ver : v(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ v(ΓX•2 )
group-theoretically. Moreover, let v1 ∈ v(ΓX•1 ) and v2
def
= φsg,vex(v1). Then we have
g1,v1 = g2,v2 .
Proof. We maintain the notation introduced in Section 5.1. By applying Theorem 4.2,
Proposition 5.9, and Proposition 5.10, we obtain that the following homomorphisms of
the natural exact sequences can be induced by φ group-theoretically:
0 −−−→ M topX•2 −−−→ M
e´t
X•2
−−−→ MntX•2 −−−→ 0
ψtop
ℓ
y ψe´tℓ y y
0 −−−→ M topX•1 −−−→ M
e´t
X•1
−−−→ MntX•1 −−−→ 0.
Then we obtain
ψe´tℓ (V
∗
X2,ℓ
) = V ∗X1,ℓ.
Moreover, Lemma 5.11 implies that
ψe´tℓ (V
⋆
X2,ℓ) = V
⋆
X1,ℓ.
Let α2, α
′
2 ∈ V
⋆
X2,ℓ
distinct from each other such that α2 ∼ α′2. By applying Lemma 5.11
again, for any a, b ∈ F×ℓ , we see that aα2 + bα
′
2 ∈ V
⋆
X2,ℓ
if and only ψe´tℓ (aα2 + bα
′
2) =
aψe´tℓ (α2) + bψ
e´t
ℓ (α
′
2) ∈ V
⋆
X1,ℓ
. Thus, we obtain a bijection
VX2,ℓ
∼
→ VX1,ℓ.
Then the first part of the theorem follows from Proposition 5.1.
Next, let us prove the “moreover” part of the theorem. Let vi ∈ v(ΓX•i ). We put
LviX•
i
def
= {αi ∈M
e´t
X•i
| vrafi,αi = {vi}},
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where f •i,αi denotes the Galois admissible covering of X
•
i over ki corresponding to αi.
Moreover, we denote by
[LviX•i
]
the image of LviX•i
in MntX•
i
. Then we have
#[LviX•i
] = ℓgi,vi − 1.
Suppose that v2 = φ
sg,ver(v1). Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.11 imply that ψ
e´t
ℓ induces
an injection
[Lv2X•2 ] →֒ [L
v1
X•1
].
Thus, we have
ℓg2,v2 − 1 = #[Lv2X•2 ] ≤ #[L
v1
X•1
] = ℓg1,v1 − 1.
This means that
g2,v2 ≤ g1,v1.
On the other hand, since∑
v1∈v(ΓX•
1
)
g1,v1 = gX − rX1 = gX − rX2 =
∑
v2∈v(ΓX•
2
)
g2,v2 ,
we obtain
g1,v1 = g2,v2 .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Next, let us reconstruct the sets of closed edges from φ. In the remainder of the present
subsection, we fix an edge-triple
TΠX•
1
def
= (ℓ, d, αfX1 : Π
e´t
X•1
։ Fd)
associated to ΠX•1 . Then Corollary 5.7 implies that φ and the edge-triple TΠX•1
induces
an edge-triple
TΠX•
2
def
= (ℓ, d, αfX2 : Π
e´t
X•2
։ Fd)
associated to ΠX•2 group-theoretically. Write ΠY •i for the kernel of αfXi . The surjection
φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces a sujection
φY : ΠY •1 ։ ΠY •2 .
Moreover, the constructions of Y •1 and Y
•
2 imply that Y
•
1 and Y
•
2 satisfy Condition A,
Condition B, and Condition C.
We put
MY •i
def
= Hom(ΠY •i ,Fℓ),
M e´tY •i
def
= Hom(Πe´tY •i ,Fℓ),
M raY •i
def
= MY •i /M
e´t
Y •i
.
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Then, by Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 5.9, the following commutative diagram can be
induced by φY group-theoretically:
0 −−−→ M e´tY •2 −−−→ MY
•
2
−−−→ M raY •2 −−−→ 0
ψe´t
Y,ℓ
y ψY,ℓy y
0 −−−→ M e´tY •1 −−−→ MY
•
1
−−−→ M raY •1 −−−→ 0,
where all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Let E∗TΠ
X•
i
be the subset of MY •i defined
in Section 5.2. Since the actions of µd on the exact sequences are compatible with the
isomorphisms appearing in the commutative diagram above, we have
ψY,ℓ(E
∗
TΠ
X•2
) = E∗TΠ
X•1
.
Let m ∈ Z≥0 and ei ∈ ecl(ΓX•i ). Recall that E
cl,⋆,m
TΠ
X•
i
,ei
is the subset of Ecl,⋆TΠ
X•
i
,ei
whose
element αi satisfies #v
sp
gi,αi
= m. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.13. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then we have
ψ−1Y,ℓ(
⊔
e1∈eop(ΓX•
1
)
Ecl,⋆,0TΠ
X•
1
,e1
) ⊆
⊔
e2∈eop(ΓX•
2
)
Ecl,⋆,0TΠ
X•
2
,e2
.
Moreover, we have
ψ−1Y,ℓ(E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•
1
) = Ecl,⋆TΠ
X•
2
.
Proof. Let e1 ∈ ecl(ΓX•1 ) and α1 ∈ E
cl,⋆,0
TΠ
X•
1
,e1
. Then the Galois admissible covering
g•1,α1 : Y
•
1,α → Y
•
1
over k1 with Galois group Z/ℓZ corresponding to α1 induces a Galois admissible covering
g•2,α2 : Y
•
2,α2
→ Y •2
over k2 with Galois group Z/ℓZ. Write α2 ∈ MY •2 for the element corresponding to g
•
2,α2
.
We have
α2 ∈ E
∗
TΠ
Y •2
.
Write gYi,αi for the genus of Y
•
i,αi
, and rYi,αi for the Betti number of the dual semi-graph
ΓY •i,αi
. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula and Theorem 4.11 imply that
gY1,α1 − gY2,α2 = −
1
2
(#eop,rag2,α2 )(ℓ− 1) = 0.
On the other hand, we have
rY1,α1 = ℓ(#e
cl(ΓY •1 )− d) + d−#v(ΓY •1 ) + 1
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and
rY2,α2 = ℓ#e
cl,e´t
g2,α2
+#ecl,rag2,α2 − ℓ#v
cl,sp
g2,α2
−#vcl,rag2,α2 + 1.
Then Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 2.3 (b) imply that
0 = gY1,α1 − gY2,α2 ≥ rY1,α1 − rY2,α1 .
Thus, we have
#ecl,rag2,α2 +#v
sp
g2,α2
+
1
2
#eop,rag2,α2 = #e
cl,ra
g2,α2
+#vspg2,α2 ≤ d.
If #ecl,rag2,α2 = 0, then g2,α2 is e´tale. By replacing X
•
1 and X
•
2 by Y
•
1 and Y
•
2 , respectively,
Proposition 5.9 implies that g1,α1 is also e´tale. This contradicts the definition of α1. Thus,
we obtain #ecl,rag2,α2 6= 0.
If #ecl,rag2,α2 6= 0, then we have #e
cl,ra
g2,α2
= d and #vspg2,α2 = #e
op,ra
g2,α2
= 0. This means that
α2 ∈
⊔
e2∈ecl(ΓY •2
)
Ecl,⋆,0TΠ
Y •
2
,e2
.
Thus, we have
ψ−1Y,ℓ(
⊔
e1∈ecl(ΓY •1
)
Ecl,⋆,0TΠ
Y •
1
,e1
) ⊆
⊔
e2∈ecl(ΓY •2
)
Ecl,⋆,0TΠ
Y •
2
,e2
.
Moreover, let βi ∈ E
cl,⋆
TΠ
Y •
i
. Then βi is a linear combination of the elements of
⊔
ei∈ecl(ΓY •
i
)
Ecl,⋆,0TΠ
Y •
i
,ei
.
Then we have
ψ−1Y,ℓ(E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•1
) ⊆ Ecl,⋆TΠ
X•2
.
On the other hand, since gY1 = gY2 and rY1 = rY2, Lemma 5.3 implies that #ψ
−1
Y,ℓ(E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•
1
) =
#Ecl,⋆TΠ
X•
2
. Thus, we obtain
ψ−1Y,ℓ(E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•1
) = Ecl,⋆TΠ
X•2
.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
We reconstruct the sets of closed edges group-theoretically from φ as follows.
Theorem 5.14. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the (surjective) open
continuous homomorphism φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces a bijection of the set of closed edges
φsg,cl : ecl(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•2 )
group-theoretically.
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Proof. Let α2, α
′
2 ∈ E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•
2
and α2
def
= ψY,ℓ(α
′
1), α
′
1
def
= ψY,ℓ(α
′
2) ∈ E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•
1
. We see immedi-
ately that α1 ∼ α′1 if and only if α2 ∼ α
′
2. Then the theorem follows from Lemma 5.13
and Proposition 5.2.
Next, let us reconstruct the sets of p-rank from φ. Note that the surjection φ induces
a surjection of the maximal pro-p quotients
φp : ΠpX•1
։ ΠpX•2
of solvable admissible fundamental groups. Then every Galois (e´tale) admissible covering
h•2 : Z
•
2 → X
•
2 over k2 with Galois group Z/pZ induces a Galois (e´tale) admissible covering
h•1 : Z
•
1 → X
•
1 over k1 with Galois group Z/pZ. Moreover, φ
p induces an injection
ψp : NX•2
def
= Hom(ΠX•2 ,Fp) →֒ NX•1
def
= Hom(ΠX•1 ,Fp).
We have the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.15. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that #vrah2 = 0. Then
we have that h•1 is an e´tale covering, and that #v
ra
h1
= 0. In particular, we obtain that
ψtopp : N
top
X•2
def
= Hom(ΠtopX•2 ,Fp)
∼
→ N topX•1
def
= Hom(ΠtopX•1 ,Fp)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since h•i is e´tale, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that
gZ1 = gZ2.
Thus, similar arguments to the arguments given in the proofs of Proposition 5.10 imply
that
#vrah1 = 0.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.16. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that #vrah2 = 1. Then
we obtain that h•1 is e´tale, and that #v
ra
h1
= 1.
Proof. Similar arguments to the arguments given in the proofs of Lemma 5.11 imply that
#vrah1 ≤ 1. If #v
ra
h1
= 0, then the “in particular” part of Lemma 5.15 implies that #vrah2 = 0.
This contradicts our assumption. Then we obtain that #vrah1 = 1.
We reconstruct the sets of p-rank of smooth pointed stable curves associated to vertices
from φ as follows.
Theorem 5.17. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the (surjective) open
continuous homomorphism φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces an injection of the set of vertices
ψsg,verp : v(ΓX•2 )
>0,p →֒ v(ΓX•1 )
>0,p
group-theoretically. Moreover, let v2 ∈ v(ΓX•2 )
>0,p and v1
def
= ψsg,vexp (v2). Then we have
σ2,v2 ≤ σ1,v1 .
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Proof. Lemma 5.16 implies that
ψp(V
⋆
X2,p) ⊆ V
⋆
X1,p.
Let α2, α
′
2 ∈ V
⋆
X2,p
be elements distinct from each other such that α2 ∼ α
′
2. It is easy to
see that aα2 + bα
′
2 ∈ V
⋆
X2,p
if and only if aψp(α2) + bψp(α
′
2) ∈ V
⋆
X1,p
for each a, b ∈ F×p .
Thus, by Proposition 5.1, we obtain an injection of the set of vertices
ψsg,verp : v(ΓX•2 )
>0,p →֒ v(ΓX•1 )
>0,p.
Let vi ∈ v(ΓX•i ). We put
Lvi,pX•i
def
= {αi ∈ NX•i | v
ra
hi,αi
= {vi}},
where h•i,αi denotes the Galois (e´tale) admissible covering corresponding to αi. Moreover,
we denote by
[Lvi,pX•i
]
the image of Lvi,pX•i
in NX•i /N
top
X•i
, where N topX•i
def
= Hom(ΠtopX•i
,Fp). Then we have
#[Lvi,pX•i
] = pσi,vi − 1.
Suppose that v1
def
= ψsg,verp (v2). Lemma 5.15 implies that ψp induces an injection
[Lv2,pX•2
] →֒ [Lv1,pX•1 ].
Thus, we have
pσ2,v2 − 1 = #[Lv2,pX•2 ] ≤ #[L
v1,p
X•1
] = pσ1,v1 − 1.
This means that
σ2,v2 ≤ σ1,v1
for each v2 ∈ v(ΓX•2 )
>0,p. This completes the proof of the theorem.
In the remainder of the present subsection, we prove a proposition which will be used
in Section 5.5.
Proposition 5.18. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the following state-
ments hold:
(a) Let Scl1 ⊆ e
cl(ΓX•1 ) be a subset of closed edges, αe1 ∈ E
cl,⋆,0
TΠ
X•1
,e1
for every e1 ∈ Scl1 ,
α1
def
=
∑
e1∈Scl1
αe1 ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•1
,
and g•1,α1 : Y
•
1,α1
→ Y •1 the Galois admissible covering over k1 with Galois group Z/ℓZ
corresponding to α1. Let φ
sg,cl : ecl(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•2 ) be the bijection of the sets of closed
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edges obtained in Theorem 5.14, αφsg,cl(e1) ∈ E
cl,⋆,0
TΠ
X•2
,φsg,cl(e1)
the element induced by φ for
every e1 ∈ Scl1 ,
α2
def
=
∑
e1∈Scl1
αφsg,cl(e1) ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•
2
,
and g•2,α2 : Y
•
2,α2
→ Y •2 the Galois admissible covering over k2 with Galois group Z/ℓZ
corresponding to α2. Suppose that #v
sp
g1,α1
= 0. Then we have that
#eop,rag2,α2 = #v
sp
g2,α2
= 0.
(b) Let Eop,⋆,0TΠ
X•
i
,ei
, ei ∈ eop(ΓX•i ), be the set of cohomology classes defined in Section 5.2,
and let Sop1 ⊆ e
op(ΓX•1 ) be a subset of open edges, αe1 ∈ E
op,⋆,0
TΠ
X•
1
,e1
for every e1 ∈ S
op
1 ,
α1
def
=
∑
e1∈S
op
1
αe1 ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•
1
,
and g•1,α1 : Y
•
1,α1
→ Y •1 the Galois admissible covering over k1 with Galois group Z/ℓZ
corresponding to α1. Let φ
sg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 ) be the bijection of the sets of open
edges obtained in Theorem 4.11, αφsg,op(e1) ∈ E
cl,⋆,0
TΠ
X•2
,φsg,op(e1)
the element induced by φ for
every e1 ∈ S
op
1 ,
α2
def
=
∑
e1∈S
op
1
αφsg,op(e1) ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•2
,
and g•2,α2 : Y
•
2,α2
→ Y •2 the Galois admissible covering over k2 with Galois group Z/ℓZ
corresponding to α2. Suppose that #v
sp
g1,α1
= 0. Then we have that
#ecl,rag2,α2 = #v
sp
g2,α2
= 0.
Proof. (a) Since #eop,rag1,α1 = 0, Theorem 4.11 imply that #e
op,ra
g2,α2
= 0. On the other hand,
we have
rY1,α1 = ℓ(#e
cl(ΓY •1 )− d#S
cl
1 ) + d#S
cl
1 −#v(ΓY •1 ) + 1
and
rY2,α2 = ℓ#e
cl,e´t
g2,α2
+#ecl,rag2,α2 − ℓ#v
cl,sp
g2,α2
−#vcl,rag2,α2 + 1.
Then Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 2.3 (b) imply that
0 = gY1,α1 − gY2,α2 ≥ rY1,α1 − rY2,α1 .
Thus, we have
#ecl,rag2,α2 +#v
sp
g2,α2
+
1
2
#eop,rag2,α2 = #e
cl,ra
g2,α2
+#vspg2,α2 ≤ d#S
cl
1 .
On the othe hand, Lemma 5.13 implies that #ecl,rag2,α2 = d#S
cl
1 . Then we obtain
#vspg2,α2 = 0. This completes the proof of (a).
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(b) The Riemann-Hurwitz formula and Theorem 4.11 imply that
gY1,α1 − gY2,α2 =
1
2
(d#Sop1 −#e
op,ra
g2,α2
)(ℓ− 1) = 0.
On the other hand, we have
rY1,α1 = ℓ#e
cl(ΓY •1 )−#v(ΓY •1 ) + 1
and
rY2,α2 = ℓ#e
cl,e´t
g2,α2
+#ecl,rag2,α2 − ℓ#v
sp
g2,α2
−#vrag2,α2 + 1.
Then Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 2.3 (b) imply that
gY1,α1 − gY2,α2 ≥ rY1,α1 − rY2,α2 .
Thus, we have
#ecl,rag2,α2 +#v
sp
g2,α2
+
1
2
#eop,rag2,α2 −
d#Sop1
2
≤ 0.
This means that
#ecl,rag2,α2 = #v
sp
g2,α2
= 0.
We complete the proof of (b).
5.4 Reconstruction of commutative diagrams of sets of vertices,
sets of open edges, and sets of closed edges from surjections
We maintain the notation introduced in Section 5.3. In the present subsection, we suppose
that X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C. Moreover, let
φ : ΠX•1 → ΠX•2
be an arbitrary open continuous homomorphism of the solvable admissible fundamental
groups of X•1 and X
•
2 , and
(gX , nX)
def
= (gX1, nX1) = (gX2, nX2).
Note that we have rX1 = rX2, and that by Lemma 4.3, φ is a surjection.
We fix some notation. Let H2 be an open normal subgroup of Π
•
X2
, H1
def
= φ−1(H2)
the open normal subgroup of ΠX•1 , G
def
= ΠX•1/H1 = ΠX•2/H2, and φH1 the surjection
φ|H1 : H1 ։ H2. Let i ∈ {1, 2}. We write
f •Hi : X
•
Hi
→ X•i
for the Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group G, (gXHi , nXHi ) for the type
of X•Hi, and ΓX•Hi
for the dual semi-graph of X•Hi. Furthermore, we suppose that X
•
H1
and
X•H2 satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C.
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Let ℓ and d be prime numbers distinct from p such that ℓ 6= d and (#G, ℓ) = (#G, d) =
1, and let
TΠX•2
def
= (ℓ, d, αfX2 : Π
e´t
X•2
։ Fd)
be an edge-triple associated to ΠX•2 and TX•2
def
= (ℓ, d, f •X2 : Y
•
2 → X
•
2 ) the edge-triple
associated to X•2 corresponding to TΠX•2
. By Corollary 5.7, we obtain an edge-triple
TΠX•
1
def
= (ℓ, d, αfX1 : Π
e´t
X•1
։ Fd)
induced group-theoretically from φ and TΠX•2
. We write TX•1
def
= (ℓ, d, f •X1 : Y
•
1 → X
•
1 ) for
the edge-triple associated to X•1 corresponding to TΠX•1
. On the other hand, we put
Qi
def
= ker(ΠX•i ։ Π
e´t
X•i
αfXi
։ Fd).
We have that Hi ։ Hi/(Hi ∩ Qi) ∼= Fd factors through H e´ti . Write αfXHi
: H e´ti ։ Fd for
this homomorphism. We see that
THi
def
= (ℓ, d, αfXHi
)
is an edge-triple associated to Hi which is induced group-theoretically from Hi ⊆ ΠX•i
and TΠX•
i
. Note that TH1 coincides with the edge-triple associated to H1 induced group-
theoretically from φH1 and TH2. Moreover, we denote by
TX•
Hi
def
= (ℓ, d, f •XHi
: Y •XHi
def
= Y •i ×X•i X
•
Hi
→ X•Hi)
the edge-triple associated to X•Hi corresponding to THi.
By applying Proposition 5.1, Remark 5.1.1, Proposition 5.2, and Remark 5.2.1, we
have that the natural inclusion Hi →֒ ΠX•i induces the maps
γver,ℓHi : VXHi ,ℓ → VXi,ℓ,
γclTΠ
X•
i
,Hi
: EclTHi
→ EclTΠXi
group-theoretically. We put
γverHi : v(ΓX•Hi
)
κ−1
XHi
,ℓ
∼
→ VXHi ,ℓ
γver,ℓ
Hi→ VXi,ℓ
κXi,ℓ
∼
→ v(ΓX•i ),
γclHi : e
cl(ΓX•
Hi
)
ϑ−1
THi
∼
→ EclTHi
γcl
TΠ
X•
i
,Hi
→ EclTΠ
X•
i
ϑTΠ
X•
i
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•i ).
Then the maps γverHi and γ
cl
Hi
can be reconstructed group-theoretically from the inclusion
Hi →֒ ΠX•i .
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On the other hand, Theorem 4.2 implies that the sets Edgop(ΠX•i ) and Edg
op(Hi) can
be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX•i and Hi, respectively. Note that we have a
natural map
Edgop(Hi)→ Edg
op(ΠX•i )
induced by the natural inclusions of the stabilizer subgroups. Moreover, this map com-
patible with the actions of Hi and ΠX•i . Then we obtain a map
γopHi : e
op(ΓX•
Hi
)
∼
→ Edgop(Hi)/Hi → Edg
op(ΠX•i )/ΠX•i
∼
→ eop(ΓX•i )
which can be induced by the inclusion Hi →֒ ΠX•i group-theoretically.
By Theorem 4.11, Theorem 5.12, and Theorem 5.14, the following maps
φsg,verH1 : v(ΓX•H1
)
∼
→ v(ΓX•
H2
),
φsg,opH1 : e
op(ΓX•
H1
)
∼
→ eop(ΓX•
H2
),
φsg,clH1 : e
cl(ΓX•
H1
)
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•
H2
),
φsg,ver : v(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ v(ΓX•2 ),
φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 ),
φsg,cl : ecl(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•2 )
can be reconstructed group-theoretically from φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 and φH1 : H1 ։ H2,
respectively.
Proposition 5.19. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the following dia-
grams
v(ΓX•
H1
)
φsg,ver
H1−−−→ v(ΓX•
H2
)
γver
H1
y γverH2y
v(ΓX•1 )
φsg,ver
−−−→ v(ΓX•2 ),
eop(ΓX•
H1
)
φsg,op
H1−−−→ eop(ΓX•
H2
)
γop
H1
y γopH2y
eop(ΓX•1 )
φsg,op
−−−→ eop(ΓX•2 ),
ecl(ΓX•
H1
)
φsg,cl
H1−−−→ ecl(ΓX•
H2
)
γcl
H1
y γclH2y
ecl(ΓX•1 )
φsg,cl
−−−→ ecl(ΓX•2 )
are commutative. Moreover, all the commutative diagrams above are compatible with the
natural actions of G.
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Proof. The commutativity of the second diagram follows immediately from Theorem 4.11.
We treat the third diagram. To verify the commutativity of the third diagram, we only
need to prove the commutativity of the following diagram
ecl(ΓX•
H2
)
(φsg,cl
H1
)−1
−−−−−→ ecl(ΓX•
H1
)
γcl
H2
y γclH1y
ecl(ΓX•2 )
(φsg,cl)−1
−−−−−→ ecl(ΓX•1 ).
Let eH2 ∈ e
cl(ΓX•
H2
), eH1
def
= (φsg,clH1 )
−1(eH2) ∈ e
cl(ΓX•
H1
), e2
def
= γclH2(eH2) ∈ e
cl(ΓX•2 ),
e1
def
= (γclH1 ◦ (φ
sg,cl
H1
)−1)(eH2) ∈ e
cl(ΓX•1 ), e
′
1
def
= (φsg,cl)−1(e2) ∈ ecl(ΓX•1 ). We will prove that
e1 = e
′
1.
Write SH1 and SH2 for the sets (γ
cl
H1
)−1(e′1) and (γ
cl
H2
)−1(e2), respectively. Note that
eH2 ∈ SH2. To verify e1 = e
′
1, it is sufficient to prove that eH1 ∈ SH1 .
Let α2 ∈ E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•2
,e2
. Then the proof of Lemma 5.13 implies that α2 induces an element
α1 ∈ E
cl,⋆
TΠ
X•1
,e′1
.
Write Y •αi for the pointed stable curve over ki corresponding to αi. We consider the Galois
admissible covering
Y •α2 ×X•2 X
•
H2
→ Y •XH2
over k2 with Galois group Z/ℓZ, and denote by β2 the element of E
∗
TH2
corresponding to
this Galois admissible covering. Then we have
β2 =
∑
c2∈SH2
tc2βc2 ,
where tc2 ∈ (Z/ℓZ)
× and βc2 ∈ E
cl,⋆
TH2 ,c2
. Note that we have teH2 6= 0. On the other hand,
the proof of Lemma 5.13 implies that βc2 induces an element β(φcl
H1
)−1(c2) ∈ E
cl,⋆
TH1 ,(φ
cl
H1
)−1(c2)
.
Then β2 induces an element
β1
def
=
∑
c2∈SXH2
\{eH2}
tc2β(φclH1 )
−1(c2) + teH2βeH1 ∈ E
∗
TH1
.
Note that since β1 corresponds to the Galois admissible covering
Y •α1 ×X•1 X
•
H1 → Y
•
XH1
over k1 with Galois group Z/ℓZ, the composition of the Galois admissible coverings Y
•
α1
×X•1
X•H1 → Y
•
XH1
f•XH1→ X•H1 is ramified over SH1 . This means that eH1 is contained in SH1 .
Similar arguments to the arguments given in the proof above imply the first diagram
is commutative. It is easy to check the “moreover” part of the lemma. This completes
the proof of the proposition.
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5.5 Combinatorial Grothendieck conjecture for surjections
We maintain the notation introduced in Section 5.3. In the present subsection, we suppose
that X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C unless indicated
otherwise. Then we have rX1 = rX2 . We put (gX , nX)
def
= (gX1 , nX1) = (gX2, nX2). Let
φ : ΠX•1 → ΠX•2
be an arbitrary open continuous homomorphism of the solvable admissible fundamental
groups of X•1 and X
•
2 . By Lemma 4.3, we have that φ is a surjection.
We fix some notation. Let H2 be an open normal subgroup of Π
•
X2
, H1
def
= φ−1(H2)
the open normal subgroup of ΠX•1 , G
def
= ΠX•1/H1 = ΠX•2 /H2, and φH1
def
= φ|H1 : H1 ։ H2
the surjection induced by φ. Let i ∈ {1, 2}. We write
f •Hi : X
•
Hi
→ X•i
for the Galois admissible covering over ki with Galois group G, (gXHi , nXHi ) for the type
of X•Hi , ΓX•Hi
for the dual semi-graph of X•Hi , and rXHi for the Betti number of ΓX
•
Hi
.
Lemma 5.20. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then X•Hi satisfies Condition
A, Condition B, Condition C (i).
Proof. The first condition, the second condition, and the fourth condition of Condition A
follow immediately from the definition of admissible coverings. Since X•i satisfies Condi-
tion B and the third condition of Condition A,X•Hi also satisfies Condition B and the third
condition of Condition A. Moreover, Condition C (i) follows immediately from Theorem
4.11. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.21. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that there exists an
open normal subgroup H ′2 ⊆ H2 such that X
•
H′1
and X•H′2
satisfy Condition A, Condition
B, and Condition C, where H ′1
def
= φ−1(H ′1) ⊆ H1. Then X
•
H1
and X•H2 satisfy Condition
A, Condition B, and Condition C.
Proof. By Lemma 5.20, to verify the lemma, we only need to prove that X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition C (ii) and Condition C (iii).
Let G′
def
= ΠX•1 /H
′
1 = ΠX•2/H
′
2 and G
′′ def= H1/H
′
1 = H2/H
′
2 ⊆ G
′. By applying
Proposition 5.19, the following commutative diagrams
v(ΓX•
H′1
)
φsg,ver
H′
1−−−→ v(ΓX•
H′2
)
γver
H′
1
y γverH′2y
v(ΓX•1 )
φsg,ver
−−−→ v(ΓX•2 ),
eop(ΓX•
H′1
)
φsg,op
H′1−−−→ eop(ΓX•
H′2
)
γop
H′
1
y γopH′
2
y
eop(ΓX•1 )
φsg,op
−−−→ eop(ΓX•2 ),
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ecl(ΓX•
H′
1
)
φsg,cl
H′
1−−−→ ecl(ΓX•
H′
2
)
γcl
H′
1
y γclH′
2
y
ecl(ΓX•1 )
φsg,cl
−−−→ ecl(ΓX•2 )
can be reconstructed group-theoretically from H ′i →֒ ΠX•i , φ, and φH′1
def
= φ|H′1. Moreover,
the commutative diagrams are compatible with the actions of G′′ and G′. Then we obtain
that
#v(ΓX•
H1
) = #(v(ΓX•
H′
1
)/G′′) = #(v(ΓX•
H′
2
)/G′′) = #v(ΓX•
H2
),
#eop(ΓX•
H1
) = #(eop(ΓX•
H′
1
)/G′′) = #(eop(ΓX•
H′
2
)/G′′) = #eop(ΓX•
H2
),
#ecl(ΓX•
H1
) = #(ecl(ΓX•
H′
1
)/G′′) = #(ecl(ΓX•
H′
2
)/G′′) = #ecl(ΓX•
H2
).
This means that X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition C.
Lemma 5.22. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that (#G, p) = 1,
and that fH2 is e´tale. Then X
•
H1
and X•H2 satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition
C.
Proof. By Lemma 5.20, to verify the lemma, we only need to prove that X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition C (ii) and Condition C (iii). Moreover, since G is a finite solvable group,
to verify the lemma, it is sufficient to prove the lemme when G ∼= Z/ℓZ, where ℓ is a prime
number distinct from p. Thus, Proposition 5.9 implies that fH1 is also e´tale.
We denote by H ′2 ⊆ H2 the inverse image Dℓ(Π
e´t
X•2
) of the natural surjection ΠX•2 ։
Πe´tX•2 . Then H
′
2 is an open normal subgroup of ΠX•2 . Let H
′
1
def
= φ−1(H ′2) ⊆ H1. We see that
H ′1 is equal to the inverse image Dℓ(Π
e´t
X•1
) of the natural surjection ΠX•1 ։ Π
e´t
X•1
. Since X•1
and X•2 satisfy Condition C, Theorem 5.12 and the structures of the maximal prime-to-p
quotients of solvable admissible fundamental groups imply that X•H′1
and X•H′2
also satisfy
Condition C. Then the lemma follows from Lemma 5.21.
Lemma 5.23. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that (#G, p) = 1.
Then X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C.
Proof. By Lemma 5.20, to verify the lemma, we only need to prove that X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition C (ii) and Condition C (iii).
Since G is a finite solvable group, to verify the lemma, it is sufficient to prove the
lemme when G ∼= Z/ℓZ, where ℓ is a prime number distinct from p.
Let TΠX•2
= (ℓ, d, αfX2 : Π
e´t
X•2
։ Fd) be an edge-triple associated to ΠX•2 , TΠX•1
=
(ℓ, d, αfX1 : Π
e´t
X•1
։ Fd) the edge-triple associated to ΠX•1 induced by φ, and TX•i =
(ℓ, d, f •Xi : Y
•
i → X
•
i ) the edge-triple associated to X
•
i corresponding to TΠX•
i
.
First, we suppose that fH2 is e´tale over DX2 . Then Theorem 4.11 implies that fH1 is
also e´tale over DX1 . Let αe1 ∈ E
cl,⋆,0
TΠ
X•
1
,e1
, e1 ∈ ecl(ΓX•1 ),
α1
def
=
∑
e1∈ecl(ΓX•
1
)
αe1 ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•1
,
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and g•1,α1 : Y
•
1,α1 → Y
•
1 the Galois admissible covering over k1 corresponding to α1. Note
that we have that #eop,rag1,α1 = #v
sp
g1,α1
= 0. Let φsg,cl : ecl(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•2 ) be the bijection
of the sets of closed edges obtained in Theorem 5.14, αφsg,cl(e1) ∈ E
cl,⋆,0
TΠ
X•
2
,φsg,cl(e1)
the element
induced by φ for every e1 ∈ ecl(ΓX•1 ),
α2
def
=
∑
e1∈ecl(ΓX•1
)
αφsg,cl(e1) ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•
2
,
and g•2,α2 : Y
•
2,α2
→ Y •2 the Galois admissible covering over k2 corresponding to α2. Then
Proposition 5.18 (a) implies that
#eop,rag2,α2 = #v
sp
g2,α2
= 0.
We obtain that gi,αi is totally ramified over every node of Yi, and that Y
•
1,α1 and Y
•
2,α2
satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C. Write Ni ⊆ ΠX•i for the open normal
subgroup corresponding to Y •i,αi.
Let H ′i
def
= Hi∩Ni and X•H′i
the pointed stable curve over ki corresponding to H
′
i. Note
that X•H′i
is isomorphic to a connected component of
X•Hi ×X•i Y
•
gi,αi
.
We denote by h•i : X
•
H′i
→ Y •gi,αi the Galois admissible covering over ki corresponding to the
injection H ′i →֒ Ni. By applying Abhyankar’s lemma, fHi is e´tale over DXi implies that
hi is e´tale. Then the lemma follows from Lemma 5.21 and Lemma 5.22. This completes
the proof of the lemme when fH2 is e´tale over DX2.
Next, let us prove the lemme in the general case. We take βe1 ∈ E
op,⋆,0
TΠ
X•
1
,e1
for every
e1 ∈ eop(ΓX•1 ) such that #v
sp
g1,β1
= 0, where
β1
def
=
∑
e1∈eop(ΓX•
1
)
βe1 ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•1
,
and g•1,β1 : Y
•
1,β1
→ Y •1 is the Galois admissible covering over k1 corresponding to β1. Note
that we have that #ecl,rag1,β1
= #vspg1,β1
= 0. Let φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 ) be the bijection
of the sets of open edges obtained in Theorem 4.11, βφsg,op(e1) ∈ E
op,⋆,0
TΠ
X•2
,φsg,op(e1)
the element
induced by φ for every e1 ∈ eop(ΓX•1 ),
β2
def
=
∑
e1∈eop(ΓX•1
)
βφsg,op(e1) ∈ E
∗
TΠ
X•
2
,
and g•2,β2 : Y
•
2,β2
→ Y •2 the Galois admissible covering over k2 corresponding to β2. Then
Proposition 5.18 (b) implies that
#ecl,rag2,β2
= #vspg2,β2
= 0.
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We obtain that gi,βi is totally ramified over every marked point of Yi, and that Y
•
1,β1
and
Y •2,β2 satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C. Write Qi ⊆ ΠX•i for the open
normal subgroup corresponding to Y •i,βi.
Let H ′′i
def
= Hi ∩ Qi and X•H′′i
the pointed stable curve over ki corresponding to H
′′
i .
Note that X•H′′i
is isomorphic to a connected component of
X•Hi ×X•i Y
•
gi,βi
.
We denote by h∗,•i : X
•
H′′i
→ Y •gi,βi
the Galois admissible covering over ki corresponding
to the injection H ′′i →֒ Qi. By applying Abhyankar’s lemma, h
∗
i is e´tale over DYgi,βi
. By
applying the lemma in the case where gi,βi is e´tale over DYi, we obtain that X
•
H′′1
and
X•H′′2
satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C. Then the lemma follows from
Lemma 5.21. We complete the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.24. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that G is a p-group.
Then X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C.
Proof. By Lemma 5.20, to verify the lemma, we only need to prove that X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition C (ii) and Condition C (iii).
To verify the lemma, without loss the generality, it is sufficient to treat the case where
G ∼= Z/pZ. Since f •Hi is e´tale, X
•
H1
and X•H2 satisfy Condition C (iii).
Let Vi ⊆ v(ΓX•i )
>0,p be the subset of vertices such that the natural homomorphism
ΠX˜•i,vi
→֒ ΠX•i ։ G
def
= ΠX•i /Hi
is non-trivial (since G ∼= Z/pZ, the homomorphism is a surjection). Then we obtain
#v(ΓX•
Hi
) = p(#v(ΓX•i )−#Vi) + #Vi and #e
cl(ΓX•
Hi
) = p#ecl(ΓX•i ).
Let
ψsg,verp : v(ΓX•2 )
>0,p →֒ v(ΓX•1 )
>0,p
be the injection induced by φ, which is obtained in Theorem 5.17. We put
V ′1
def
= {ψsg,verp (v2)}v2∈V2 ⊆ v(ΓX•1 )
>0,p.
By applying Lemma 5.16, we see that
V1 = V
′
1 .
Thus, we have #v(ΓX•
H1
) = #v(ΓX•
H2
) and #ecl(ΓX•
H1
) = #ecl(ΓX•
H2
). This completes the
proof of the lemma.
Proposition 5.25. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C.
Proof. Since G is a solvable group, the proposition follows from Lemma 5.23 and Lemma
5.24.
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Next, we prove the main result of the present section which we call combinatorial
Grothendieck conjecture for surjections.
Theorem 5.26. We maintain the notation introduced above. Then the surjective open
continuous homomorphism φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces surjective maps
φver : Ver(ΠX•1 )։ Ver(ΠX•2 ),
φedg,op : Edgop(ΠX•1 )։ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ),
φedg,cl : Edgcl(ΠX•1 )։ Edg
cl(ΠX•2 )
group-theoretically. Moreover, φ induces an isomorphism
φsg : ΓX•1
∼
→ ΓX•2
of the dual semi-graphs of X•1 and X
•
2 group-theoretically.
Proof. By applying Theorem 4.11, the homomorphism φ : ΠX•1 ։ ΠX•2 induces a surjective
map φedg,op : Edgop(ΠX•1 ) ։ Edg
op(ΠX•2 ) group-theoretically. We only need to treat the
cases of φver and φedg,cl, respectively.
Let CΠX•2
be a cofinal system of ΠX•2 which consists of open normal subgroups of ΠX•2 .
We put
CΠX•
1
def
= {H1
def
= φ−1(H2) | H2 ∈ CΠX•
2
}.
Note that CΠX•1
is not a cofinal system of ΠX•1 in general. Moreover, by applying Propo-
sition 5.25, we have that X•H1 and X
•
H2
satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition
C for every H2 ∈ CΠX•
2
and H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ∈ CΠX•
1
.
We treat the case of φver. Let X̂•i be the universal solvable admissible covering of
X•i associated to ΠX•i and ΓX̂•i
the dual semi-graph of X̂•i . Let ŵ1 ∈ v(ΓX̂•1
) and Πŵ1
the stabilizer subgroup of ŵ1. Write wH1 ∈ v(ΓX•H1
), H1 ∈ CΠX•
1
, for the image of ŵ1.
Proposition 5.19 implies that φ induces a cofinal system of vertices
Cŵ2
def
= {wH2
def
= φverH1(wH1)}H2∈CΠX•
2
,
which admits a natural action of ΠX•2 . Then we obtain an element ŵ2 ∈ v(ΓX̂•2 ). More-
over, the stabilizer of Cŵ2 is Πŵ2. We see immediately that φ induces a surjective open
continuous homomorphism
φ|Πŵ1 : Πŵ1 ։ Πŵ2
group-theoretically. Then we define
φver : Ver(ΠX•1 )→ Ver(ΠX•2 ), Πŵ1 7→ Πŵ2 .
Next, we prove that φver is a surjective. Let v̂2 ∈ v(ΓX̂•2
) and Πv̂2 the stabilizer
subgroup of v̂2. Write vH2 ∈ v(ΓX•H2
), H2 ∈ CΠX•2
, for the image of v̂2. Then we obtain a
cofinal system of vertices
Cv̂2
def
= {vH2}H2∈CΠ
X•
2
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associated to v̂2. The cofinal system Cv̂2 admits a natural action of ΠX•2 . We see imme-
diately that the stabilizer of Cv̂2 is equal to Πv̂2 . Proposition 5.19 implies that φ and Cv̂2
induce a set of
C′
def
= {vH1
def
= (φsg,vex)−1(vH2)}H1∈CΠ
X•2
group-theoretically. By extending C′ to a cofinal system of vertices. Then we obtain an
element v̂1 ∈ v(ΓX̂•1
) such that the image of v̂1 in v(ΓXH1 ) is vH1. Thus, φ induces a
surjective
φ|Πv̂1 : Πv̂1 ։ Πv̂2 .
This means that φver is a surjection.
By applying similar arguments to the arguments given in the proof above, we obtain
that φ induces a surjective map φedg,cl : Edgcl(ΠX•1 ) ։ Edg
cl(ΠX•2 ) group-theoretically.
This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
The surjections φver, φedg,op, and φedg,cl imply the following surjections
φsg,ver : v(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ Ver(ΠX•1 )/ΠX•1 ։ Ver(ΠX•2 )/ΠX•2
∼
→ v(ΓX•2 ),
φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ Edgop(ΠX•1 )/ΠX•1 ։ Edg
op(ΠX•2 )/ΠX•2
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 ),
φsg,cl : ecl(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ Edgcl(ΠX•1 )/ΠX•1 ։ Edg
cl(ΠX•2 )/ΠX•2
∼
→ ecl(ΓX•2 ).
Since X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Condition C, we have that φ
sg,ver, φsg,op, and φsg,cl are bijections.
Furthermore, by applying [7, Lemma 1.5, Lemma 1.7, and Lemma 1.9], φ induces an
isomorphism of dual semi-graphs
φsg : ΓX•1
∼
→ ΓX•2
group-theoretically. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 5.26.1. We maintain the notation introduced above. We see immediately that
Theorem 5.26 does not hold without Condition C (e.g. X•1 is a generic curve of Mg,n,
and X•2 is a singular curve).
On the other hand, the author believes that Theorem 5.26 also holds without Condition
B (e.g. nXi = 0). The main difficult is that we do not have a precise formula for limits
of p-averages of arbitrary pointed stable curves. Moreover, if the question of [38, Remark
4.10.2] is true, without too much difficulty, similar arguments to the arguments given in
the proofs of this section imply that Theorem 5.26 holds without Condition B.
Furthermore, the author also believes that Theorem 5.26 holds without Condition
A and Condition B. For example, Theorem 5.30 below shows that Theorem 5.26 holds
without Condition A and Condition B if gX = 0. Moreover, Theorem 5.30 will play a key
role in the proof of the main theorem of the present paper.
Corollary 5.27. We maintain the notation introduced above. Let Q2 ⊆ ΠX•2 be an
arbitrary open subgroup and Q1
def
= φ−1(Q2) ⊆ ΠX•1 . Then we have
Avrp(Q1) = Avrp(Q2).
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.26.
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Lemma 5.28. Let E• be a pointed stable curve of type (0, n) over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0, ΠE• the solvable admissible fundamental group of E
•, and
ℓ a prime number such that ℓ 6= p, and that ℓ >> n. We put
Edgop,ℓ,ab(ΠE•)
def
= {prℓ,ab(Iê) | Iê ∈ Edg
op(ΠE•)} = {Ie}e∈eop(ΓE•),
where prℓ,ab denotes the natural surjective homomorphism ΠE• ։ Π
ℓ,ab
E• , and Ie
def
= prℓ,ab(Iê).
Let ae ∈ Ie, e ∈ eop(ΓE•), be a generator of Ie such that∏
e∈eop(ΓE•)
ae = 1,
and let α : Πℓ,abE• ։ Fℓ be a surjection and re
def
= α(ae). Write
g• : X• → E•
for the Galois admissible covering over k with Galois group Z/ℓZ corresponding to α.
Suppose that re 6= 0 for every e ∈ e
op(ΓE•), and that∑
e∈eop(ΓE•)
re = ℓ
if we identify Fℓ to {0, 1, . . . , ℓ − 1} ⊆ Z. Then g• is totally ramified over every node
and every marked point of E•. In particular, we have that the map of dual semi-graphs
ΓX• → ΓE• of X• and E• induced by g• is a bijection, and that X• satisfies Condition A.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on #v(ΓE•). Suppose that #v(ΓE•) = 1. Then
the lemma is trivial.
Suppose that #v(ΓE•) ≥ 2. Let v0 ∈ v(ΓE•) and E˜•v0 the smooth pointed stable
curve associated to v0. Note that the underlying curve E˜v0 coincides with the irreducible
component of E corresponding to v0. On the other hand, we define a pointed stable curve
over k to be
E•0 = (E0
def
= E \ E˜v0 , DE0
def
= (DE ∩ E0) ∪ (E0 ∩ E˜v0)),
where E \ E˜v0 denotes the topological closure of E \ E˜v0 in E. Then g
• induces Galois
admissible coverings
g•v0 : X˜
•
v0 → E˜
•
v0 ,
g•0 : X
•
0 → E
•
0
over k with Galois group Z/ℓZ. To verify the lemma, we only need to prove that g•v0 and
g•0 are totally ramified over every node and every marked point of E˜
•
v0 and E
•
0 , respectively.
Let ΠE˜•v0
and ΠE•0 be the solvable admissible fundamental groups of E˜
•
v0
and E•0 ,
respectively. Since ΓcptE• is 2-connected, [38, Corollary 3.5] implies that the natural homo-
morphism
θv0 : Π
ℓ,ab
E˜•v0
→ Πℓ,abE•
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is an injection. Let
θ0 : Π
ℓ,ab
E•0
→ Πℓ,abE•
be the homomorphism induced by the natural (outer) injective homomorphism ΠE•0 →֒
ΠE• (in fact, θ0 is also an injection).
Let {x} = E0 ∩ E˜v0 , ev0 ∈ e
op(ΓE˜•v0
) the open edge corresponding to x, e0 ∈ eop(ΓE•0 )
the open edge corresponding to x,
̂˜
E•v0 the universal admissible covering of E˜
•
v0
, Ê•0 the
universal admissible covering of E•0 , êv0 ∈ v(Γ̂˜E•v0
) an element over ev0 , and ê0 ∈ v(ΓÊ•0
)
an element over e0. We denote by Iev0 the image of Iêv0 of ΠE˜•v0
։ Πℓ,ab
E˜•v0
, and by Ie0 the
image of Iê0 of ΠE•0 ։ Π
ℓ,ab
E•0
. We put
aev0 = (
∏
e∈eop(Γ
E˜•v0
)\{ev0}
ae)
−1,
ae0 = (
∏
e∈eop(ΓE•
0
)\{e0}
ae)
−1.
Then aev0 and ae0 are generators of Iev0 and Ie0, respectively. Moreover, we put
α˜v0 : Π
ℓ,ab
E˜•v0
θv0→ Πℓ,abE•
α
։ Fℓ.
and
α0 : Π
ℓ,ab
E•0
θ0→ Πℓ,abE•
α
։ Fℓ.
Then the structures of maximal pro-prime-to-p quotients of solvable admissible funda-
mental groups implies that
α˜v0(aev0 ) = ℓ−
∑
e∈eop(Γ
E˜•v0
)\{ev0}
re =
∑
e∈eop(ΓE•0
)\{e0}
re
and
α0(ae0) =
∑
e∈eop(Γ
E˜•v0
)\{ev0}
re.
Thus, by induction, we have that g•v0 and g
•
0 are totally ramified over every node and every
marked point of E˜•v0 and E
•
0 , respectively. We complete the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.29. Let E• be a pointed stable curve of type (0, n) over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0. Then E• satisfies Condition B.
Proof. Let f • : W • → E• be an arbitrary admissible covering over k, ΓW • the dual semi-
graph of W •, and f sg : ΓW • → ΓE• the map of dual semi-graphs of W
• and X• induced
by f •. To verify the lemma, we only need to prove that ΓcptW • is 2-connected.
Suppose that f • is trivial. Then the lemma follows from that ΓcptE• is 2-connected.
Suppose that f • is non-trivial. Let w ∈ v(ΓW •) and v ∈ v(ΓE•). We denote by π0(w)
and π0(v) the sets of connected components of ΓW • \ {w} and ΓE• \ {v}, respectively.
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Suppose that v = f sg(w). Let Cw ∈ π0(w). We see immediately that f
sg(Cw) is a
connected component of ΓE• \ {v}. Write Cv for f sg(Cw). Since Cv ∩ eop(ΓE•) 6= ∅, we
obtain that Cw ∩ eop(ΓW •) 6= ∅. Thus, Γ
cpt
W • is 2-connected. This completes the proof of
the lemma.
Moreover, Theorem 5.26 implies the following important result.
Theorem 5.30. Let i ∈ {1, 2}, and let E•i be a pointed stable curve of type (0, n) over ki
of characteristic p > 0, ΠE•i the solvable admissible fundamental group of E
•
i , and
φE : ΠE•1 → ΠE•2
an arbitrary open continuous homomorphism. Suppose that E•1 and E
•
2 satisfy Condition
C. Then φE : ΠE•1 → ΠE•2 induces surjective maps
φverE : Ver(ΠE•1 )։ Ver(ΠE•2 ),
φedg,opE : Edg
op(ΠE•1 )։ Edg
op(ΠE•2 ),
φedg,clE : Edg
cl(ΠE•1 )։ Edg
cl(ΠE•2 )
group-theoretically. Moreover, φE induces an isomorphism
φsgE : ΓE•1
∼
→ ΓE•2
of the dual semi-graphs of E•1 and E
•
2 group-theoretically.
Proof. Lemma 4.3 implies that φE is a surjective. By applying Theorem 4.11, the homo-
morphism φE : ΠE•1 ։ ΠE•2 induces a surjective map φ
edg,op : Edgop(ΠE•1 ) ։ Edg
op(ΠE•2 )
group-theoretically. We only need to treat the cases of φverE and φ
edg,cl
E , respectively.
Let ℓ be a prime number such that ℓ 6= p, and that ℓ >> n. Let
α2 : Π
ℓ,ab
E•2
։ Fℓ
satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 5.28. Then Theorem 4.11 implies that φE and α2
induces a surjection
α1 : Π
ℓ,ab
E•1
։ Fℓ,
which satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.28. Write g•i : X
•
i → E
•
i for the Galois
admissible covering over ki with Galois group Z/ℓZ. Then Lemma 5.28 and Lemma 5.29
imply that X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C.
Write ΠX•i ⊆ ΠE•i for the open normal subgroup corresponding to g
•
i . Let Πv̂Xi ∈
Ver(ΠX•i ), IêXi ∈ Edg
cl(ΠX•i ), Πv̂i ∈ Ver(ΠE•i ) the unique element which contains Πv̂Xi ,
and Iêi ∈ Edg
cl(ΠE•i ) the unique element which contains IêXi . Since Πv̂i and Iêi the
normalizers of Πv̂Xi and IêXi in ΠE
•
i
, respectively, the theorem follows immediately from
Theorem 5.26. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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6 The Homeomorphism Conjecture for closed points
when g = 0
We maintain the notation introduced in Section 3. In this section, we will prove that
πadmg,n ([q]) is a closed point of Πg,n for every [q] ∈ M
cl
g,n if g = 0. In particular, the
Homeomorphism Conjecture holds when (g, n) = (0, 4). In the present section, we shall
assume that all the fundamental groups of pointed stable curves are solvable admissible
fundamental groups unless indicated otherwise.
We fix some notation. Let i ∈ {1, 2}, and letX•i be a pointed stable curve of type (0, n)
over an algebraically closed field ki of characteristic p > 0, ΓX•
i
the dual semi-graph of X•i ,
and rXi the Betti number of ΓX• . Note that ΓX•i is a tree, and that Xi,vi is isomorphic to
P1ki for every vi ∈ v(ΓX•i ). In particular, Xi,vi is smooth over ki. For simplicity, we shall
use the notation X•i,vi to denote the smooth pointed stable curve X˜
•
i,vi
of type (0, ni,vi)
over ki associated to vi ∈ v(ΓX•i ). On the other hand, let ΠX•i be the solvable admissible
fundamental group of X•i and
φ : ΠX•1 → ΠX•2
an arbitrary open continuous homomorphism. By Lemma 4.3, we see that φ is a surjective
open continuous homomorphism. Then φ induces an isomorphism
φp : Πp
′
X•1
∼
→ Πp
′
X•2
of the maximal prime-to-p quotients of solvable admissible fundamental groups. Let X̂•i
be a universal solvable admissible covering of X•i corresponding to ΠX•i , ΓX̂•i
the dual
semi-graph of X̂•i , and ei ∈ e
op(ΓX•i ). We put
Edgopei (ΠX•i )
def
= {Iêi ∈ Edg
op(ΠX•i ) | êi ∈ e
op(ΓX̂•i
) is an open edge over ei}.
Moreover, in the remainder of the present section, we shall suppose that k1 is an algebraic
closure of Fp.
Denote by
Homopenpro-gps(−,−), Isompro-gps(−,−)
the set of open continuous homomorphisms of profinit groups and the set of continuous
isomorphisms of profinite groups, respectively. First, we have the following theorem which
was proved by the author (cf. [36, Theorem 1.2 and Remark 7.3.1]).
Theorem 6.1. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that X•1 and X
•
2 are
smooth over k1 and k2, respectively. Then we have that
Homopenpro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ) 6= ∅
if and only if X•1 is Frobenius equivalent to X
•
2 . In particular, if this is the case, we have
that X•2 can be defined over the algebraic closure of Fp in k2, and that
Homopenpro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ) = Isompro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ).
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Remark 6.1.1. Let [q] ∈ Mcl0,n be an arbitrary point. Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 3.6
(a) imply that
V (πsol0,n([q])) ∩ Π
sol
0,n = π
sol
0,n([q]).
Then we have that [πsol1 (q)] is a closed point of Π
sol
0,n. In particular,
πt0,4 : M0,4 ։ Π0,4, π
t,sol
0,4 : M0,4 ։ Π
sol
0,4
are homeomorphisms. Note that Theorem 6.1 cannot tell us whether or not [πsol1 (q)] is
closed in Π
sol
0,n. In fact, this is highly non-trivial, see Proposition 6.5 below.
Lemma 6.2. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that X•1 is a singular
curve. Then X•2 is also a singular curve.
Proof. Lemma 5.4 implies that there exists a Galois admissible covering
f •1 : Y
•
1 → X
•
1
over k1 with Galois group G such that (#G, p) = 1, that the Betti number of the dual
semi-graph of Y •1 is positive, and that Y
•
1 satisfies Condition A. Then φ
p′ induces a Galois
admissible covering
f •2 : Y
•
2 → X
•
2
over k2 with Galois group G. Write gYi for the genus of Y
•
i , and rYi for the Betti number
of the dual semi-graph of Y •i .
By applying Theorem 4.11, we obtain that gY1 = gY2. Moreover, Theorem 2.2 and
Lemma 2.3 (b) imply that
0 < rY1 ≤ rY2.
This means that X•2 is a singular curve. We complete the proof of the lemma.
Let Fp be an algebraic closure of the finite field Fp, and let X
• be a smooth pointed
stable curve of type (0, n) over Fp. We fix two marked points x∞, x0 ∈ DX distinct
from each other. Moreover, we choose any field k′ ∼= Fp, and choose any isomorphism
ϕ : X
∼
→ P1k′ as schemes such that ϕ(x∞) =∞ and ϕ(x0) = 0. Then the set of Fp-rational
points X(Fp)\{x∞}
∼
→ A1k′(k
′) is equipped with a structure of Fp-module via the bijection
ϕ. Note that since any k′-isomorphism of P1k′ fixing ∞ and 0 is a scalar multiplication,
the Fp-module structure of X(Fp) \ {x∞} does not depend on the choices of k′ and ϕ but
depends only on the choices of x∞ and x0. We shall say that X(Fp) \ {x∞} is equipped
with a structure of Fp-module with respect to x∞ and x0. Then we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.3. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that X•i is smooth
over ki. Let e1,0, e1,∞ ∈ eop(ΓX•1 ) be open edges distinct from each other. Theorem 4.11
implies that φ induces a bijection φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 ) group-theoretically. We
put e2,0
def
= φsg,op(e1,0) and e2,∞
def
= φsg,op(e1,∞). Let∑
e1∈eop(ΓX•
1
)\{e1,∞,e1,0}
be1xe1 = xe1,0
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be a linear condition with respect to e1,∞ and e1,0 on X
•
1 , where be1 ∈ Fp for every e1 ∈
eop(ΓX•1 ). Then the linear condition∑
e1∈eop(ΓX•
1
)\{e1,∞,e1,0}
be1xφsg,op(e1) = xφsg,op(e1,0) = xe2,0
with respect to xe2,∞ and xe2,0 on X
•
2 also holds.
Proof. See [36, Lemma 7.1].
Lemma 6.4. Let X• be a pointed stable curve of type (0, n) over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0 and ℓ ≥ 3 a prime number distinct from p. Then there
exists a Galois admissible covering f • : Y • → X• over k with Galois group Z/ℓZ such
that the genus of Y • is 0, and that there exists an irreducible component Yv of Y satisfying
#(Yv ∩DY ) ≥ 3.
Proof. Suppose that X• is smooth over k. Then the lemma is trivial. We may suppose
that X• is singular. Since the type of X• is (0, n), there exists irreducible components
Xv1 , Xv2 of X distinct from each other such that #(Xv1 ∩DX) ≥ 2 and #(Xv2 ∩DX) ≥ 2.
Let x1 ∈ Xv1 ∩DX , x2 ∈ Xv2 ∩DX , and
f • : Y • → X•
a Galois admissible covering over k with Galois group Z/ℓZ such that f is totally ramified
over x1 and x2, and that f is e´tale over DX \ {x1, x2}. We see immediately that the
irreducible components Yv1
def
= f−1(Xv1) and Yv2
def
= f−1(Xv2) of Y satisfy the conditions
#(Yv1 ∩ DY ) ≥ 3 and #(Yv2 ∩ DY ) ≥ 3, respectively. Moreover, the Riemann-Hurwitz
formula implies that the genus of Y • is 0. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Next, we generalize Theorem 6.1 to the case where we only assume that X•1 is smooth
over k1.
Proposition 6.5. We maintain the notation introduced above. Suppose that X•1 is smooth
over k1. Then X
•
1 is Frobenius equivalent to X
•
2 . In particular, we have that X
•
2 is smooth
over k2, and that X
•
2 can be defined over the algebraic closure of Fp in k2.
Proof. If X•2 is smooth over k2, the proposition follows immediately from Theorem 6.1.
Then we may assume that X•2 is singular (i.e., #v(ΓX•2 ) ≥ 2).
Let ℓ ≥ 3 be a prime number distinct from p. Lemma 6.4 implies that there exists an
open normal subgroup H2 ⊆ ΠX•2 such that ΠX•2/H2
∼= Z/ℓZ, that the Galois admissible
covering f •H2 : X
•
H2
→ X•2 corresponding to H2 is totally ramified over two marked points
of X•2 , and that there exists wH2 ∈ v(ΓX•H2
) such that #(XH2,wH2 ∩ DXH2 ) ≥ 3. Write
H1
def
= φ−1(H2) ⊆ ΠX•1 for the open subgroup and f
•
H1
: X•H1 → X
•
1 for the Galois
admissible covering over k1 corresponding to H1. Theorem 4.11 implies that f
•
H1
is totally
ramified over two marked points of X•1 , and that nXH1 = nXH2 . Since f
•
Hi
is totally
ramified over two marked points, we have that
gXH1 = gXH2 = 0.
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If we can prove the proposition holds for X•H1, X
•
H2
, and φ|H1 : H1 ։ H2, then we
obtain that X•2 is also smooth over k2. Then the proposition follows immediately from
Theorem 6.1. Thus, by replacing X•1 , X
•
2 , and φ by X
•
H1
, X•H2, and φ|H1, respectively, we
may assume that there exists w2 ∈ v(ΓX•2 ) such that #(X2,w2 ∩DX2) ≥ 3.
Let e2,∞, e2,0, e2,1 ∈ eop(ΓX•2 ) ∩ e
op(ΓX•2,w2
) distinct from each other. Theorem 4.11
implies that φ induces a bijection
φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 )
group-theoretically. We put
e1,∞
def
= (φsg,op)−1(e2,∞), e1,0
def
= (φsg,op)−1(e2,0), e1,1
def
= (φsg,op)−1(e2,1).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
xei,∞
def
= ∞, xei,0
def
= 0, xei,1
def
= 1,
and that
X1 = P
1
k1
, Xw2 = P
1
k2
.
Let π0(ΓX•2 \ {w2}) denote the set of connected components of ΓX•2 \ {w2} in ΓX•2 . Let
C2 ∈ π0(ΓX•2 \ {w2}). Since X
•
2 is a pointed stable curve of type (0, n) over k2, we have
that #(C2∩ e
op(ΓX•2 )) ≥ 2. Let e2,C2,1, e2,C2,2 ∈ C2∩ e
op(ΓX•2 ) be open edges distinct from
each other. We put
e1,2
def
= (φsg,op)−1(e2,C2,1) ∈ e
op(ΓX•1 ),
e1,3
def
= (φsg,op)−1(e2,C2,2) ∈ e
op(ΓX•1 ).
We denote by X2,C2 the semi-stable subcurve of X2 whose irreducible components are the
irreducible components corresponding to the vertices of ΓX•2 contained in C2. Moreover,
we write e2,2 for the unique closed edge of ΓX•2 connecting w2 and C2. Then the node xe2,2
corresponding to e2,2 is the unique closed point of X2 contained in Xw2 ∩X2,C2 .
We put
Z•1 = (Z1
def
= X1, DZ1
def
= {xe1,∞ , xe1,0 , xe1,1 , xe1,2, xe1,3}),
Y •1,1 = (Y1,1
def
= X1, DY1,1
def
= {xe1,∞ , xe1,0 , xe1,1 , xe1,2}),
Y •1,2 = (Y1,2
def
= X1, DY1
def
= {xe1,∞ , xe1,0 , xe1,1 , xe1,3}),
Y •2 = (Y2
def
= Xw2 , DY2
def
= {xe2,∞ , xe2,0 , xe2,1 , xe2,2}).
Moreover, we denote by Z•2 the pointed stable curve of type (0, 5) over k2 associated to
the pointed semi-stable curve
(X2, {xe2,∞ , xe2,0 , xe2,1 , xe2,C2,1 , xe2,C2,2})
over k2 (i.e., the pointed stable curve obtained by contracting the (−1)-curves and the
(−2)-curves of (X2, {xe2,∞ , xe2,0 , xe2,1 , xe2,C2,1 , xe2,C2,2}). We see that Z2 has two irreducible
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components Zw2 and ZC2 such that Zw2 is equal to Xw2 , that xe2,2 = Zw2 ∩ ZC2, that
{xe2,∞ , xe2,0, xe2,1} ⊆ Zw2, and that {xe2,C2,1 , xe2,C2,2} ⊆ ZC2.
Next, we will see that the solvable admissible fundamental groups and the natural ho-
momorphisms of the the solvable admissible fundamental groups of pointed stable curves
constructing above can be reconstructed group-theoretically from φ. Let
I1 ⊆ ΠX•1 , I2 ⊆ ΠX•2
be the closed subgroups generated by the inertia subgroups of⋃
e1∈eop(ΓX•
1
)\{e1,∞,e1,0,e1,1,e1,2,e1,3}
Edgope1 (ΠX•1 ),
⋃
e2∈eop(ΓX•2
)\{e2,∞,e2,0,e2,1,e2,C2,1,e2,C2,2}
Edgope2 (ΠX•2 ),
respectively,
I1,1 ⊆ ΠX•1 , I1,2 ⊆ ΠX•1
the closed subgroups generated by the inertia subgroups of⋃
e1∈eop(ΓX•1
)\{e1,∞ ,e1,0,e1,1,e1,2}
Edgope1 (ΠX•1 ),
⋃
e1∈eop(ΓX•
1
)\{e1,∞ ,e1,0,e1,1,e1,3}
Edgope1 (ΠX•1 ),
respectively, and
I2,1 ⊆ ΠX•2 , I2,2 ⊆ ΠX•2
the closed subgroups generated by the inertia subgroups of⋃
e2∈eop(ΓX•
2
)\{e2,∞,e2,0,e2,1,e2,C2,1}
Edgope2 (ΠX•2 ),
⋃
e2∈eop(ΓX•
2
)\{e2,∞,e2,0,e2,1,e2,C2,2}
Edgope2 (ΠX•2 ),
respectively.
Then Theorem 4.11 implies that φ(I1) = I2, φ(I1,1) = I2,1, and φ(I1,2) = I2,2. More-
over, we see that ΠX•1 /I1 and ΠX•2 /I2 are (outer) isomorphic to the solvable admissible
fundamental groups of Z•1 and Z
•
2 , respectively, that ΠX•1 /I1,1 and ΠX•1 /I1,2 are (outer) iso-
morphic to the solvable admissible fundamental groups of Y •1,1 and Y
•
1,2, respectively, and
that ΠX•2 /I2,1 and ΠX•2/I2,2 are (outer) isomorphic to the solvable admissible fundamental
group of Y •2 . Note that I1,1 ⊇ I1 ⊆ I1,2 and I2,1 ⊇ I2 ⊆ I2,2.
On the other hand, φ induces the following surjective open continuous homomorphisms
φ : ΠZ•1
def
= ΠX•1 /I1 ։ ΠZ•2
def
= ΠX•2 /I2,
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φ1,1 : ΠY •1,1
def
= ΠX•1/I1,1 ։ ΠY •2
def
= ΠX•2/I2,1,
φ1,2 : ΠY •1,2
def
= ΠX•1 /I1,2 ։ ΠY •2
def
= ΠX•2 /I2,2
which fit into the following commutative diagram:
ΠY •1,1
φ1,1
−−−→ ΠY •2
ψ1,1
x ψ2,1x
ΠZ•1
φ
−−−→ ΠZ•2
ψ1,2
y ψ2,2y
ΠY •1,2
φ1,2
−−−→ ΠY •2 ,
where ψ1,1, ψ1,2, ψ2,1, and ψ2,2 denote the natural quotient homomorphisms.
Note that ψ2,1 ◦φ 6= ψ2,2 ◦φ, and that the homomorphisms of maximal prime-to-p quo-
tients of solvable admissible fundamental groups φ
p′
1,1, φ
p′
, and φ
p′
1,2 induced by φ1,1, φ, and
φ1,2, respectively, are isomorphisms. Moreover, we see that ψ2,1(Iê2,C2,1) ∈ Edg
op
e2,2(ΠY •2 )
and ψ2,2(Iê2,C2,2) ∈ Edg
op
e2,2
(ΠY •2 ) for every Iê2,C2,1 ∈ Edg
op
e2,C2,1
(ΠZ•2 ) and every Iê2,C2,2 ∈
Edgope2,C2,2
(ΠZ•2 ).
Let êi,0 ∈ e
op(ΓX̂•i
) be an open edge over ei,0. By applying Theorem 4.13,
Fêi,0
def
= (Iêi,0 ⊗Z (Q/Z)
p′
i ) ⊔ {∗êi,0}
admits a structure of field which can be reconstructed group-theoretically from ΠX•i . Since
we assume that k1 is an algebraic closure of Fp, we may suppose that k1 = Fê1,0 . Moreover,
we have that φ induces a field isomorphism
φfdê1,0,ê2,0 : Fê1,0
∼
→ Fê2,0 .
group-theoretically. By [T2, Lemma 3.4], there exists a natural number m prime to p
such that Fp(ζ1,m) contains mth roots of xe1,2 , xe1,3 , where ζ1,m denotes a fixed primitive
mth root of unity in Fê1,0. Let s
def
= [Fp(ζ1,m) : Fp]. For each e1,u ∈ {e1,2, e1,3}, we fix an
mth root x
1
m
e1,u in Fê1,0 . Then we have
x
1
m
e1,u =
s−1∑
t=0
b1,u,tζ
t
1,m, u ∈ {2, 3},
where b1,u,t ∈ Fp for each u ∈ {2, 3} and each t ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1}. Note that since
xe1,2 6= xe1,3 , there exists t
′ ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1} such that b1,2,t′ 6= b1,3,t′ .
Let Z1 \ {xe1,∞} = SpecFê1,0 [x1],
f •Q1 : Z
•
Q1
→ Z•1
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the Galois admissible covering over Fê1,0 with Galois group Z/mZ determined by the
equation ym1 = x1, and Q1 ⊆ ΠZ•1 the open normal subgroup induced by f
•
Q1
. Then fQ1
is totally ramified over {xe1,0 = 0, xe1,∞ = ∞} and is e´tale over DZ1 \ {xe1,0 , xe1,∞}. Note
that ZQ1 = P
1
Fê1,0
, and that the marked points of DZQ1 over {xe1,0 , xe1,∞} are {xeQ1,0
def
=
0, xeQ1,∞
def
= ∞}. We put
xeQ1,u
def
= x
1
m
e1,u ∈ DZQ1 , u ∈ {2, 3},
and
xet
Q1,1
def
= ζ t1,m ∈ DZQ1 , t ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}.
Thus, we obtain a linear condition
xeQ1,u =
s−1∑
t=0
b1,u,txet
Q1,1
, u ∈ {2, 3}
with respect to xeQ1,0 and xeQ1,∞ on Z
•
Q1
.
Since (m, p) = 1, there exists a unique open normal subgroup Q2 ⊆ ΠZ•2 such that
φ
−1
(Q2) = Q1. On the other hand, we put
Q1,1
def
= ψ1,1(Q1) ⊆ ΠY •1,1 ,
Q1,2
def
= ψ1,2(Q1) ⊆ ΠY •1,2 ,
Q2,1
def
= ψ2,1(Q2) ⊆ ΠY •2 ,
Q2,2
def
= ψ2,2(Q2) ⊆ ΠY •2 .
Note that the constructions of Q1 and Q2 imply that P2
def
= Q2,1 = Q2,2. The commutative
diagram of profinite groups above induces the following commutative diagram of profinite
groups:
Q1,1
φQ1,1
−−−→ P2x x
Q1
φQ1−−−→ Q2y y
Q1,2
φQ1,2
−−−→ P2.
Let j ∈ {1, 2}. Write Y •Q1,j for the pointed stable curve over k1 corresponding to
Q1,j . Then we see that e
op(ΓY •
Q1,j
) can be regarded as a subset of eop(ΓZ•
Q1
). By applying
Theorem 4.11 for φQ1,1 and φQ1,2, respectively, the commutative diagram of profinite
groups above implies that we may put
eP2,∞
def
= φ
sg,op
Q1,1
(eQ1,∞) = φ
sg,op
Q1,2
(eQ1,∞), eP2,0
def
= φ
sg,op
Q1,1
(eQ1,0) = φ
sg,op
Q1,2
(eQ1,0),
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etP2,1
def
= φ
sg,op
Q1,1
(etQ1,1) = φ
sg,op
Q1,2
(etQ1,1), t ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1},
eP2,2
def
= φ
sg,op
Q1,1 (eQ1,2) = φ
sg,op
Q1,2 (eQ1,3).
We denote by ζ2,m
def
= φfdê1,0,ê2,0(ζ1,m). Then we have
xet
Q2,1
= ζ t2,m, t ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}.
Let Y •P2 be the pointed stable curve over k2 corresponding to P2 ⊆ ΠY •2 . Moreover, by
applying Lemma 6.3 for φQ1,1 , we obtain that
xeP2,2 =
s−1∑
t=0
b1,2,txet
Q2,1
with respect to xeP2,0 and xeP2,∞ on Y
•
P2
. On the other hand, by applying Lemma 6.3 for
φQ1,2, we obtain that
xeP2,2 =
s−1∑
t=0
b1,3,txet
Q2,1
with respect to xeP2,0 and xeP2,∞ on Y
•
P2
. This means that
s−1∑
t=0
b1,2,tζ
t
2,m =
s−1∑
t=0
b1,3,tζ
t
2,m,
which is impossible as b1,2,t′ 6= b1,3,t′ for some t′ ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}. Then we obtain that X•2
is smooth over k2. Thus, the proposition follows immediately from Theorem 6.1. This
completes the proof of the proposition.
Now, we can prove the first form of our main theorem of the present paper.
Theorem 6.6. Let X•i , i ∈ {1, 2}, be an arbitrary pointed stable curve of type (0, n)
over an algebraically closed field ki of characteristic p > 0 and ΠX•i either the admissible
fundamental group of X•i or the solvable admissible fundamental group of X
•
i . Suppose
that k1 is an algebraic closure of Fp. Then we have that
Homopenpro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ) 6= ∅
if and only if X•1 is Frobenius equivalent to X
•
2 . In particular, if this is the case, we have
that X•2 can be defined over the algebraic closure of Fp in k2, and that
Homopenpro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ) = Isompro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ).
Proof. To verify the theorem, it is sufficient to prove the theorem when ΠX•i is the solv-
able admissible fundamental group of X•i . The “if” part of the theorem follows from
[40, Proposition 3.7]. Let us prove the “only if” part of the theorem. Suppose that
Homopenpro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ) 6= ∅, and let φ ∈ Hom
open
pro-gps(ΠX•1 ,ΠX•2 ) be an arbitrary element.
Then Lemma 4.3 implies that φ is a surjection.
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Suppose that X•1 is smooth over k1. Then the theorem follows from Proposition 6.5.
Thus, we may assume that X•1 is a singular pointed stable curve.
Note that since X•1 is singular, we have n = #e
op(ΓX•1 ) ≥ 4. We prove the theorem
by induction on #eop(ΓX•1 ). Suppose that #e
op(ΓX•1 ) = 4. Since X
•
1 is a singular pointed
stable curve of type (0, 4), we obtain that #v(ΓX•1 ) = 2 and #e
cl(ΓX•1 ) = 1. On the other
hand, by applying Lemma 6.2, we obtain that X•2 is also a singular pointed stable curve
of type (0, 4). Thus, we have that #eop(ΓX•2 ) = 4, #v(ΓX•2 ) = 2, and #e
cl(ΓX•2 ) = 1.
Then X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Condition C defined in Section 5. Thus, by Theorem 5.30 and
Theorem 6.1, we obtain that X•1 is Frobenius equivalent to X
•
2 .
Suppose that #eop(ΓX•1 ) ≥ 5. Theorem 4.11 implies that φ induces a bijection
φsg,op : eop(ΓX•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓX•2 )
group-theoretically. Let e1,n ∈ e
op(ΓX•1 ) and e2,n
def
= φsg,op(e1,n). We denote by
Z•i
the pointed stable curve of type (0, n − 1) over ki associated to the pointed semi-stable
curve (Xi, DXi\{xei,n}) whose underlying curve Zi can be regarded naturally as a subcurve
of Xi. Write Ii,n ⊆ ΠX•i for the closed subgroup generated by the subgroups Edg
op
ei,n
(ΠX•i ).
Then we see that
ΠZ•i
def
= ΠX•i /Ii,n
is (outer) isomorphic to the solvable admissible fundamental group of Z•i . Moreover,
Theorem 4.11 implies that φ(I1,n) = I2,n. Then φ induces a surjective open continuous
homomorphism
φ : ΠZ•1 ։ ΠZ•2 .
By induction, we obtain that Z•1 is Frobenius equivalent to Z
•
2 . Then φ induces a bijection
of dual semi-graphs
φ
sg
: ΓZ•1
∼
→ ΓZ•2 .
In particular, we put
φ
sg,ver
= φ
sg
|v(ΓZ•
1
) : v(ΓZ•1 )
∼
→ v(ΓZ•2 ),
φ
sg,op
= φ
sg
|eop(ΓZ•
1
) : e
op(ΓZ•1 )
∼
→ eop(ΓZ•2 ).
Note that ΓZ•i can be regarded naturally as a sub-semi-graph of ΓX•i . Moreover, one of the
following cases may occur: (i) #v(ΓX•1 ) = #v(ΓZ•1 ) = #v(ΓX•2 ) = #v(ΓZ•2 ); (ii) #v(ΓX•1 )−
1 = #v(ΓZ•1 ) = #v(ΓX•2 ) − 1 = #v(ΓZ•2 ); (iii) #v(ΓX•1 ) = #v(ΓZ•1 ) = #v(ΓX•2 ) − 1 =
#v(ΓZ•2 ); (iv) #v(ΓX•1 )− 1 = #v(ΓZ•1 ) = #v(ΓX•2 ) = #v(ΓZ•2 ).
Suppose that either (i) or (ii) holds. Then X•1 and X
•
2 satisfy Condition C defined
in Section 5. Thus, by Theorem 5.30 and Theorem 6.1, we obtain that X•1 is Frobenius
equivalent to X•2 .
Suppose that (iii) holds. Let v2 ∈ v(ΓX•2 ) such that xe2,n ∈ Xv2 . Since #v(ΓX•2 ) =
#v(ΓZ•2 ) + 1, we have that #(Xv2 ∩DX2) = 2. Note that {v2} = v(ΓX•2 ) \ v(ΓZ•1 ).
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Let xe2,n−1 ∈ Xv2 ∩DX2 be the marked point distinct from xe2,n and e2,n−1 ∈ e
op(ΓX•2 )
the open edge corresponding to the marked point xe2,n−1 . On the other hand, let w1 ∈
v(ΓX•1 ) such that xe1,n ∈ Xw1. We put
w2
def
= φ
sg,ver
(w1) ∈ v(ΓZ•2 ) ⊆ v(ΓX•2 ),
e1,n−1
def
= (φsg,op)−1(e2,n−1) ∈ e
op(ΓZ•1 ) ⊆ e
op(ΓX•1 ).
Since Z•1 is a pointed stable curve of type (0, n− 1), we have that
#(Xw1 ∩DZ1) + #(Xw1 ∩ Z
sing
1 ) ≥ 3.
Then we see that there exist marked points xe1,n−2 , xe1,n−3 ∈ DZ1 \ {xe1,n−1} distinct from
each other such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) if #(Xw1 ∩DZ1) ≥ 3, then xe1,n−2 , xe1,n−3 ∈ Xw1;
(2) if #(Xw1 ∩DZ1) = 2 and xe1,n−1 6∈ Xw1 , then xe1,n−2 , xe1,n−3 ∈ Xw1;
(3) if #(Xw1 ∩ DZ1) = 1 and xe1,n−1 6∈ Xw1 , then we have that xe1,n−3 ∈ Xw1, and
that the connected components of Z1 \ Xw1 (note that since #(Xw1 ∩ DZ1) = 1, the
cardinality of the set of connected components of Z1 \Xw1 is ≥ 2) containing xe2,n−1 and
xen−2 respectively are distinct from each other;
(4) if #(Xw1 ∩DZ1) = 2 and xe1,n−1 ∈ Xw1, then we have that xe1,n−3 ∈ Xw1, and that
xe1,n−2 is contained in a connected component of Z1 \Xw1 ;
(5) if #(Xw1 ∩ DZ1) = 1 and xe1,n−1 ∈ Xw1, then we have that the connected com-
ponents of Z1 \ Xw1 (note that since #(Xw1 ∩ DZ1) = 1, the cardinality of the set of
connected components of Z1 \Xw1 is ≥ 2) containing xe1,n−2 and xe1,n−3 respectively are
distinct from each other;
(6) if #(Xw1 ∩ DZ1) = 0, then we have that the connected components of Z1 \ Xw1
(note that since #(Xw1 ∩DZ1) = 0, the cardinality of the set of connected components of
Z1 \Xw1 is ≥ 3) containing xe1,n−1 , xe1,n−2 , and xe1,n−3 respectively are distinct from each
other.
Write e1,n−2 and e1,n−3 ∈ eop(ΓZ•1 ) for the open edges corresponding to the marked
points xe1,n−2 and xe1,n−3 , respectively. We put
e2,n−2
def
= φ
sg,op
(e1,n−2), e2,n−3
def
= φ
sg,op
(e1,n−3).
Let Y •i be the pointed stable curve of type (0, 4) over ki associated to the pointed semi-
stable curve
(Xi, {xei,n , xei,n−1 , xei,n−2 , xei,n−3}).
By the construction of the set of marked points {xei,n , xei,n−1 , xei,n−2 , xei,n−3}, we see that
Y •1 is smooth over k1 whose underlying curve is Xw1, and that Y
•
2 is singular whose
irreducible components are Xw2 and Xv2 .
Next, we will see that the solvable admissible fundamental groups and the natural ho-
momorphisms of the the solvable admissible fundamental groups of pointed stable curves
constructing above can be reconstructed group-theoretically from φ. Let Ii ⊆ ΠX•i be the
closed subgroups generated by the subgroups⋃
ei∈eop(ΓX•
i
)\{ei,n,ei,n−1,ei,n−2,ei,n−3}
Edgopei (ΠX•i ).
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We see that
ΠY •i
def
= ΠX•i /Ii
is (outer) isomorphic to the solvable admissible fundamental group of Y •i . Moreover,
Theorem 4.11 implies that φ(I1) = I2. Then we obtain a surjective open continuous
homomorphism
φ : ΠY •1 ։ ΠY •2 .
This contradicts Proposition 6.5, since Proposition 6.5 implies that Y •2 is smooth over k2.
Then (iii) does not occur.
Suppose that (iv) holds. Similar arguments to the arguments given in the proof of
(iii) imply that (iv) does not occur. More precisely, we have the following.
Let v1 ∈ v(ΓX•1 ) such that xe1,n ∈ Xv1 . Since #v(ΓX•1 ) = #v(ΓZ•1 ) + 1, we have that
#(Xv1 ∩DX1) = 2. Note that {v1} = v(ΓX•1 ) \ v(ΓZ•1 ).
Let xe1,n−1 ∈ Xv1 ∩DX1 be the marked point distinct from xe1,n and e1,n−1 ∈ e
op(ΓX•1 )
the open edge corresponding to the marked point xe1,n−1 . On the other hand, let w2 ∈
v(ΓX•2 ) such that xe2,n ∈ Xw2. We put
w1
def
= (φ
sg,ver
)−1(w2) ∈ v(ΓZ•1 ) ⊆ v(ΓX•1 ),
e2,n−1
def
= φsg,op(e1,n−1) ∈ e
op(ΓZ•2 ) ⊆ e
op(ΓX•2 ).
Since Z•2 is a pointed stable curve of type (0, n− 1), we have that
#(Xw2 ∩DZ2) + #(Xw2 ∩ Z
sing
2 ) ≥ 3.
Then we see that there exist marked points xe2,n−2 , xe2,n−3 ∈ DZ2 \ {xe2,n−1} distinct from
each other such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) if #(Xw2 ∩DZ2) ≥ 3, then xe2,n−2 , xe2,n−3 ∈ Xw2;
(2) if #(Xw2 ∩DZ2) = 2 and xe2,n−1 6∈ Xw2 , then xe2,n−2 , xe2,n−3 ∈ Xw2;
(3) if #(Xw2 ∩ DZ2) = 1 and xe2,n−1 6∈ Xw2 , then we have that xe2,n−3 ∈ Xw2, and
that the connected components of Z2 \ Xw2 (note that since #(Xw2 ∩ DZ2) = 1, the
cardinality of the set of connected components of Z2 \Xw2 is ≥ 2) containing xe2,n−1 and
xen−2 respectively are distinct from each other;
(4) if #(Xw2 ∩DZ2) = 2 and xe2,n−1 ∈ Xw2, then we have that xe2,n−3 ∈ Xw2, and that
xe2,n−2 is contained in a connected component of Z2 \Xw2 ;
(5) if #(Xw2 ∩ DZ2) = 1 and xe2,n−1 ∈ Xw2, then we have that the connected com-
ponents of Z2 \ Xw2 (note that since #(Xw2 ∩ DZ2) = 1, the cardinality of the set of
connected components of Z2 \ Xw2 is ≥ 2) containing xe2,n−2 and xen−3 respectively are
distinct from each other;
(6) if #(Xw2 ∩ DZ2) = 0, then we have that the connected components of Z2 \ Xw2
(note that since #(Xw2 ∩DZ2) = 0, the cardinality of the set of connected components of
Z2 \Xw2 is ≥ 3) containing xe2,n−1 , xen−2 , and xe2,n−3 respectively are distinct from each
other.
Write e2,n−2 and e2,n−3 ∈ eop(ΓZ•2 ) for the open edges corresponding to the marked
points xe2,n−2 and xe2,n−3 , respectively. We put
e1,n−2
def
= (φ
sg,op
)−1(e2,n−2), e1,n−3
def
= (φ
sg,op
)−1(e2,n−3).
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Let Y •i be the pointed stable curve of type (0, 4) over ki associated to the pointed semi-
stable curve
(Xi, {xei,n , xei,n−1 , xei,n−2 , xei,n−3}).
By the construction of the set of marked points {xei,n , xei,n−1 , xei,n−2 , xei,n−3}, we see that
Y •1 is singular whose irreducible component are Xw1 and Xv1 , and that Y
•
2 is smooth over
k2 whose underlying curve is Xw2.
Let Ii ⊆ ΠX•i be the closed subgroups generated by the subgroups⋃
ei∈eop(ΓX•
i
)\{ei,n,ei,n−1,ei,n−2,ei,n−3}
Edgopei (ΠX•i ).
We see that
ΠY •i
def
= ΠX•i /Ii
is (outer) isomorphic to the solvable admissible fundamental group of Y •i . Moreover,
Theorem 4.11 implies that φ(I1) = I2. Then we obtain a surjective open continuous
homomorphism
φ : ΠY •1 ։ ΠY •2 .
This contradicts Lemma 6.2, since Lemma 6.2 implies that Y •2 is singular. Then (iv) does
not occur. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 6.6 implies the following result concerning the Homeomorphism Conjecture
which is the main theorem of the present paper.
Theorem 6.7. We maintain the notation introduced in Section 3. Let [q] ∈ M
cl
0,n be an
arbitrary closed point. Then πadm0,n ([q]) and π
sol
0,n([q]) are closed points of Π0,n and Π
sol
0,n,
respectively. In particular, the Homeomorphism Conjecture and the Solvable Homeomor-
phism Conjecture hold when (g, n) = (0, 4).
Proof. To verify the theorem, we only need to treat the case of solvable admissible fun-
damental groups.
Let V (πsol0,n([q])) be the topological closure of π
sol
0,n([q]) in Π
sol
0,n and [π
sol
1 (q
′)] ∈ V (πsol0,n([q]))
an arbitrary point. Then by Proposition 3.6 (a), we obtain that there exists a surjective
open continuous homomorphism
φ : πsol1 (q)։ π
sol
1 (q
′).
Theorem 6.6 implies that q ∼fe q′. Thus, we obtain that [πsol1 (q)] = [π
sol
1 (q
′)]. This means
that V (πsol0,n([q])) = [π
sol
1 (q)] is a closed point of Π
sol
0,n. Moreover, the “in particular” part of
the theorem follows from Theorem 3.4 (b). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 6.7.1. In [41], the author proved a similar result of Theorem 6.7 when (g, n) =
(1, 1) and p > 2.
7 Continuity of πadmg,n
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.5.
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7.1 Moduli spaces of curves with level structures
We fix some notation. Let p be a prime number, k an algebraic closure of the finite field
Fp, and B, B
′ schemes over k. Let X•B = (XB, DXB) be a pointed stable curve of type
(g, n) over B and B′ → B a k-morphism. We shall write X•B′ for X
•
B ×B B
′ the pointed
stable curve over B′. Let f •B : Y
•
B → X
•
B be a finite flat morphism of pointed stable curves
over B, b ∈ B, and b → B a geometric point over b. We shall say f •B an admissible
covering (resp. a Galois admissible covering) over B if f •
b
def
= f •B ×B b : Y
•
b
→ X•
b
is an
admissible covering (resp. a Galois admissible covering) over b for all b ∈ B.
Let Mg,n,Z be the moduli stack over SpecZ parameterizing pointed stable curves of
type (g, n) andMg,n,Z the open substack ofMg,n,Z parameterizing smooth pointed stable
curves. Let Mg,n
def
= Mg,n,Z ×Z k, Mg,n
def
= Mg,n,Z ×Z k, M g,n the coarse moduli space of
Mg,n, and Mg,n the coarse moduli space ofMg,n. We denote by ωg,n :Mg,n →M g,n and
ωg,n :Mg,n →Mg,n the natural morphisms, respectively.
When g = 0, then M0,n is a scheme over k. Thus, we have M0,n = M0,n. Note that
M0,n is a quasi-projective variety over k. In general, the coarse moduli space Mg,n is not
a fine moduli space. In order to build a family of curves over schemes, we use the level
structures. Let m ≥ 3 be an integer number prime to p.
Suppose that g = 1. We denote by M
(m)
1,1 the moduli stack over k classifying smooth
pointed stable curves of type (1, 1) with level m-structure (i.e., the moduli stack of elliptic
curves in characteristic p with level m-structure). Then we have a natural morphism
ω
(m)
1,1 : M
(m)
1,1 →M1,1 →M1,1. Moreover, we put
M
(m)
1,n
def
= M
(m)
1,1 ×M1,1 M1,n,
where M1,n →M1,1 is the natural morphism induced by the forgetting morphismM1,n →
M1,1 determined by forgetting the last n−1 marked points. Then we obtain a morphism
ω
(m)
1,n : M
(m)
1,n →M1,n
determined by the second projection. Note that M
(m)
1,n is a quasi-projective variety over
k, and that M
(m)
1,n (B) is the set of B-isomorphism classes of smooth pointed stable curves
of type (1, n) over B such that, by forgetting the last n − 1 marked points, the smooth
pointed stable curves of type (1, 1) are elliptic curves over B with level m-structure.
Suppose that g ≥ 2. Let M (m)g,0 be the moduli stack over k classifying smooth pointed
stable curves of type (g, 0) with level m-structure. Then we obtain a natural morphism
ω
(m)
g,0 : M
(m)
g,0 →Mg,0 →Mg,0. Moreover, we put
M (m)g,n
def
= M
(m)
g,0 ×Mg,0 Mg,n,
where Mg,n →Mg,0 is the natural morphism induced by the forgetting morphismMg,n →
Mg,0 determined by forgetting marked points. Then we obtain a morphism
ω(m)g,n : M
(m)
g,n →Mg,n
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determined by the second projection. Note that M
(m)
g,n is a quasi-projective variety over k,
and that M
(m)
g,n (B) is the set of B-isomorphism classes of smooth pointed stable curves of
type (g, n) over B whose underlying curves are smooth projective curves of genus g over
B with level m-structure.
For simplicity, we shall write Hg,n forM
(m)
g,n when g ≥ 1, H0,n forM0,n when g = 0, ω
(m)
g,n
for the natural morphism Hg,n
def
= M
(m)
g,n → Mg,n (note that ω
(m)
0,n = idM0,n : M0,n → M0,n
when g = 0). Moreover, we denote by
X•Hg,n = (XHg,n , DXHg,n )
the universal smooth pointed stable curve of type (g, n) over Hg,n with a level m-structure
τHg,n
def
= τHg,0 ×Hg,0 Hg,n induced by the universal level m-structure
τHg,0 : Pic
0
XHg,0/Hg,0
[m]
∼
→ (Z/mZ)2gHg,0
when g ≥ 2, by the universal level m-structure
τH1,1 : Pic
0
XH1,1/H1,1
[m]
∼
→ (Z/mZ)2H1,1
when g = 1, and by the trivial level m-structure when g = 0.
7.2 The sets of finite quotients of admissible fundamental groups
We maintain the notation introduced in Section 3 and Section 7.1. Let q ∈ M g,n be an
arbitrary point, πadm1 (q) the admissible fundamental group of the pointed stable curve
X•q over an algebraic closure of the residue field k(q) of q, Γq the dual semi-graph of X
•
q ,
and πadmA (q) the set of finite quotients of π
adm
1 (q). Since π
adm
1 (q) is topologically finitely
generated, the isomorphism class of πadm1 (q) is determined completely by π
adm
A (q) (cf. [2,
Proposition 16.10.6]). First, we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 7.1. Let q1, q2 ∈ Mg,n be arbitrary points such that q2 ∈ {q1}, where {(−)}
denotes the topological closure of (−) in Mg,n. Then we have that
πadmA (q2) ⊆ π
adm
A (q1).
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the specialization theorem of admissible fun-
damental groups of pointed stable curves (e.g. [33, The´ore`me 2.2]).
Lemma 7.2. Let S be a smooth variety over k, ηS the generic point of S, and X
•
S a
smooth pointed stable curve over S. Let Y •ηS be a smooth pointed stable curve over ηS and
f •ηS : Y
•
ηS
→ X•ηS
a Galois admissible covering over ηS. Then there exist an open subset U ⊆ S and a Galois
admissible covering
f •U : Y
•
U → X
•
U
of smooth pointed stable curves over U such that f •U ×U ηS = f
•
ηS
.
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Proof. Write YS for the normalization of XS in the function field of YηS and DYS for the
set of the topological closures of points of DYηS in YS. [5, Proposition 5] implies that,
by replacing S by an open subset of S, we may assume that the fiber Ys
def
= YS ×S s is
geometrically irreducible over every closed point s ∈ S.
The normalization fS : YS → XS induces a morphism
gS
def
= fS|YS\DYS : YS \DYS → XS \DXS
over S. Since the restriction of gS on the generic fiber ηS is a Galois e´tale covering over
ηS, there exists an open subset U ⊆ S such that gU
def
= gS|U is a Galois e´tale covering
over U . Thus, by replacing S by U , we may assume that gS is a Galois e´tale covering.
Since the fiber Ys
def
= YS ×S s is generically smooth over each s ∈ S, Ys is geometrically
irreducible over each point s ∈ S.
The normalization fS : YS → XS induces a morphism
gS
def
= fS|YS\DYS : YS \DYS → XS \DXS
over S. Since the restriction of gS on the generic fiber ηS is e´tale, there exists an open
subset U ⊆ S such that
gu : YS \DYS ×S u→ XS \DXS ×S u
is e´tale for each u ∈ U . Thus, by replacing S by the open subset U , we may assume that
gS is e´tale. Since the fiber Ys
def
= YS ×S s is generically smooth over each point s ∈ S, Ys
is geometrically irreducible over each point s ∈ S.
Let X logS be the log scheme over S whose underlying scheme is XS, and whose log
structure is determined by the marked points DXS . Since S is smooth over k, we see that
X logS is log regular. Note that fS is tamely ramified over the generic point of every marked
point of DXS . Then the log purity (cf. [9, Theorem B]) implies that gS extends uniquely
to a Galois log e´tale morphism f logS : Y
log
S → X
log
S over S. Let Y
•
S
def
= (YS, DS). Then Y
•
S
is a smooth pointed stable curve over S. Thus, f logS induces a morphism f
•
S : Y
•
S → X
•
S
such that the restriction of f •S on ηS is equal to f
•
ηS
, and that fs : Y
•
s → X
•
s induced by
f •S is a Galois admissible covering over every point s ∈ S.
Lemma 7.3. Let q ∈Mg,n be an arbitrary point, V smq the topological closure of q in Mg,n,
and C ⊆ V sm,clq a subset of closed points of V
sm
q . Suppose that C is dense in V
sm
q . Then
we have that
πadmA (q) =
⋃
c∈C
πadmA (c).
Proof. If q is a closed point, then the lemma is trivial. We may assume that q is not a
closed point. Lemma 7.1 implies that, to verify the lemma, it is sufficient to prove that,
for any G ∈ πadmA (q), there exists a closed point c ∈ C such that G ∈ π
adm
A (c).
Let q(m) ∈ (ω(m)g,n )−1(q) be a point of Hg,n, Vq(m) the topological closure of q
(m) in
Hg,n, and k(q
(m)) the residue field of q(m) which is the function field of Vq(m). Write M
′
for the normalization of Vq(m) in k(q
(m)). Then there exists an open subset of M ⊆ M ′
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such that M is smooth over k. Moreover, the composition of the natural morphisms
M →֒ M ′ → Vq(m) →֒ Hg,n determines a smooth pointed stable curve X
•
M
def
= X•Hg,n×Hg,nM
over M .
Let kq be an algebraic closure of k(q
(m)). By the construction, kq is also an algebraic
closure of the residue field k(q) of q. Let Y •kq → X
•
kq
be a Galois admissible covering over
kq with Galois group G. By replacing k(q
(m)) by a finite extension l of k(q(m)), the Galois
admissible covering can be descended to a Galois admissible covering Y •l → X
•
l over l
with Galois group G. Write N for the normalization of M in l, X•N for X
•
M ×M N , and
Y •N for the normalization of X
•
N in the function field of Y
•
l . Then we obtain a covering
Y •N → X
•
N
over N such that the base change via the natural morphism Spec l → N is the Galois
admissible covering Y •l → X
•
l over l with Galois group G. Since N is generically smooth
over k, by replacing N by an open subset of N , we may assume that N is smooth over k.
Thus, Lemma 7.2 implies that there exists an open subset U ⊆ N such that the morphism
Y •U
def
= Y •N ×N U → X
•
U
def
= X•N ×N U
is a Galois admissible covering over U with Galois group G.
We denote by
W ⊆ V smq
the image of U of the composition of the natural morphisms U →֒ N → M →֒ M ′ →
Vq(m) →֒ Hg,n →Mg,n, which is a dense constructible subset of V
sm
q . Then W contains an
open subset W ′ of V smq . Since C is dense in V
sm
q , we obtain that W ∩C 6= ∅. This means
that, there exists a closed point c ∈ C such that G ∈ πadmA (c). We complete the proof of
the lemma.
We maintain the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 7.3. We shall denote by
Uq ⊆ U
the inverse image of W ′ of the composition of the natural morphisms U →֒ N → M →֒
M ′ → Vq(m) →֒ Hg,n →Mg,n, which is an open subset of U . Then the proof of Lemma 7.3
implies the following corollary.
Corollary 7.4. We maintain the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 7.3. Let
q ∈ Mg,n be an arbitrary point, kq an algebraic closure of the residue field k(q), V smq the
topological closure of q in Mg,n, and f
•
kq
: Y •kq → X
•
kq
a Galois admissible covering over kq
with Galois group G. Then there exist a smooth k-variety Uq and a quasi-finite morphism
Uq → Hg,n (not necessary a surjection) such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) the image of Uq of the composition of the natural morphisms Uq → Hg,n
ω
(m)
g,n
→ Mg,n
is an open subset of V smq ;
(ii) the morphism Uq → Hg,n induces a smooth pointed stable curve
X•Uq
def
= X•Hg,n ×Hg,n Uq
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over Uq with a level m-structure τUq
def
= τHg,n ×Hg,n Uq;
(iii) there exists a Galois admissible covering f •Uq : Y
•
Uq → X
•
Uq of smooth pointed stable
curves over Uq with Galois group G such that f
•
Uq ×Uq Spec kq = f
•
kq
.
In the remainder of this subsection, we will generalize Lemma 7.3 to the case where
q ∈ Mg,n.
Lemma 7.5. Let S be a k-variety and s1, s2 ∈ S two points of S such that s1 6= s2
and s2 ∈ {s1}. Then there exist a complete discrete valuation ring R and a morphism
SpecR→ S such that the image of the morphism is {s1, s2}.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from elementary algebraic geometry.
Lemma 7.6. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, KR the quotient field of R, and
kR the residue field of R such that kR is an algebraically closed field containing k. Let
f •KR : Y
•
KR
→ X•KR
be a Galois admissible covering over KR with Galois group G. Write ΓX•
KR
for the dual
semi-graph of X•KR and ΓY •KR
for the dual semi-graph of Y •KR. Suppose that X˜
•
KR,vX
,
vX ∈ v(ΓX•
KR
), and Y˜ •KR,vY , vY ∈ v(ΓY •KR
), have good reduction over R, where X˜•KR,vX
and Y˜ •KR,vY denote the smooth pointed stable curves of types (gvX , nvX ) and (gvY , nvY )
associated to vX and vY , respectively. Then there exists a Galois admissible covering
f •R : Y
•
R → X
•
R
over R with Galois group G such that f •KR = f
•
R ×R KR.
Proof. The smooth pointed stable curve Y˜ •KR,vY over KR determines a morphism
cvY : SpecKR →MgvY ,nvY .
Write cYKR : SpecKR → MgY ,nY for the morphism determined by Y
•
KR
over KR, where
(gY , nY ) denotes the type of Y
•
KR
. Then the pointed stable curve Y •KR determines a clutch-
ing morphism
κYKR : ×
vY ∈v(ΓY •
KR
)
MgvY ,nvY →MgY ,nY
such that
κYKR ◦ ( ×
vY ∈v(ΓY •
KR
)
cvY ) = cYKR .
We denote by Y •R,vY the pointed stable model of Y
•
KR,vY
over R which is a smooth pointed
stable curve of type (gvY , nvY ) over R. By applying the clutching morphism κYKR , we
may glue the pointed stable curves {Y •R,vY }vY ∈v(ΓY •
KR
) in a way that is compatible with
the gluing of {Y •KR,vY }vY ∈v(ΓY •
KR
) that gives rise to Y
•
KR
. Then we obtain a pointed stable
curve Y •R over R.
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Since Y •KR admits an action of G, we obtain an action of G on the pointed stable model
Y •R. Let Z
•
R
def
= Y •R/G, f
•
R : Y
•
R → Z
•
R the quotient morphism, Z
•
KR
the generic fiber over
KR, and Z
•
kR
the special fiber over kR. [18, Appendice, Corollaire] (or [8, Proposition
10.3.48]) implies that Z•R is a pointed semi-stable curve over R. Moreover, since f
•
KR
is a
Galois admissible covering over KR with Galois group G, Z
•
KR
is isomorphic to X•KR over
KR.
On the other hand, write f sgKR : ΓY •KR
→ ΓX•
KR
for the map of dual semi-graphs
induced by f •KR. Note that, for every vX ∈ v(ΓX•KR
) and every vY ∈ (f
sg
KR
)−1(vX), f
•
KR
can
be extended to a Galois admissible covering f •R,vY ,vX : Y
•
R,vY
→ X•R,vX of smooth pointed
stable curves over R with Galois group G. Then we obtain
Y •R,vY /G
∼= X•R,vX
over R. This implies that Z•kR is a pointed stable curve over kR. Then we have X
•
R
∼= Z•R
over R. We complete the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 7.7. Let q ∈ M g,n be an arbitrary point, Vq the topological closure of q in
M g,n, and G ∈ πadmA (q) a finite group. Then there exists a closed point c ∈ V
cl
q such that
Γq is isomorphic to Γc as dual semi-graphs, and that G ∈ πadmA (c).
Proof. If q is a closed point, then the proposition is trivial. To verify the proposition, we
may assume that q is not a closed point. If q ∈ Mg,n, then the proposition follows from
Lemma 7.3. Then we may assume that q ∈M g,n \Mg,n.
Let kq be an algebraic closure of the residue field k(q) of q. The natural morphism
Spec kq → Spec k(q) → M g,n determines a pointed stable curve X•kq over kq. Let X˜
•
kq,vX
,
vX ∈ v(Γq), be the smooth pointed stable curve of type (gvX , nvX ) associated to vX .
Let Y •kq be a pointed stable curve of type (gY , nY ) over kq, f
•
kq
: Y •kq → X
•
kq
a Galois
admissible covering over kq with Galois group G, ΓY •
kq
the dual semi-graph of Y •kq , and
f sgkq : ΓY •kq → Γq the map of dual semi-graphs induced by f
•
kq
. For each vX ∈ v(Γq), write
Y˜ •kq,vY , vY ∈ (f
sg
kq
)−1(vX), for the smooth pointed stable curve of type (gvY , nvY ) associated
to vY . Then f
•
kq
induces a Galois multi-admissible covering
f •kq,vX :
⊔
vY ∈(f
sg
kq
)−1(vX )
Y˜ •kq,vY → X˜
•
kq,vX
over kq with Galois groupG. Note that
⊔
vY ∈(f
sg
kq
)−1(vX )
Y˜ •kq,vY admits an action ofG induced
by the action of G on Y •kq . This action induces an action of G on the set (f
sg
kq
)−1(vX). For
each vY ∈ (f
sg
kq
)−1(vX), write GvY for the inertia subgroup of vY . Then we obtain a Galois
admissible covering
f •kq,vY ,vX : Y˜
•
kq,vY
→ X˜•kq,vX , vY ∈ (f
sg
kq
)−1(vX),
over kq with Galois group GvY .
The pointed stable curves X•kq , {X˜
•
kq,vX
}vX∈v(Γq), Y
•
kq
, and {Y˜ •kq,vY }vY ∈v(ΓY •
kq
) over kq
determine morphisms cXkq : Spec kq → Mg,n, {cvX : Spec kq →MgvX ,nvX }vX∈v(Γq), cYkq :
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Spec kq → MgY ,nY , and {cvY : Spec kq → MgvY ,nvY }vY ∈v(ΓY •kq
), respectively. Then the
pointed stable curves X•kq and Y
•
kq
over kq induce clutching morphisms
κXkq : ×
vX∈v(Γq)
MgvX ,nvX →Mg,n,
κYkq : ×
vY ∈v(ΓY •
kq
)
MgvY ,nvY →MgY ,nY ,
respectively, such that
κXkq ◦ ( ×
vX∈v(Γq)
cvX ) = cXkq ,
κYkq ◦ ( ×
vY ∈v(ΓY •
kq
)
cvY ) = cYkq .
On the other hand, the smooth pointed stable curve X˜•kq,vX , vX ∈ v(Γq), over kq
determines a morphism Spec kq → MgvX ,nvX , and we denote by qvX ∈ MgvX ,nvX the
image of the morphism. Write V smqvX for the topological closure of qvX in MgvX ,nvX . Let
kqvX be an algebraic closure of the residue field k(qvX ) of qvX . Since the admissible
coverings over algebraically closed fields do not depend on the choices of base fields, for
each vY ∈ (f
sg
kq
)−1(vX), f
•
kq ,vY ,vX
induces a GvY -Galois admissible covering
f •kqvX ,vY ,vX
: Y˜ •kqvX ,vY
→ X˜•kqvX ,vX
over kqvX . Then Corollary 7.4 implies that there exist a smooth k-variety UqvX and a quasi-
finite morphism UqvX → HgvX ,nvX (not necessary a surjection) such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) the image of UqvX of the composition of the morphisms UqvX → HgvX ,nvX
ω
(m)
gvX
,nvX→
MgvX ,nvX is an open subset of V
sm
qvX
;
(ii) the morphism UqvX → HgvX ,nvX induces a smooth pointed stable curve
X•UqvX ,vX
def
= X•HgvX ,nvX
×HgvX ,nvX UqvX
over UqvX with a level m-structure τUqvX
def
= τHgvX ,nvX ×HgvX ,nvX UqvX ;
(iii) for each vY ∈ (f
sg
kq
)−1(vX), there exists a Galois admissible covering
f •UqvX ,vY ,vX
: Y •UqvX ,vY
→ X•UqvX ,vX
of smooth pointed stable curves over UqvX with Galois groupGvY such that f
•
UqvX ,vY ,vX
×UqvX
Spec kqvX is equal to f
•
kqvX
,vX ,vY
.
Then the clutching morphism induces a morphism
κ : ×
vX∈v(Γq)
UqvX → ×
vX∈v(Γq)
HgvX ,nvX → ×
vX∈v(Γq)
MgvX ,nvX
κXkq
→ Mg,n
ωg,n
→ M g,n
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over k. Since the image of κ is a dense constructible subset of Vq, the image of κ contains
an open subset
W ⊆ Vq.
Let c be a closed point of W . Note that Γc is isomorphic to Γq as dual semi-graphs.
Then Lemma 7.5 implies that there exist a complete discrete valuation ring R with al-
gebraically closed residue field and a morphism SpecR → W such that the image of the
morphism is {q, c}. By replacing R by a finite extension of R, there is a pointed stable
curve X•R over R. Write KR for the quotient field of R, KR for an algebraic closure of
KR, and kR for the residue field of R. Moreover, we may assume that KR contains kq.
For each vX ∈ v(Γq), the smooth pointed stable curve
X˜•
KR,vX
def
= X˜•kq,vX ×kq KR
of type (gvX , nvX ) over KR determines a morphism
SpecKR →MgvX ,nvX →MgvX ,nvX .
Let SpecKR → HgvX ,nvX be a morphism obtained by restricting the natural morphism⊔
SpecKR = SpecKR ×MgvX ,nvX HgvX ,nvX → HgvX ,nvX
on a connected component of SpecKR×MgvX ,nvXHgvX ,nvX such that the image of SpecKR →
HgvX ,nvX is contained in the image of UqvX → HgvX ,nvX . The morphism SpecKR →
HgvX ,nvX above induces a level m-structure τKR
def
= τHgvX ,nvX ×HgvX ,nvX SpecKR.
By replacing R by a finite extension of R, X˜•
KR,vX
descends to a smooth pointed stable
curve
X˜•KR,vX
over KR, and the level m-structure τKR descends to a level m-structure τKR on the smooth
pointed stable curve X˜•KR,vX over KR. Let
X•R,vX
be the pointed stable model of X˜•KR,vX over R. Note that, by the construction, X
•
R,vX
is smooth over R. Then the level m-structure τKR extends to a level m-structure τR.
Thus, for each vX ∈ v(Γq), the smooth pointed stable curve X•R,vX over R with the level
m-structure τR determines a morphism SpecR → HgvX ,nvX such that the image of the
composition of the morphisms
SpecR→ ×
vX∈v(Γq)
HgvX ,nvX → ×
vX∈v(Γq)
MgvX ,nvX
κXkq
→ Mg,n
ωg,n
→ M g,n
is {q, c}. Moreover, by replacing R by a finite extension of R, we may assume that the
morphism SpecR → HgvX ,nvX obtained above factors through the morphism UqvX →
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HgvX ,nvX . Thus, for each vX ∈ v(Γq) and each vY ∈ (f
sg
kq
)−1(vX), we obtain a Galois
covering
f •R,vY ,vX
def
= f •UqvX ,vY ,vX
×UqvX SpecR : Y
•
R,vY
def
= Y •UqvX ,vY
×UqvX SpecR
→ X•R,vX
def
= X•UqvX ,vX
×UqvX SpecR
of smooth pointed stable curves over R with Galois group GvY . Moreover, the clutching
morphism κYkq implies that we may glue {Y
•
R,vY
}vY ∈v(ΓY •
kq
) in a way that is compatible with
the gluing of {Y •kq,vY }vY ∈v(ΓY •
kq
) that gives rise to Y
•
kq
. Then we obtain a pointed stable curve
Y •R over R such that the following conditions are satisfied: (i) Y
•
R ×KR KR
∼= Y •kq ×kq KR
over KR; (ii) there exists a Galois admissible covering f
•
KR
: Y •KR → X
•
KR
over KR with
Galois group G such that f •KR ×KR KR = f
•
kq ×kq KR.
Then by applying Lemma 7.6, there exists a Galois admissible covering f •R : Y
•
R → X
•
R
over R with Galois group G such that the restriction of f •R on the special fibers is a
connected Galois admissible covering over kR with Galois group G. This means that
G ∈ πadmA (c). We complete the proof of the proposition.
7.3 Continuity of πadmg,n
In this subsection, we prove the continuity of πadmg,n .
Lemma 7.8. Let v be a closed point of Hg,n, ÔHg,n,v the completion of the local ring
OHg,n,v, V̂
def
= Spec ÔHg,n,v with the natural morphism V̂ → Hg,n, and X
•
V̂
def
= X•Hg,n×Hg,n V̂
the smooth pointed stable curve over V̂ with a level m-structure τV̂
def
= τHg,n ×Hg,n V̂ . Let
Y •
V̂
be a smooth pointed stable curve over V̂ and
f •
V̂
: Y •
V̂
→ X•
V̂
a Galois admissible covering over V̂ with Galois group G. Then there exist a subring
A ⊆ ÔHg,n,v, a morphism αE : E
def
= SpecA → Hg,n, and a morphism f •E : Y
•
E → X
•
E
def
=
X•Hg,n ×Hg,n E such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) X•E ×E V̂ is isomorphic to X
•
V̂
over V̂ , and the pulling-back of f •E ×E V̂ via the
natural morphism V̂ → E is isomorphic to f •
V̂
over V̂ ;
(ii) f •E is a Galois admissible covering with Galois group G over E.
Proof. Similar arguments to the arguments given in the proof of [20, Lemma 4.1] imply
the lemma holds. For readers convenience, we attach the proof.
By applying [32, Proposition 4.3 (1)], there exists a subring A′ ⊆ ÔHg,n,v which is of
finite type over k such that Y •E′ is smooth over E
′ def= SpecA′, that the Galois admissible
covering f •
V̂
can be descended to a finite morphism (a Galois covering) f •E′ : Y
•
E′ →
X•E′ over E
′ def= SpecA′ with a level m-structure τE′ on X
•
E′, and that f
•
E′|e′ is a Galois
multi-admissible covering with Galois group G over every e′ ∈ E ′. Moreover, by the
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construction, the pulling-back f •E′×E′ V̂ via V̂ → E
′ is isomorphic to f •
V̂
over V̂ . Moreover,
the smooth pointed stable curve X•E′ over E
′ with the level m-structure τE′ determines a
morphism αE′ : E
′ → Hg,n.
We denote by vE′ ∈ E
′ the image of v ∈ V̂ via the natural morphism V̂ → E ′ which
is a closed point of E ′. [5, Proposition 5] implies that, there exists an affine open subset
vE′ ∈ E ⊆ E ′ such that the fiber Y •e
def
= Y •E ×E e is geometrically irreducible over each
closed point e ∈ E. We shall put A
def
= OE(E) ⊆ ÔHg,n,v. Moreover, since the underlying
curve of Y •e
def
= Y •E×E e is smooth over each e, we have that Y
•
e is geometrically irreducible
over each point e ∈ E. Thus, for each point e ∈ E, the restriction of f •E
def
= f •E′ ×E′ E on
e is a Galois admissible covering over e with Galois group G. We put
αE
def
= αE′|E : E → Hg,n.
Then we obtain the desired curve. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Definition 7.9. Let q ∈M g,n be an arbitrary point. For each G ∈ πadmA (q), we define
UG
def
= {q′ ∈Mg,n | G ∈ π
adm
A (q
′)}.
Moreover, we put U smG
def
= UG ∩Mg,n.
First, let us prove that U smG is an open subset of Mg,n.
Proposition 7.10. Let q be an arbitrary point of Mg,n and G ∈ πadmA (q). Then U
sm
G is
an open subset of Mg,n.
Proof. To verify the proposition, Lemma 7.3 (or Proposition 7.7) implies that it is suffi-
cient to prove that, for every closed point c ∈ U smG , there exists an open subset c ∈ Uc ⊆
Mg,n which is contained in U
sm
G .
Let v ∈ Hg,n be a closed point such that ω
(m)
g,n (v) = c. We maintain the notation
introduced in Lemma 7.8. Then we obtain an affine k-variety E and a morphism αE :
E → Hg,n over k such that (ω
(m)
g,n ◦ αE)(vE′) = c. Moreover, since the image V̂ of the
composition of the morphisms V̂ → E
αE→ Hg,n
ω
(m)
g,n
→ Mg,n is dense in Mg,n, the image of
the composition of the morphisms E
αE→ Hg,n
ω
(m)
g,n
→ Mg,n is also a dense constructible subset
of Mg,n.
Write W for the image of E in Mg,n. Since W is a constructible subset, we have that
W =
r⋃
i=1
Wi
is a finite disjoint union of local closed subsets {Wi}i=1,...,r, of Mg,n. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that c ∈ W1. Since W1 contains the image of V̂ , we obtain
that W1 is an open subset of Mg,n. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Remark 7.10.1. In [20, Section 4], Stevenson proved that U smG contains an open subset
of Mg,n when n = 0.
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In the remainder of this subsection, we generalize Proposition 7.10 to the case of
arbitrary points of M g,n.
Lemma 7.11. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, KR the quotient field of R,
and kR the residue field of R such that kR is an algebraically closed field containing k. Let
X•R be a pointed stable curve of type (g, n) over R and
f •kR : Y
•
kR
→ X•kR
a Galois admissible covering over kR with Galois group G. Then, by replacing R by a
finite extension of R, there exist a pointed stable curve Y •R over R and a Galois admissible
covering
f •R : Y
•
R → X
•
R
over R with Galois group such that f •R ×R kR = f
•
kR
.
Proof. Let X•M′ be the versal formal deformation of the special fiber X
•
kR
of X•R over
M′
def
= SpecOkR[[t1, . . . , t3g−3+n]], where OkR is a regular local ring with maximal ideal
pOkR and residue field kR (cf. [1, p79]). The pointed stable curve X
•
R over R determines a
morphism SpecR→M′ such thatX•M′×M′SpecR is isomorphic toX
•
R over R. Moreover,
since R ∼= kR[[t]], the morphism SpecR→M′ factors through a morphism
SpecR→M
def
= Spec kR[[t1, . . . , t3g−3+n]].
The natural morphismM→M′ induces a pointed stable curve X•M
def
= X•M′×M′M over
M.
Let M
log
g,n be the log stack obtained by equipping Mg,n with the natural log structure
associated to the divisor with normal crossings Mg,n \ Mg,n. Then we obtain a log
scheme Mlog whose underlying scheme is M, and whose log structure is the pulling-back
log structure induced by the natural morphism M→M′ →Mg,n. Moreover, we obtain
a stable log curve
X logM
def
= M
log
g,n+1 ×Mlogg,n
Mlog
over Mlog whose underlying curve is XM. Note that X
log
M is log regular.
By replacing Mlog by a finite log e´tale covering N log, and replacing R by a finite
extension of R, we obtain a morphism SpecR→ N induced by the morphism SpecR→
M. We obtain a log scheme slogkR whose underlying scheme is skR
def
= Spec kR, and whose log
structure is the pulling-back log structure induced by the composition of the morphisms
skR → SpecR→ N . Moreover, the Galois admissible covering f
•
kR
determines a log e´tale
covering f logkR : Y
log
kR
→ X logkR over s
log
kR
such that the underlying morphism of f logkR is fkR. By
applying [6, Corollary 1], there exists a Galois log e´tale covering
f logN : Y
log
N → X
log
N
def
= X logM ×Mlog N
log
with Galois group G over N log such that
f logN ×N log s
log
kR
: Y logN ×N log s
log
kR
→ X logN ×N log s
log
kR
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is isomorphic to f logkR over s
log
kR
. Furthermore, by replacing N log by a finite log e´tale covering
of N log, we may assume that the underlying morphism of f logN is a morphism of pointed
stable curves over N .
Let slogR be the log scheme whose underlying scheme is SpecR, and whose log structure
is the pulling-back log structure induced by the morphism SpecR→ N . Then we obtain
a log e´tale covering
f logN ×N log s
log
R : Y
log
N ×N log s
log
R → X
log
N ×N log s
log
R
over slogR . We denote by
f •R : Y
•
R → X
•
R
the morphism induced by the underlying morphism of f log
N log
×N log s
log
R over R. Since
the special fiber Y •R is geometrically connected, the Zariski main theorem implies that
Y •R ×R R
′ is connected for every finite extension R′ of R. Thus, the generic fiber of Y •R is
geometrically connected.
Let us prove that f •R is a Galois admissible covering over R with Galois group G. Note
that we have a log scheme slogKR whose underlying scheme is sKR
def
= SpecKR, and whose
log structure is the pulling-back log structure induced by the composition of the natural
morphisms sKR → SpecR→ N . Then we see that
f logN ×N log s
log
KR
: Y logN ×N log s
log
KR
→ X logN ×N log s
log
KR
is geometrically connected Galois log e´tale covering over slogKR. This means that the un-
derlying morphism of f logN ×N log s
log
KR
induces a Galois admissible covering over KR with
Galois group G. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Let c ∈M g,n be a closed point and kc = k the residue field of c. Then the closed point
c determines a pointed stable curve
X•kc = (Xkc , DXkc )
over k. For each vX ∈ v(Γc), let X˜•kc,vX be the smooth pointed stable curve of type
(gvX , nvX ) over kc associated to vX . Then we obtain a morphism
cvX : Spec kc →MgvX ,nvX , vX ∈ v(Γc),
determined by X˜•kc,vX over kc. Write cXkc : Spec kc →Mg,n for the morphism induced by
X•kc over kc. Moreover, X
•
kc
over kc determines a clutching morphism
κXkc : ×
vX∈v(Γc)
MgvX ,nvX →Mg,n
satisfying κXkc ◦ (×vX∈v(Γc) cvX ) = cXkc . We denote by
Mc
def
= Im(×
v∈v(Γc)
Mgv,nv
κXkc→ Mg,n
ωg,n
→ M g,n)
the image of the composition of the natural morphisms. Note that Γq ∼= Γc for each
q ∈ Mc.
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Lemma 7.12. We maintain the notation introduced above. Let G ∈ πadmA (c) be a finite
group. Then
UG ∩Mc
contains an open subset of Mc in which c is contained.
Proof. Let Y •kc = (Ykc, DYkc ) be a pointed stable curve of type (gY , nY ) over kc and f
•
kc
:
Y •kc → X
•
kc
a Galois admissible covering over kc with Galois group G. Write ΓY •
kc
for the
dual semi-graph of Y •kc , and f
sg
kc
: ΓY •
kc
→ Γc for the map of dual semi-graphs induced by
f •kc . For every vX ∈ v(Γc) and every vY ∈ (f
sg
kc
)−1(vX), let Y˜
•
kc,vY
be the smooth pointed
stable curve of type (gvY , nvY ) over kc associated to vY . Then f
•
kc
induces a Galois multi-
admissible covering
f •kc,vX :
⊔
vY ∈(f
sg
kc
)−1(vX )
Y˜ •kc,vY → X˜
•
kc,vX
over kc. Note that
⊔
vY ∈(f
sg
kc
)−1(vX )
Y˜ •kc,vY admits an action of G induced by the action of
G on Y •kc. This action induces an action of G on the set (f
sg
kc
)−1(vX). For each vY ∈
(f sgkc )
−1(vX), write GvY ⊆ G for the inertia subgroup of vY . Then we obtain a Galois
admissible covering
f •kc,vY ,vX : Y˜
•
kc,vY
→ X˜•kc,vX
over k with Galois group GvY . Write cYkc : Spec kc → MgY ,nY for the morphism deter-
mined by Y •kc over kc, and cvY : Spec kc → MgvY ,nvY , vY ∈ v(ΓY •kc ), for the morphism
determined by Y˜ •kc,vY over kc. Then the pointed stable curve Y
•
kc over kc determines a
clutching morphism
κYkc : ×
vY ∈v(ΓY •
kc
)
MgvY ,nvY →MgY ,nY
satisfying κYkc ◦ (×vY ∈v(ΓY •
kc
)
cvY ) = cYkc .
On the other hand, for each vX ∈ v(Γc), we denote by
qvX ∈MgvX ,nvX
the image of ωgvX ,nvX ◦ cvX . Then the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 7.10
implies that, for each vX ∈ v(Γc), there exist an affine k-variety EqvX and a morphism
αEqvX : EqvX → HgvX ,nvX satisfying the following conditions:
(i) the image of αEqvX contains an open subset UqvX of HgvX ,nvX such that the image
ω
(m)
gvX ,nvX
(UqvX ) ⊆MgvX ,nvX contains qvX ;
(ii) we have a smooth pointed stable curve X•EqvX
def
= X•HgvX ,nvX
×HgvX ,nvX EqvX over
EqvX with a level m-structure τEqvX
def
= τHgv,nv ×HgvX ,nvX EqvX ;
(iii) for each vY ∈ (f
sg
kc
)−1(vX), there exists a Galois admissible covering
f •EqvX ,vY ,vX
: Y •EqvX ,vY
→ X•EqvX ,vX
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over EqvX with Galois group GvY such that the pulling-back of f
•
EqvX ,vY ,vX
to every point
of (ω
(m)
gvX ,nvX
◦ αEqvX )
−1(qvX ) is isomorphic to the Galois admissible covering f
•
kc,vY ,vX
over
kc with Galois group GvX .
Then the image of the composition of the natural morphisms
×
vX∈v(Γc)
UqvX →֒ ×
vX∈v(Γc)
HgvX ,nvX → ×
vX∈v(Γc)
MgvX ,nvX
κXkc→ Mg,n
ωg,n
→ M g,n
contains an open subset Wc ⊆Mc of Mc in which c is contained. To verify the lemma, it
is sufficient to prove that G ∈ πadmA (c
′) for each closed point c′ ∈ Wc.
Since Wc is a k-variety, there exists a k-curve C
′ ⊆ Wc (not necessary irreducible)
which contains c and c′. Suppose that C ′ is irreducible. Write C for the normalization
of C ′, c1 for a closed point of C over c, and c2 for a closed point of C over c
′. Let Ri,
i ∈ {1, 2}, be a finite extension of ÔC,ci (then Ri is a complete discrete valuation ring),
KRi the quotient field of Ri, KRi an algebraic closure of KRi , and kRi = k the residue
field of Ri.
By replacing R1 by a finite extension of R1, there is a smooth pointed stable curve
X•R1 over R1 whose special fiber X
•
kR1
over the residue field kR1 = k of R1 is isomorphic
to X•kc over k. Lemma 7.11 implies that the Galois admissible covering f
•
kc
over kc = k
with Galois group G can be lifted to a Galois admissible covering
f •R1 : Y
•
R1
→ X•R1
over R1 with Galois group G.
Let K be an algebraically closed field which contains KR1 and KR2 . Since the admissi-
ble fundamental groups do not depend on the choices of base fields, the Galois admissible
covering f •R1 ×R1 KR1 over KR1 with Galois group G induces a Galois admissible covering
f •
KR2
: Y •
KR2
→ X•
KR2
over KR2 with Galois group G such that f
•
KR1
×KR1
K is isomorphic
to f •
KR2
×KR2
K over K. By replacing R2 by a finite extension of R2, there is a pointed
stable curve X•R2 over R2 whose special fiber X
•
kR2
over the residue field kR2 = k of R2 is
isomorphic to X•kc′ over k, and f
•
KR2
can be descended to a Galois admissible covering
f •KR2
: Y •KR2
→ X•KR2
over KR2 with Galois group G. Moreover, for each vX ∈ v(Γc) and each vY ∈ (f
sg
kc
)−1(vX),
f •KR2
induces a Galois admissible covering f •KR2 ,vY ,vX
: Y •KR2 ,vY
→ X•KR2 ,vX over KR2 with
Galois group GvY . By choosing a suitable level m-structure τR2,vX on X
•
R2,vX
, we obtain
a morphism
lR2,vX : SpecR2 → HgvX ,nvX
determined by X•R2,vX over R2 and τR2,vX such that image of lR2,vX is contained in UqvX .
By replacing R2 by a finite extension of R2, we may assume that Y
•
KR2,vY
, vY ∈ v(ΓY •
kc
),
has pointed stable reduction over R2. Next, let us prove that Y
•
KR2,vY
has good reduction
over R2.
If the image of lR2,vX is a constant morphism, then Y
•
KR2,vY
has good reduction over
R2. We may assume that lR2,vX is not a constant morphism. Let η
′
vX
be a generic
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point of EqvX ×HgvX ,nvX SpecKR2 . Since c
′ ∈ Wc, there exists a closed point s2,vX ∈
EqvX ×HgvX ,nvX kR2 →֒ EqvX contained in Vη
′
vX
def
= {η′vX} such that αEqvX (s2,vX ) is equal to
the image of
Spec kR2 →֒ SpecR2
lR2,vX→ HgvX ,nvX ,
where {η′vX} denotes the topological closure of ηv′X in EqvX ×HgvX ,nvX R2. Since R2
∼=
k[[t]], the scheme-theoretic image of lR2,vX is a local ring of dimension one, Vη′v is an one
dimension k-scheme. Write A2,vX for the normalization of ÔVη′vX
,s2,vX
. Note that A2,vX
is a complete discrete valuation ring, and the natural morphism SpecA2,vX → SpecR2 is
finite. We may assume that A2,vX ⊆ KR2 . Thus, we obtain a Galois admissible covering
f •A2,vX ,vY ,vX
def
= f •EqvX ,vY
×EqvX SpecA2,vX : Y
•
A2,vX ,vY
→ X•A2,vX ,vX
of smooth pointed stable curves over A2,vX with Galois groupGvY such that f
•
A2,vX ,vY ,vX
×A2,vX
KR2 is isomorphic to f
•
KR2 ,vY ,vX
over KR2 . This implies that Y
•
KR2,vY
has good reduction.
The clutching morphism κY •
kc
implies that we may glue {Y •R,vY }vY ∈v(ΓY •
kc
) in a way that
is compatible with the gluing of {Y •KR2 ,vY
}vY ∈v(ΓY •
KR2
) that gives rise to Y
•
KR2
. Then we
obtain a pointed stable curve Y •R2 over R2 such that
(i) Y •R2 ×R2 KR2
∼= Y •KR2 over KR2 ;
(ii) there exists a Galois admissible covering f •KR2
: Y •KR2
→ X•KR2
of pointed stable
curves over KR2 which is a Galois admissible covering over KR2 with Galois group G such
that f •KR2
×KR2 K is isomorphic to f
•
KR1
×KR1 K.
Then Lemma 7.6 implies that there exists a Galois admissible covering f •R2 : Y
•
R2
→
X•R2 over R2 with Galois group G such that the restriction of f
•
R2
on the special fibers is
a Galois admissible covering over kR2 with Galois group G. Since X
•
kR2
is isomorphic to
X•kc′ over k = kc′, we have that G ∈ π
adm
A (c
′). This completes the proof of the lemma if
C ′ ⊆Wc is irreducible.
Suppose that C ′ is not irreducible. Then we see that there is a set of closed points
{c = c1, c2, . . . , cr = c′} of C ′ such that ci, ci+1, i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, are contained in
an irreducible component of C ′. Then the lemma follows from the lemma when C ′ is
irreducible. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 7.13. We maintain the notation introduced in Lemma 7.12. Let G ∈ πadmA (c)
be a finite group. Then
UG ∩Mc
is an open subset of Mc.
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Proposition 7.7 and Lemma 7.12.
Next, we prove the main result of the present section.
Theorem 7.14. Let q be an arbitrary point of Mg,n and G ∈ πadmA (q). Then UG is an
open subset of Mg,n. In particular, the maps
πadmg,n : Mg,n → Πg,n,
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πsolg,n : Mg,n → Π
sol
g,n
defined in Section 3.2 are continuous.
Proof. For each j ∈ Z≥0, we put Mj
def
= {q′ ∈ M g,n | #ecl(Γq′) = j} ⊆ M g,n, and denote
by Gen(Mj) the set of generic points of Mj . Note that M0 = Mg,n, and that Mj = ∅ if
j >> 0. Since Mj′ ∩Mj′′ = ∅ if j
′ 6= j′′, we have that
M g,n =
⊔
j∈Z≥0
Mj .
Moreover, for each ηj ∈ Gen(Mj), we put Mηj
def
= Vηj ∩Mj , where Vηj denotes the topo-
logical closure of ηj in M g,n. Since Mη′
j
∩Mη′′
j
= ∅ if η′j 6= η
′′
j for each j ∈ Z≥0, we obtain
a disjoint union
Mj =
⊔
ηj∈Gen(Mj)
Mηj .
Then we obtain
M g,n =
⊔
j∈Z≥0
⊔
ηj∈Gen(Mj)
Mηj .
Thus, we have
UG =
⊔
j∈Z≥0
⊔
ηj∈Gen(Mj)
Mηj ∩ UG.
Corollary 7.13 implies that Mηj ∩UG is an open subset of Mηj . This means that Mηj ∩UG
is a constructible subset of Mηj , and Mηj ∩ UG is stable under generization in Mηj ∩ UG.
Since Mηj is a constructible subset of M g,n, we obtain that UG is a constructible subset
of M g,n.
Let j′ ≥ j′′. If Mηj′ is contained in the topological closure of Mηj′′ in M g,n and
Mηj′ ∩ UG 6= ∅, then Lemma 7.1 implies that Mηj′′ ∩ UG 6= ∅. Since Mηj ∩ UG is stable
under generization inMηj ∩UG, j ∈ Z≥0, we obtain that UG is stable under generization in
M g,n. Thus, UG is an open subset of M g,n. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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